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MEMORANDUM

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

DATE:

Jan. 3, 1984.

TO:

News Media@

FROM:

Keith Kappes, Director of Alumni, Development & Public Affairs

RE:

Departure of Sharon Crouch-Farmer

Effective today, Sharon.Crouch-Farmer has resigned as MSU's
Co9rdinatg/ of News Services to accept. the position of· senior
writer-editor with Martin-Marietta Aerospace Corp. in Baltimore, Md.

·-:--_._

Sharon's new position represents a substantial career boost and,
although we regret losing.her, we.are very proud of her and wish her
the very best in her future endeavors. A two-time alumnus of MSU,
she. effectively managed the Office of News Services for nearly three
years .
.He intend to have_ Sharon's replacement on board as soon as possible
.tb make sure_tha:t ·you continue to receive pertinent and timely
information-about~th~ University.
In the interim, please do not
hesitate to contact.Ane at (606) 783-2030 if you need assistance in
any matter.
Your interest in providing news coverage of the University is
sincerely appreciated.
wlj

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

Jan. 3, 1984

TO:

Administrators

FROM:

Keith Kappes@

RE:

Departure of Sharon Crouch-Farmer

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

Effective today, Sharon.Crouch-Farmer has resigned as MSU's
Coordinator .of News Services to accept the position of senior
writer-editor with Martin-Marietta Aerospace Corp. in Baltimore, Md.
Sharon's new position represents a substantial career boost and,
although we regret losing her, we. are very proud of her and wish her
the very best in her future endeavors. A two-time alumnus of MSU,
she effectively managed the Office of News Services for nearly three
years.
W~ hope to have Sharo~'s.replacement on board as soon as possible to
, -continue the-·dissemi:nation of pertinent and timely· inforination to··
··inEerrtal and external audiences. Meanwhile, we ask that you ·continue
to forward material for the newsletter and external release to the
Office of News Services at UPO 1100.

Questions and/or comments should be directed to me at ext. 2031.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
wlj
cc:

President Norfleet
·~
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

DANNY R. WRIGHT, COORDINATOR
UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Registration for the spring semester starts
Monday at Morehead State University but graduate students and
seniors won't have their customary places at the head of the
line.
For the first time in more than 20 years, MSU will register
its students by a complete alphabetical system without regard
to acaderilfc.2classification.
Scheduled to register on Monday between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
are all students whose las·t. names start with A through G.
Tuesday's group includes H through N and the registration
cycle finishes on Wednesday with P through Z.
All part-time students enrolling in classes offered on
campus will register Monday from 4 p.m. to 6:30p.m.
"The Registration Advisory Commit):ee decided that a complete
alphabetical schedule would be more convenient for students and
easier to manage," said MSU Registrar Gene A. Ranvier.

"However,

we will make sure that seniors and graduate students get the
classes they need for graduation this spring."
Registration is conducted at MSU's Laughlin Health Building.
Classes start Thursday, Jan. 12.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
___C_O_O_R-DI-N-AT-0-R

--------------~-SH-.A-R_O_N_C_R_O_U_C_H--F-A-RM_E_R

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-7 83-2030

SPRING SEMESTER REGISTRATION
SUBJECT:
RELEASE DATE:
Jan. 7 and 8
TIME:
30 sec.
ANNOUNCER:

THE FOLLOWING IS A SPECIAL MESSAGE FOR STUDENTS
PLANNING TO ENROLL AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER .....

REGISTRATION HAS BEEN CHANGED TO A MASTER
·ALPHABETICAL SCHEDULE WITHOUT REGARD TO ACADEMIC
CLASSIFICATION ..... STUDENTS WILL REGISTER ON
MONDAY ... TUESDAY ... OR WEDNESDAY ON THE BASIS
OF THE FIRST LETTER OF THEIR LAST NAME ....

THE DETAILED LISTING OF DAYS AND TIMES APPEARS
ON PAGE 8 OF THE SPRING SEMESTER CLASS SCHEDULE ...

IF YOUR LAST NAME BEGINS WITH A THROUGH G.... YOU
ARE EXPECTED TO REGISTER ON MONDAY .....

~I~ ... MOREHEAD

STATE UNIVERSITY'S SPRING

. REGISTRATibN WILL OPERATE ON A MASTER ALPHABE.TICAL
SCHEDULE INSTEAD OF ACADEMIC CLASSIFICATION ... .
CHECK YOUR PRINTED CLASS SCHEDULE FOR DETAILS .. .

'aTe~·~s
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
...
,. ' 'VV_I -----------D-AN-TN_Y_R___WR_I_G_H_T_,_C_O_O_RD_I_N_A_T_O_R
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPO BOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Danny R. Wright has been named coordinator
of news services at Morehead State University.
A native of Letcher County and a 1981 MSU graduate, Wright
was promoted to the position from the staff of MSU's Appalachian
Development Center.

In his new post, Wright will be the University's

press spokesman.
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet said of Wright's appointment:
"We are pleased to have someone with Danny's qualifications to
assume responsibility for our press relations program.

He is an

experienced media professional with a keen understanding of the
University."
Wright, 34, previously served as managing editor of the Knott
County News and as a staff writer at The Morehead News.

He also

held positions in industry as a technical writer/editor and as a
writer/producer for MSU-TV.
A former U.S. Army photographer in Thailand and Okinawa, he is
the son of Ray and Wilma Wright of Jenkins.
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky- --- Ronald W. Moss, former director of personnel
at Bradley University in Beoria, Ill., has been named personnel
administrator at Morehead State University_
A labor law graduate._of Northern Illinois University, Moss also
has a master's degree in business management and industri.il relations
.......

from the University of Utah.

He earned a bachelor's degree in social

anthropology at Brigham Young University.
Moss formerly was a career counselor and training coordinator
at the University of Utah.

IEl __a~dition, he served on the staff of

Argonne National Laboratory as·-·labor and employee relations
administrator, compensation administrator, and administrative manager
of the Acc;elerator Research Facilities.
Moss and his wife,.Sheila, have five children.
Holder of a black belt in Judo, Moss taught the sport in
graduate school at the University of Utah.
judo activities at MSU.
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
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UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KV 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky _ --- Dr- Thomas Spragens, consultant to Morehead .
State University's Presidenti!ll Search and Screening Committee, wi;Ll
hold an open meeting this week.
According to a statell)ent from Committee Chairman Jerry F. Howell
Sr. ,of Jackson, who also chairs MSU's. Board of Regents, _the 3 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 19, meeting will "s()licit comments concerning selection
criteria, process of selection, and comments related to presidential
selection."
"All members of the university community," the announcement
continues, "faculty, staff and students, and local and regional citizens,
are invited to participate."
Following the open meeting,. Dr. Spragens will attend a meeting of
the University Senate.
Dr. Spragens, president emeritus of Centre College in Danville,
is completing a cons1..1ltation with Kentucky State University in the
establishment of its Whitney M. Young College of Leadership Studies.
He retired from the Centre presidency in 1981 after 24 years.

He also

served as president of Stephens College in C9lumbia, Mo.
A former member of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education, he
is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and Syracuse University and
also holds five honorary doctorates.

He was the first secretary-

treasurer of the Ford Foundation Fund for Education and was an assistant
to the president of Stanford University.

(more)

Dr. Spragens
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

The Search and Screening Committee is charged with the task
of screening applications on behalf of the Board of Regents which
will select a successor to Dr. Morris L. Norfleet.
resignation is effective June 30, 1984.
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MOREHEAD STArE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KV 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --.- Naomi Glaypool, 88, founder of MSU' s art
department, died Sunday, Dec. 18, in a Memphis, Tenn., nursing home.
Mrs. Claypool began the art department in 1925 and retired in
1965.
The Claypool-Young Art Building was named in her honor in 1968.
For more than 25 years, Mrs. Claypool.voluntarily supervised
art education in Rowan Courity ._
She was president of the Kentucky Art Association and was head
of the Morehead Woman's Club for· 30 years.

Mrs. Claypool was a

state founder of Delta Kappa Gamma.
She was also a member of Who's Who in American Art and Who's
Who in American Women.
She is survived by a son, Dr. Don P. Claypool, Memphis; four
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Equal education advocate Dr. Mortimer J.
Adler will begin the 1984 segment of Morehead State University's
Lecture Series with a lecture and seminar· on Wednesday, Feb. 1.
Dr. Adler, chaiiDffian of the Board of Editors of

Encyclopa~dia

Britannica, heads the Paideia Group, an organization of educators
and scholars dedicated to the search for quality public education.
"Social equality is ... the same quality education for all ... ,"
Dr. Adler said in his book "The Paideia Proposal:

An Educational

Manifesto."
". ·.·.there are no unteachable children.

There are only parents

and teachers who fail to teach them," the book continues.
Dr. Adler authored the book for the group, whose name, pronounced
py-dee-a, is based on a Greek word meaning upbringing of a child.
followed that book with "Paideia Problems and Possibilities:

He

A

Considerat_ion of Questions Raised by the Paideia Proposal."
He will discuss the group's history, philosophy and proposals for
education in his 10:20 a.m. lecture in Button Auditorium.

It is free

and open to the public.
Dr. Adler will follow the free lecture as a participant in a
seminar on "Excellence in Education in Public Schools" from 1 p.m. to
3 p.m. the same day.
the region.

The seminar features prominent educators from

Their discussion will be carried live on the city and

campus television cable systems in Morehead.
(more)

Dr. Adler
2-2-2-2-2-2

Panelists for the seminar are Teresa Bowling, Pikeville High
School counselor; John Brock, superintendent of Rowan County Schools;
James Brown, instructional supervisor of Montgomery County Schools;
Scott Grosse, middle school principal, Russell; Glenn Riedel, Paul
Blazer High S'chool Principal; and Dr. Warren Proudfoot, a physician
and Rowan County Board of Education vice chairman.-

Participants

representing MSU are Dr. John Holton, professor of education; Dr.
Glenn E. Johnston, head of mathematical sciences; Dr. George M.
Luckey, professor of philosophy; Dr. Glenn Rogers, professor of
English; Dr. William Weikel, professor of education; and Dr. George
Troutt, teacher in-service coordinator and seminar facilitator.
The seminar will be chaired by Dr. Walter Emge, MSU's vice
president for academic affairs.
Additional information is available from Dr. Troutt at (606)
783-2894.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KV 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Works of art which earned scholarships for
six Morehead State University students are on display in the
University's Claypool-Young Art Gallery through Feb.

3~

Dr. Bill Booth, professor of art and director of the ClaypoolYoung Gallery, said the works are part of the students' portfolios
which were submitted last year to the scholarship selection
committee for review.
Exhibiting are Norman Engel, a senior from Humble, Texas;
Glenda Hardeman, an Olive Hill junior; Jean Mueller, a Wilmore
junior; Cassandra Russell, a junior,nand Sarah Wright, a senior,
both of Louisville; and Gwen Lawson, a LaGrange senior.
In addition to the scholarship portfolios, students will
exhibit other works in prints, drawings, paintings, photographs,
illustrations, sculpture and ceramics.
Gallery hours are from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays.
no·- admission charge.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

DANNY R. WRIGHT. COORDINATOR

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351

606-7 83-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Byron E. Wentz has been appointed chairman
of Morehead State University's 1984 Founders Day Committee.
The Morehead optometrist and 11 other persons will develop plans
for the March 29 observance of MSU's 62nd_anniversary as a state
institution.
"Dr. Wentz served as our vice chairman last year and did an
outstanding job," said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet.

"We are

confident that he and his committee will arrange another appropriate
celebration."
Serving as vice chairman for 1984 is Dr. Broadus Jackson,
professor of history.

Other faculty and.".staff members on the

committee include Dr. James Quisenberry, professor of speech; Virginia
Caudill, director of payrolls; Suanne Blair, assistant professor of
music; Nell Mahaney, assistant professor of mathematics; and Keith
I

Kappes, director of alumni, development and public affairs.
Student members include David Holton, Louisville senior and
president of the Student Association; Lisa Highley, Owingsville
senior; and Michael Walden, Elliottville freshman.
Representing retired faculty and staff are Dr. Palmer Hall and
Hazel Nollau.

Dr. Wentz represents the

Highlig~ting

public.

the observance will be t\e presentation of the

1984 Founders Day Award for University
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

60({.783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Division of
Student Financial Aid and Veterans Affairs will sponsor a series
of financial aid workshops beginning Thursday, Jan. 26.
The workshops are aimed at helping students use the new
Kentucky Financial Aid (KFAF) Forms properly.

Sessions will

be held Thursday, Jan. 26 at 6 p.m.; Monday, Jan. 30 at 4:30 p.m.;
and again on Wednesday, Feb. 1 at 6 p.m.

Each workshop is

scheduled for the Eagle Room of the Adron Doran University Center.
Dr. Ron Walke, director of the division of student financial
aid, and Ellen Grafing, assistant director, also will-be answering
questions about the availability of student financial aid for the
)

coming academic year.
Additional information is available from Dr. Ron Walke,
Division of Student Financial Aid and Veterans Affairs, at (606)
783-2011.

#ll!flf
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Job Training Program
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The students say the program gives them "more self-confidence
and the ability to handle different job situations."
"The program doesn't take you out and find you a job but
it does help you learn skills, and puts you in connection with
prospective employers," said one student.
The JTP is open to men, women
16 and older.

and out-of-school youths aged

To participate in the program, applications should

be made at the Department for Manpower Services.
program begins Feb. 21.
####
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351

606-7 83-2030

Twelve Morehead State University students

MOREHEAD, Ky.

have been named to key staff positions on the student newspaper,
"The Trail Blazer," for the 1984 spring semester.
They include:
~'Editor

-- Leigh .Ann Stone, Mansfield, Ohio, senior.

~'Managing

Editor

Beverly Cottle, Cottle senior.

~'Features

Editor

William W. Walters II, Ravenswood, W.Va.,

sophomore.
~'Co-Entertainment

Editors -- David C. L. Bauer, Georgetown,

Ohio, junior and Maribeth Motza, Winchester, Ohio, junior.
~'News

Editor -- Deborah J. Powell , Irvine freshman.

'''Advertising Manager -- Hark Kevin Phillips, South Point,
Ohio , junior.
*Business Manager -- Sharon Copher Larrea, Owingsville junior.
(

*Sports Editor -- Connie Thompson, Bethel, Ohio, freshman.
*Copy Editor

Scotty Offutt, Morehead senior.

~'Proofreader

Dale Conners, Owingsville sophomore.

.*Chief Photographer -- Wilford "Skip" Mansfield, Louisville.
junior.
~'Editorial

Editor -- Douglas J. Bolton, Trenton, Ohio, senior.

"The Trail Blazer" is published each Wednesday during the
school year as a laboratory experience in journalism.
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MOREHEAD STA~ UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX1100

MOREHEAD. KV 40351

606-7 83-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky.--Area high school teachers can enroll for up to
15 semester hours of classes and qualify for a teaching minor in
chemistry through a new summer program to be offered by Morehead
State University.
To be eligible for the program, teachers must have taken an

•

introductory two-semester chemistry course and presently be
certified to teach biology, physics, earth science or mathematics.
"The program is an attempt to help school districts in which
someone may be teaching chemistry without being fully qualified in
that subject," said Dr. John C. Philley, head of MSU's Department
of Physical Sciences.
The

program is similar to another of.fered last summer in which

teachers were helped with teaching certification in physics.
The dates for classes are:

Summer I session, June 11 - June 29; ·

and Summer II session, July 9 - Aug. 3.
Applications and additional information are available from
Dr_ John Philley, UPO Box 845, MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
phone is (606) 783-2913.
:#####
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES

D_A_N_N_Y_R-.W~RI~G-HT_,_C_O_O_R-DI-N-AT~O-R

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Religious vocations will be explored in a
daylong program on Monday, April 2 at Morehead State University.
The program is designed to enlighten students interested in
religious careers.

Also featured is a workshop for religious

professionals directed by Rev·. Elmer M. Moore entitled "Is Ministry
A Vocation?"
Rev. Moore is a former instructor in speech and drama at
Thomas More College and also the founder of the Newman Center at
the University of Kentucky.

He is presently pastor of St. Paul

Church in Lexington.
The program will include opportunities for visitors, students
and faculty members to.discuss religious vocations with religious
professionals.

The workshops, to be held between 8:30 a.m. and

4 p.m., will include topics such as "Needs from Various Profile
Mini.~terial
--~.,.....

-·--

~

Psychological Profiles," and "Fulfilling Outlooks and

Procedures."
An information center will be set up at the Adron Doran
University Center at 9 a.m. on the day of the program.

Participants

are eligible for one half of a Continuing Education Unit.
Additional information is available from Dr. Franklin M. Mangrum,
UPO Box 892, MSU, Morehead,' Ky. 40351.
########
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The phone is (606) 783-2783.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-7 63-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Bill Rosenberg, director of Morehead State
University's Division of Media Services, has been named United
States Judo"Team manager for the Fourth Canada Cup International
meet in Montreal.
Managing the U.S. team in this international competition is
another first for the black-belt holder.
nearly 200

u·::s.

Rosenberg is one.of

_judo .r_eferees and the only certified Kentuckian.

"I am exceptionally pleased about the appointment," Rosenberg
said.

"I think it will be a very enjoyable and meaningful trip and

I am very pleased about the quality and competitive ability of the
athletes.

There are some strong contenders among this group for

our '84 U.S. Olympic team."
The Feb. 4-5 Canada Cup competition features Olympic-quality
teams from Japan, Taiwan, Belgium, Puerto Rico, Algeria and the
United States.
\

The U.S.

tea~

consists of athletes who have attained a second-

and third-place point standing for their weight division in
championships across the country.

Three of the 16-member U.S. team

are '84 Olympic hopefuls and one has an ''exceptionally good chance,"
according to Rosenberg.
"Each country is free to choose how they select the athletes
they want to participate," said Rosenberg, the president of the
Kentucky Judo Council.

"Our first-place players will go to Europe

for -three we,eks to train before the Olympic Trials at the end of
February."
(more)

Rosenberg
2-2-2-,2-2-.2

Rosenberg plays down his role in the international ·event.
Like

his other firsts, he places the new duties under his

black belt with ease.
"It is my job to make sure the athletes are there and
prepared to meet the competitors' schedule in the host nation,"
Rosenberg said.

"The manager arranges for transportation, housing,

feeding and uniforms and makes sure everyone has' the necessary
equipment."
The Canadian competition is not Rosenberg's first experience
with team management.

This past summer he managed the

transportation for the judo delegation of the U.s;.', Olympic Committee
,at the National Sports Festival.

The Festival, held at the Air

Force Academy in Colorado, is considered the premier amateur sports
event in the U.S.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Glenn Jones, a 23-year-old assistant football
coach at Morehead State University has been named advisor for
minority students.
Jones will work to broaden academic counseling, career planning
and support black awareness and social activities, according to
Betty Moran, coordinator of special services, and the Office of
Instructional Systems, where Jones is assigned.
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet said the appointment was made
to ensure a campus environment attractive to minority students.
"Our effort to assign an individual capable of being an advisor
to minority students further exemplifies our aim to help all students
achieve their educational goals and academic success while at MSU,"
Dr. Norfleet said.
Jones is a Murray State University graduate with a bachelor's
degree in business administration.

The minority student advisor's

position is a joint appointment with the athletic department, where
Jones is an assistant football coach, responsible for linebacker and
defensive ends.
While at Murray State, Jones served as vice president of the
Black Advisory Council.

He twice received the Dr. Martin Luther King

Jr. Award for leadership qualities.
Award for personality.

(more)

He also received the Bill· Cosby

Jones
2-2-2-2-2

As a student-athlete in football, Jones was named
second-team All America one year and first-team All Ohio Valley
Conference for three years.
He is the son of Minnie Mae Jones and grandson of Mrs.
Dindie Bradley, both of Memphis, Tenn.
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UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KV 40351

606-7 83-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- When the temperature drops, and it is time
to turn off the air conditioner and turn on the heat, Freeman
Hamilton goes to the computer terminal.
Hamilton, assistant to the director of operations and
maintenance at Morehead State University, controls heating and
cooling systems in 11 buildings from his office.

This is possible

because of the computerized energy management system which has been
in operation since December, 1983.
"We went to this system to save money," says Hamilton.

"The

digital computer and the software cost $296,000, but we have already
saved one-third of that on our electric bills."
The computer slashes the amount of electricity used by
controlling three functions:

priority load shedding, duty cycling

and time-of-day scheduling.
In priority load shedding, as the amount of electricity being
used approaches a predetermined point, the computer will begin to
shed loads or turn off certain pumps and fans.
"This saves us money because we pay a demand charge based on
the largest number of kilowatts used during a 24-hour period,"
Hamilton explains.

"By deciding on the largest number of kilowatts

we want to use, and programming the computer to stay below that
number, we can control. the demand charge.
The computer is programmed to shed loads on a priority basis,
with heat or air conditioning turned off first in the least-used
buildings.
(more)

Hamilton
2-2-2-2-2

Duty cycling means that fans are turned off 15 minutes of
every hour.

A space sensor inside each building instructs the

computer to turn the heat or air back on if the temperature gets
too high or low.
As long as the temperature stays within a comfortable range,
however, the fans will stay off five additional minutes each hour.
This too reduces the amount of electricity used.
Time-of-day scheduling allows the heat or air conditioning to
be on only when a building is being used.
"We know what hours each building will be used during the
entire academic year, and we have programmed the computer to turn
off the fans during unoccupied times," Hamilton says.

"An hour or

so before people start coming in in the mornings, the computer turns
the fans back on."
In some buildings, such as the Adron Doran University Center
(ADUC), activities are scheduled at various times throughout the
year.

In these cases, someone notifies Hamilton and puts_ it into

the computer.
"Before, someone would have had to go to ADUC to turn on the
fans," he says.

"Now, I just do it here.

It saves a lot of time

and frees maintenance workers to do other things."
Presently, heating and air conditioning in 11 buildings is
computer controlled, including the Academic-Athletic Center, ADUC,
Combs, Claypool-Young, Ginger, Allie Young, Radar, Howell-McDowell,
Lappin, Reed, and the Carroll Tower of the,Camden-Carroll Library.
The remaining academic buildings and residence halls are
expected to be added to the system.
l-27-84fmg
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--Gifted high school students will face learning
challenges and earn college credit during the third annual "Project
Challenge" this summer at Morehead State University.
The program is designed for students from the eighth through
the eleventh grade who are int'erested in English, mathematics,
science and social science .
. Last year's director, Dr. Steve Young, associate professor of
education, said the program challenges gifted students beyond
public school programs.
Coordinators from

a~e~

.;

..

schools also will attend the 12-day

workshop to learn organization of advanced programs for gifted
students.
Project Challenge begins July 15, during MSU's second summer
s·ession.

The cost is $300 and enrollment is limited to 45 students.

Students earn two to

~hree

hours of college credit.

The fee covers tuition, room, on-campus meals, instructional
materials, lab fees, recreation, health services and an accident
insurance policy.
Applications and other information are available from Dr. George
Troutt, Director, MSU, UPO 1356, Morehead, Ky.

40351.

High

schools must nominate participants for the course and students
must take a qualifying examination.
####·
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- As part of what would be.· the- smallest
percentage increase for higher education in more than a decade,
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has asked the Kentucky General Assembly
to provide Morehead State University with·an increase of 3.6 percent
in general fund support for 1984-85 and 5.2 percent for 1985-86.
Recommendations for the state's seven other public universities
are similar, particularly for the first year of the biennium,
according to Porter Dailey, director of budgets.
In terms of actual dollars, funding of the Collins budget would
raise MSU's state support from the current $20,672,700 to $21,421,600
in 1984-85 and to $22,548,300 in 1985-86.

The appropriations include

a total of $96,400 to MSU for implementation of the state's higher
education desegregation plan.
Gov. Collins also asked the legislature to authorize the
renovation of Fields Hall at an estimated cost of $2.5 million.
However, no state funds would be provided for the project.

MSU would

have to issue revenue bonds or use other institutional funds if the
project were to be realized.

State law requires that any building

project in excess of $200,000 be approved by the General Assembly,
regardless of funding source.

--(more)

Budget Increase
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The budget recommendations for MSU and the other universities
follow the new funding formula developed last year by the Council
on Higher Education in cooperation with the institutions.
President Morris L. Norfleet said of the Governor's budget
recommendations:
"I commend Governor Collins for facing the issue of the need
to improve the quality of education now.

Some needs of government

can wait, but preparing our young people for a productive future
obviously cannot.
The specific program proposed to·improve elementary and
secondary education is a good start toward educational reform but
must also have the support of parents, teachers and school
administrators.

Likewise, other public universities must form

partnerships with the elementary and secondary schools, such as
Morehead State University has done in Eastern Kentucky, in order
to make the reform movement a truly team effort.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky must take action to support a
complete high quality public education system from kindergarten to
college if our state is to truly progress."

ffll/111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Citing the world tr.eird toward automated
Pr~sident

manufacturing, Morehead State University

.Morris L.

·•

Norfleet welcomed 21 employees of E]llerson Manufacturing Co.'s
Browning Manufacturing plant. to t;he fir.st of a semester-long series
of robotics and computerized·manufacturing classes.
"Our job at the University is to help the people of this
region," said Dr. Norflee.t.

"We hope this training.is just the

beginning of bur relationship because we learn along with you."
.Dr. Norfleet talked to the Rowan .County employees of the
Maysville-based firm Tuesday at the beginning of their twice-weekly,
three-hour class .in MSU' s Department of Industrial Education and
Technology .. Dr. Robert ·Newton, head of the department, said the.
.
'
co-operative training is a pioneering effort.
"Right now, this training is the only one of its type in the
state,;'·he said.
The class is funded by a $90,000 Job Training Partnership Act
grant from the Kentucky Cabinet for

Huma~

Resources.

The training

will·prepare employees for operating computerized,·machines-:-ancr-·:-\
'

-~-

'

..

_.,~ ..F-~'

......

,t__?-"

' . ..

~

robots that Browning, Rowan County's lar~ ·industrial employer, \
~~- -~~-l-

'

l=::.::-::=-~-v

will begin using by mid-year.'

(more)

. --. --- -·
___ - .. . . ~

Robotics Grant
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"This type of joint training is a good example of the intent
of the JTPA," said Employment Services Commissioner James Daniels
in a prepared statement.

"Wh:j_le it won't increase the number of

jobs at the Browning Manufacturing plant, it will prevent
displacement or unemployment of current employees as a result of
the company's switch to high technology equipment."
The workers to be retrained will attend either a day or
night class twice a week.

According to Gary Koch, plant

~anqger,

30, of Browning's 150 employees will be trained by the grant.

All

will be learning on company time.
Browning Manufacturing makes power transmission parts,
including gears, sprockets, bearing units, bushings and gear
reducers.
to Koch.

Five new robots will be on-line by mid-June, according
They 'will load and unload parts into _computerized

machinery.

#If #If
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 200 college students participated
in the Ninth Annual Eagle Championship individual ev.ents speech
tournament held recently at Morehead State University.
The tourney was the largest ever held at MSU, with seventeen
,'

schools from nine states competing.

Five nationally-ranked speech

teams participated.
As host of the tournament, the MSU speech team did not compete,
though some members of the team competed individually.
Students competing from MSU included:
*Novice Prose -- Lisa Shemwell, Winchester freshman, sixth
place; and Margaret Holt, Radcliff freshman, fifth place.
*Novice Poetry -- Vonda Ramey, Morehead freshman, sixth place.
*After-Dinner Speaking -- Margaret Holt, Radcliff freshman,
fifth place.
*Novice Informative -- Vonda Ramey, Morehead freshman, third
place.
Five schools competed that are ranked in the national top ten
in speech.

Three of these teams placed, '.in.:;luding:

1st Place

Bradley University, Peoria, Ill.

2nd Place

Carson-Newman College, Jefferson City, Tenn.

3rd Place

Ball State University, Muncie, Ind.

"It was a relaxed tournament," said Philip Martin, MSU
Individual Events Coach.

"I think that everyone enjoyed themselves

and got to know MSU a lot better."

1111 fill
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Maribeth Matza of Winchester, Ohio, has been
named to a key staff position on Morehead State University's student
newspaper, "The Trail Blazer, for the 1984 spring semester.
Matza, a junior radio-television and journalism major, will be
serving as co-entertainment editor of the paper.

She is the daughter

of Joseph and Carol Matza.
"The Trail Blazer" is published each Wednesday of the school
year as a laboratory experience in journalism.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Five Women of Kentucky: . 1776:-1940," an
artistic interpretation of the state's founding women, is on
display in the Morehead State University Claypool-Young Art
Gallery.
Artist Cynthia F. Kelly, who holds a bachelor's degree from
the University of Kentucky and a master's degree from the Rosary
School of Fine Arts in Florence, Italy, worked for three years to
complete the series.

The 34 pieces have been exhibited in Kentucky,

Italy, Virginia, Maryland and Ohio.
Kelly, a native of vJoodford County, researched her subjects in
libraries and courthouses.

Many of the women lived before the

invention of the camera, so Kelly used written descriptions and
intuition as painting guidelines.
Featured are Ann Coburn Harrod, wife of Col. James Harrod;
Anna Cook Beauchamp, of the Beauchamp-Sharp Tragedy; Delia Ann
Webster, the "Petticoat Abolitionist";

Mary James Warfield Clay,

first wife of Cassius M. Clay; and Belle Breezing, a Lexington
madam.
One arts columnist said the series "brings to mind the sinuous
decadence of the late

nineteenth~century

artist Audrey Beardsley."

The show is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30p.m. weekdays through
March.9.

Admission is free.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Geology Club at Morehead State University
has elected a Frankfort resident to serve as an officer for the 1984
spring semester.
Lawrence M. Blevins, a senior geology major, has been named
field trip coordinator.

He is the son of Lawrence S. Blevins.

The Geology Club meets bi-monthly and sponsors visiting
lecturers, field trips and other activities for its members.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Sue Weston, Cincinnati, Ohio, sophomore
at Morehead State University, has been elected treasurer of
Gamma Psi Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority for 1984.
Sue is the daughter of D.J. Weston.
Sigma Sigma Sigma is a national social sorority within
MSU's Greek system.

The organization's charitable goal is

building therapeutic playrooms in children's hospitals across
the country.

lflllf II
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
TO:

Feb. 9, 1984
~ws

Media

FR~nny R. Wright, Coordinator of News Services

RE:

Notice of Meeting of Board of Regents

Please be advised that the Morehead State University Board of
Regents will meet Saturday, Feb. 11, at 10 a.m. in the Riggle
Room of the Adron Doran University Center.
If your organization plans to cover the meeting, please contact
our Office of News Services, (606) 783-2030, so that we can
prepare sufficient copies of the agenda and related documents.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
wlj
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Lisa Shemwell, Winchester freshman at
Morehead State University, placed sixth in a recent intercollegiate
speech tournament at MSU.
Competing in ·the Ninth Annual Eagle Championship Individual
Events Tournament, Shemwell placed in the Novice Prose Category.
More than 200 students participated in the event.
Lisa is the daughter of Bobby Shemwell.

lflf!lff
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) MEMORANDUM
February 10, 1984

DATE:
)

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

TO:

~ews

FROM:

~nny R. Wright, Coordinator of News Services

RE:

Media Interested in MSU

Getting Acquainted

Our files show that a thanks is in order for the cooperation you
have shown our office and MSU in the past. I intend to continue
that cooperative spirit.
'
I trust the material we are sending is of use to your organization.
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have a question or
comment.
My business card is enclosed for your convenience.
wlj
Enclosure

Raws
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A nursing workshop to aid nurses in improving
personnel performance evaluation skills will be held Feb. 28 at
Morehead State University.
The workshop is for registered nurses .in the positions of head
nurse, assistant head nurse, clinical nurse manager, team leader
and supervisor or staff developer .. _Interested MSU faculty and staff
also are welcome to attend.
Betty Porter, M.S.N., R.N., and head of the department of
.,

nursing at MSU, and Pauline Siders, director of nursing at Charter
Ridge Hospital in Lexington, will conduct the 9:10 a.m. workshop.
Activities include lecture·, handouts, visual aids, discussion and
simulation of personnel evaluation.
The. program is part of a 1984 series of workshops, seminars, and
conferences on various nursing topics.
Workshop participants will receive five continuing education
·:,uni_!:~

(contact hours).

For additional information, contact Ramey at UFO Box 853, MSU,
Morehead, KY

2-10-84baw

40351.

The phone number is (606) 783-2641.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---The Lunchtime Forum at_Morehead State
University may become a thing of the past if the sessions planned
this spring don't attract more people, according to a founder of the
community discussion series.
"I'm always open to suggestions or ideas," said Dr. Dave Rudy,
associate professor of sociology and co-founder of the series.

"We

are interested in moving into any topic people find interesting,
whether it is on campus, off campus, or a political or business
interest.

Right now, I've given the Forum a good two-year shot.

If

it's supported we'll continue, if not, well ... "
Dr. Rudy and co-founder Dr. John Kleber, professor of history,
plan four sessions for this spring semester.

Topics range from

hemodialysis to Appalachian music.
The schedule includes Joe Szakos, of the Kentucky Fair Tax
Coalition, addressing "Life Chances and Educational Opportunities of
Appalachian Children" on Feb. 15; Dr .• Jack Bizzel, professor of
government, speaking on "The Kentucky General Assembly:

1984

Legislative Issues" on Feb. 22; Dr. Ron Dobler, professor of English,
and Dr. Allen Lake, associate professor of biology, emeritus, presenting
"The Dulcimer:

Its Tradition and Sound" on Feb. 29; and Mark Jones,

a hemodialysis patient, discussing "Hemodialysis:

Life Support and

Lifestyle" on Mar. 7.
The Lunchtime Forum sessions are each Wednesday from 12:40 p.m. to
1:40 p.m. in the West Rooms A and B of the Adron Doran University Center.
Lunch must be provided individually, but all presentations are free
and open to the public.
2-10-84wlb
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Internationally-known violinist Nadja
Salerno-Sonnenburg continues the Arts in Morehead (AIM) series
with a performance at Morehead State University on Tuesday, Feb. 28.
Salerno-Sonnenburg, a 23-year-old Italian native, moved to the
U.S. as an eight-year-old to study at the Curtis Institute of Music
and The Julliard School.
She has won numerous music awards, including the prestigious
Avery Fisher Music Grant.

She is also a past winner of Walter W.

Naumburg International Violin Competition and the Philadelphia
Orchestra Auditions.
The violinist's talents have been displayed in-work with the
Chicago and Baltimore Symphonies, the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra
and the New Orleans Philharmonic.
"Philadelphia Inquirer" writer Daniel Webster said SalernoSonneburg' s performance is " ... big and rich and her playing flows
with emotion.

Her playing sounds as though it were spiced by

risk-taking, most of which works and draws attention to itself."
The concert is at 8 p.m. in MSU's Duncan Recital Hall, Baird
Music Building.
Admission is by AIM season subscription or valid MSU ID.
will also be sold at the door.

Tickets

Prices are $5 for adults and $2.50

for persons 12 or younger.
The AIM series is sponsored by MSU, Morehead-Rowan County Arts
Council, Inc., the Kentucky Arts Commission and the National Endowment
for the Arts.
2-10-84dclb
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Board of Regents
)

Saturday placed a freeze on all personnel contracts at the
Administrative Council level.
The Regents also approved an across-the-board salary increase
for faculty and staff and approved upgrading of the campus computer
system.
The freeze affects the University's 15 top administrative
officials:

the four vice presidents, the four directors of

independent divisions, the dean of graduate programs and the deans
· of MSU' s six academic schools.
The move will allow.;a new president to place a "new team, if
desired," Board members said.

Present vacancies will remain unfilled

and no contracts will be extended by MSU President Morris L. Norfleet,
whose resignation is effective June 30.

Officials in place will serve

until the new president replaces them or offers a new contract.
~This

in no way is a reflection of any member of this

administration," said Harry LaViers Jr. , Regent from Irvine.

'
"We

just want to allow the new president to place his or her own team, i f
they please. II
According to Circuit Judge James M. Richardson of.Owingsville,
the move was not intended to embarass any member of the administration.

(more)

Board of Regents
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"I don't think any member of the Board wants to cast any
aspersions that we're dissatisfied with what current administration
members·.-are doing," Richardson said.

"We are just trying to send a

signal that we want the new administration to control things ... "
The across-the-board raise is to use 75 percent of any new
state appropriations for personnel in 1984-85.

The remainder may be

distributed as merit pay increases by Dr. Norfleet.
The upgrading of the computer system, to yield 27, times the
power of the present system, will allow the older system to be used
entirely foJ;" _a_c_ademic- p,ursuits.

The upgrade is sul:Jject to approval
,_~~~--

-l- --

by Kentucky's General Assembly.
In other business,, the·Regents:
*'~Approved

MSU observance of the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr. as a holiday, effective in 1986.
**Authorized the Regents' Audit Committee to pursue a personal
services contract for the annual University audit.
**Re-elected Jerry F. Howell of Jackson as Regents chairman and
Robert M. Duncan of Inez vice chairman.
**Approved President Norfleet's preparation guidelines for the
1984-85 operating budget.
**Approved several personnel changes.

Included were the

appointments of Bill Baldridge as head football coach and Rocky Alt,
Fred Mariani, Bud Ratliff, Jerry Mayes and Matt Ballard as assistant
football coaches; Dr. Donald Applegate, coordinator of veterinary
technology; and Ronald Moss, personnel administrator.

II #II
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A modern interpretation of the Greek tragedy,
"Antigone," will open Tuesday, Feb. 21, as the first of two major
Morehead State University Theatre productions .in the 1984 spring
semester.

The.-play will run through Saturd.ay, Feb. 25, with 8 p.m.

performances.at the Combs

Building~s

Kibbey Theatre.

-''AntigonEl'•:. is. described as a "very dark" play by Dr. Travis
Lockhart, director for the production and coordinator of theatre at
MSU.

Dr. Lockhart said this version was written by French playwright

Jean Anouilh. during the Nazi occupation of Paris.
"The play has the same plot, basically, as the original ... but
it's done in modern dress and much of the dialogue is clearly modern.
In fact, all of the dialogue is in modern prose, using modern
colloquialisms and so on.

The impression that it leaves is that the

same conflict (as in the play) is happening over, and over again.
What he wanted to do was write a play to tell the French people'; in
a sense, 'hang in there, take heart,' and still get past the Nazi
censor," said Dr; Lockhart.
The defiance Antigone, played by Pamela S. Hammonds, a , , . · ·.: . L~
communications graduate student from Scuddy, shows when she rebels
against her uncle, King Creon, is representative of the rebellion
against tyranny anywhere at anytime, according to Dr. Lockhart .

· (more)

.,

.

''Antigone''
2-2-2-2-2-2

In addition to modern dress and dialogue, the play will
also contain slides, shown to strengthen the actual set.

The

added dimension reinforces the "Greek origins" of the play and
grants more credence to the modern references, according to
Dr. Lockhart.
Reservations can be made at the Kibbey Theatre Box Office,
at 783-2170.

Tickets are $3.50 for adults, $2.00 for high school

students and free to MSU students with an ID.

IIIJIJ/1
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Bryan Dotson of Phelps plays in the chorus
in the Morehead State University theatre production of
"Antigone," an a.ncient Greek tragedy.
A senior speech/theatre major, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Dotson of Phelps.

He is a member of Theta Alpha Phi

theatre honorary.
The production is scheduled Feb. 21-28 in MSU's Kibbey
Theatre. Admission is $3.·50 for adults and $2 for those 18
and under. Curtain time is 8 p.m.
Additional information·and reservations are available
from the MSU theatre box office- at (606) 783-2170.

####
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Paula Dawn Pope of Ashland
is pledging Morehead State University's Kappa Tau Chapter of Delta
Zeta Sorority for the 1984 spring term.
A junior radio and television major, she is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill B. Pope also of Ashland.

She is a

member of Gamma Beta Phi honorary society.
Delta Zeta is a national sorority within the Greek system
at MSU.

. ###
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.MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Nearly 50 representatives of business,
communications, government, industry and education will be at
Morehead State University, Wednesday, March 7, for Career
Information Day.
"The emphasis is on career information, not on jobs," said
Dr. Margaret Shepherd, coordinator of Placement Services.
"Students will be able to talk to employers without any pressure,
because it is not an interview.

Part of the idea of Career Day

is to help people understand the transition between the world of
academics and the world of work."
The representatives will be in the· .Crager Room of the Adron
Doran University Center from 10 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
They will discuss career and summer positions with students.
All students, wheth.er freshmen or seniors, are encouraged to
take part in the event, Dr. Shepherd said.
For additional information, contact Dr. Shepherd at (606)

783-2233.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Department of
Military Science will honor over 100 MSU faculty,, staff and Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC) cadets, on Friday, Feb. 24 at 6:30p.m.
in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center.
This' annual event recognizes the support of the residents of the
Morehead area to the University's ROTC, according to Maj. Gerald LAdams, the department's executive officer.
"Without the support of the Morehead community, our program
would lack the realistic training necessary to provide the broad base
of knowledge a newly commissioned Army officer requires-

The people

of Morehead' understand this and fully support our program," said
Maj _ Adams.
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MOREHEAD,
Ky. ---Morehead State University's Board of Regents
. - .
will meet March 3 to begin its consideration of approximately 20
candidates for the MSU presidency, according to Search and Screening
Committee Chairman Jerry F. Howell Sr. of Jackson.
Howell, also the chairman of the Regents, said the list was
gleaned from nearly 200 applicants and nominees.

The nine-member

search committee met for three days over the holiday weekend to
examine the credentials of the presidential hopefuls.

~

The group was

assisted by its consultant, Dr. Thomas Spragens, president emeritus
of Centre College.
The Regents have set May 1 as the date for naming a successor to
President Morris L. Norfleet, whose resignation is ·effective June 30.
The special board meeting is set for 7 p.m. in the Riggle Room
of MSU's Adron Doran University Center.
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- Garry Barker has been named communications
coordinator for Morehead State University's Appalachian Development
Center.
Barker, a Fleming County native, received his bachelor's degree
in English from Berea College in 1965, and has been employed by such
regional institutions as the Southern Highland Handicraft Guild,
Berea College, and Marketing Appalachia's Traditional Community
Handicrafts, Inc. (MATCH).
He is the author of "Fire On The Mountain," a 1983 short story
collection and is currently writing "The Appalachian Handicraft
Revival:

1930-1980," for the University Press of Kentucky.

"We feel fortunate to have Garry Barker on our staff," said ADC
Director Dr. Donald L. Fagus.

"His familiarity with the entire

Appalachian region, and his 20 years of writing and administration,
will strengthen our communications programs."
Barker's articles, essays, and short stories about Appalachia
have appeared in "The Motintain Spirit," the "Louisville Courier-Journal,"
"Delta Scene," "Ceramics Monthly." "Southern Exposure," "Grit," "Berea
Magazine," "The Crafts Report," and "Facing South" a syndicated
column.

His first novel, "Copperhead Summer," is scheduled for 1984

release, as is "Two Part Harmony," an art/essay book done with Berea
artist Mitchell Tolle.

Barker serves on the advisory board of the

Appalachian Writers Association, and is vice president of the Berea
Craft Festival.
(more)

Garry Barker
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Recent copywriting and design projects have included brochures
for the Berea Tourism Commission, Settlers Trace, the Boone Tavern
Hotel, and numerous shops and agencies.

Barker designed mail order

catalogs for MATCH and Kentucky Hills Industries, and has edited
newsletters for several organizations.
Barker is married to the former Anita Hurst of Berea.

She is

the associate dean for student life and counseling at Berea College.
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MOREHEAD, KY_ --- Jeanine Kirkpatrick of Ft. Wright
is among. the

twenty~two

Morehead State University coeds

vying for the title of Miss MSU in the 1984 Miss MSU
Scholarship Pageant.
A freshman biology major, she is the daughter of
Mr_ and Mrs. Glenn Kirkpatrick also of Ft. Wright.

She

is a member of the Student Association and the concert
band.
The pageant's theme, "It's Magic," will be reflected
by entertainer, Dale Calvert, a magician_

Ms. Lynn

Whitney Thompson, Miss-Kentucky, will emcee the affair.
Other special·guests include Ms. Karen Jo Parks,
Miss MSU; the Rowan County.High School Concert Choir
under the direction of Mr. Noel Weaver; and Miss Michelle
Trombetta, 1983 Little Miss MSU.
Tickets for the April 11 and 12 pageant are priced
at $3 for Wednesday evening and $4 for Thursday evening.
Activities begin at 7:30 p.m .. each evening in Button
Auditorium.
Ticket information is available from the Bureau
of Student Affairs at (606)783-2070.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Jan G. Burge of Mor_ehead, daughter of.
Elwood and Wanda Burge of Carter City, _ has been named to the
Outstanding Young Women of America for 1983.
Ms. Burge is a graduate of West Carter High School and
Morehead State University, where she earned a bachelor's. degree
in business administration and a. master's. degree in business
education.

She is employed by Morehead State University.

Selections are made annually on _the basis of outstanding
ability, accomplishments and service to _the community.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A six-week training program this summer
will give some Morehead State University students "a taste" of
Army procedures.

I

)

Those who complete the ROTC Basic Camp at Fort Knox are
eligible to enroll in the advanced ROTC course in the fall.
Transportation to and from camp, free room and board and $670
in pay are provided for the campers.
Participants do not have to be ROTC students, but enrollment
is limited, according to Maj. Gerald L. Adams, assistant professor
of military science.
"We're particularly looking for students majoring in engineering,
business and the physical sciences.
as possible so that we

c~n

I need to talk to them as soon

ensure them a vacancy at camp.

We've

already begun processing paperwork and making appointments for
physical examinations," he said.
Adams can be reached by phone at 783-2050; dr' in h±s.'office,
307 .i.Button Auditorium.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Five alumni with political science degrees
will return to the Morehead State University campus Tuesday, Feb. 28,
at 4 p.m., to speak on career opportunities·for government students.
Returning are Diane Lindsay, Mor,ehead city clerk; Dennis
Redmond, Maysville city manager; David Flatt, attorney at Sandy Hook;
Jim Morton, housing director for MSU; and David Milby, presently
an employee of the state YMCA organization in Frankfort, Ky.
Sponsored by the Political Science Club, the meeting will be ·. s
held at the Alumni Center and is open to the public.
will be served.
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Refreshments

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

February 22, 1984
Media
y R. Wright, Coordinator of News Services
Regents Meeting

The Morehead State University Board of Regents will meet Saturday,
March 3, at 4 p.m. in::the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University .
Center.
If your organization plans to cover the meeting,· please contact our
Office of News Services, (606) 783-2030, so that we can prepare
copies of the agenda and related·documents.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- An "authentic" C-ration meal, sponsored
by Morehead State University's military science department, will
be served Friday, March 1, l:ietweEm·ll:30 a.m .. and 1:30 p.m. in
the Button Auditorium Drill Room.
According to Lt. Col. Bruce Miller, professor of military
science, the C-rations will be prepared and served by an Army
mess team.
"We're going to· serve the C-rations in a fashion similar
to field conditions," Miller said.

"We'll heat the main course

meal, which is a meat-type meal with 12

var~~~ies,

and hand them

,out with the other cans of desert."
Weaponry displays will be set up in the Drill Room.

ROTC

students, dressed in uniforms representing various historical
periods, will serve as "guides'.! during the event and answer any
questions about the ROTC program.
This is the second C-ration luncheon.

Miller said there are

hopes it will become an annual event.
The meal is open to the public and free of charge.
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Van Boskirk; assistant professor

Univ~rsity,

will present a piano

concert at Morehead State University.Tuesday, March 6, in Duncan
Recital Hall.
The program will feature works by Johann Sebastian Bach,
Maurice Ravel, Cesar Franck, Frederick Chopin and Franz Liszt.
Dr. Boskirk has performed with orchestras in Chicago,
Indianapolis, Washington, D_C. , and Lexington.

He has given

numerous solo recitals throughout the United States, including
appearances at Town Hall, New York and the Phillips' Collection
of Washington, D.C.
The 8:15p.m. recital is free and open to the public.
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Morehead State University's annual Military

Ball, sponsored by the Department of Military Science, is scheduled
Friday, March 1, at the Carl D. Perkins Community Center.
The dance begins at 7:30 p.m.

It will be highlighted by the

crowning of the Military Ball queen and king at 9 p.m.
Music for the formal-attire event will be provided by the
U.S. Army's lOOth Division Century Dance Band.

Refreshments will

be served.
· There is no cover charge and reservations must be made with·;·
the Department of Military Science.
information call 783-2050.
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Cincinnati's Blue Wisp Big Band, described in

"Jazz Educators Journal" as " ... a big band staffed with excellent
players and incisive soloists," will highlight Morehead State
University's "Jazz Clinic '84"," scheduled March 2-3.
The 16-member jazz band features MSU alumnus Don Johnson on
lead trumpet.

Johnson and the group will perform Friday, March 2

at 8 p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall.
The clinic also includes several concerts by MSU jazz groups.
Music begins at 9 a.m., March 2, with the Jazz Ensemble II,
followed by the Jazz Vocal Ensemble and high school jazz ensembles
at 9:30 a.m.
Afternoon performances include the MSU Guitar Ensemble,
"Jazz Bones," and high school jazz ensembles throughout the day
and Saturday, March 3.
Other Saturday activities include individual instrument clinics.
and performances by the MSU Percussion Ensemble:·at 10 a.m. and
Jazz Ensemble I at 3 p.m.
All concerts are in Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Building.
Tickets are $5 for the Blue Wisp Big Band and are available at the
door.

All other concerts are free.
For more information, contact David Anderson, assistant

professor of music, at (606) 783-2488.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The recently-revived Morehead State University
ROTC rifle team placed eighth out of 13 teams in a competition last
I

November at Pittsburg State University in Kansas.

Competition

results were made public last week.
Revived in October 1983 after a three-year absence, the team
entered the competition after only four weeks of practice.
Team members are Phillip Johnson, Robinson Creek freshman; Mike
Padgett, am ·Olive Hill freshman; Clinton Norton and Clayton Norton,
St. Charles freshmen; Nancy York, a Louisa freshman; and Harold
'·

Collins, West·.union, Ohio, freshman.
The team is a part of the school's ROTC Pershing Rifles Company.
The coach is Maj. Gerald L. Adams, associate professor of military
science and ROTC execut.ive officer.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Phillip Morris Johnson of Robinson Creek
is a member of the recently revived Morehead State
Uni ver,si ty ROTC rifle team.
A freshman, he is the son of Mr. ?hillip M. Johnson Sr.
The team is part of the school's ROTC Pershing
Rifle Company.

The coach is Major Gerald L. Adams,

associate professor of military science and ROTC
executive officer.
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MOREHEAD !• Ky. · .:. __ Sixteen Morehead State University
students will be vying for the King's and Queen's crowns
at the 16th annual Army ROTC Military Ball.
The coronation will highlight the. ball at the Carl
D.

Perkin~

Community Center Friday, March 2, at 7:30p.m.

King candidates include:
* Steve Burchett, Pikeville junior in finance.
* David Chapman, Columbus, Ohio, senior in physical
education.
*Barry Coleman, Virgie freshman in government.
* Stephen Hogan, Hebron junior in business management.
* Robert Pestana, Columbus, Ohio, sophomore in math
and data processing.
* Marc Rosen, Harrison, Ohio, senior in radio and
television.
* Brian Smit9, Vanceburg sophomore in industrial
technology.
* Clark Stephens, Newport sophomore in construction.
Queen candidates include:
* Donna Cecil, Louisville sophomore in chemistry.
* Leith Clough, Morehead junior in recreation.
* Laura Fannin, Southgate junior in math and computer
programming. ·.

Military Ball
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

*Maggie Hall, Mt. Sterling senior in agriculture
education.
* Leslie Hayes, Danville freshman in biology.
* Beverly Hendry, Falmouth senior in business administration
and accounting.
* Wanda Ingold, Olive Hill freshman.
*Marcia Zerzavy, Baltimore, Md., junior in recreation.
Music for the event will be provided by the U.S.
Army's lOOth Division Century Dance Band.

There is no

cover charge, but reservations must be made with the
Department of Military Science.
more information call 783-2050.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Country musician Hank Williams Jr. is scheduled
to appear in concert at Morehead State University's Academic-Athletic
Center on Wednesday, March 28, at 8 p.m.
Hank, the son·
La., in 1949.

o:r" the late Hank Williams, was born in Shreveport,

Growing up in the limelight of his father's success,

he began to play the guitar at the age of eight, mostly performing
what he referred to as "reincarnations of his father's music."
Disgruntled with the role, Hank Jr. decided to begin performing
his own music.
Ala.

He left Nashville and moved to the town of Cullman,

There he met an old fishing buddy who later became his manager,

and in 1975 he released his album "Hank Williams Junior and Friends."
According to a Warner Brothers' press release, the album aided

in his "proclamation of emergence from his father's legendary shadow
and his determination to play music his way."
Shortly after the album climbed the charts, Hank Jr. suffered
a tragic accident.

While climbing in the Montana Rockies, he fell.

The fall nearly killed him; it did kill his spirit temporarily.
After a brief time, his belief that he would never perform again
turned into a personal goal of "I will perform again."

As soon as

he could sit up after the accident, Hank Williams Jr. propped a
guitar in his lap and set out to prove a point to himself.
He is called a progressive country rocker and nearly anything
can be heard or seen during one of Hank Jr.'s shows.

As one critic

wrote, " ... seeing Hank Williams Jr. live on stage is electrifying."

(more)

Hank Jr. Concert
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Admission to the show is $10 for the general public and $2
for MSU students with a valid ID card.
Tickets are available at the MSU Student Association office,
located on the second floor of the Adron Doran University Center;
Underwood Music on East Main Street in Morehead; or D.J.'s Clothier
/

for Men, at the Trademore Shopping Center.
The scheduled opening act is the Barna Band.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Beverly Hendy of Falmouth
will compete for the queen's crown at the 16th annual
Morehead State University Military Ball.
A senior accounting major, she is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Hendy.

She is a member of Sigma

Tau Epsilon and the accounting club.
The coronation will highlight the ball at the
Carl D. Perkins Community Center Friday, March 2, at
7:30 p.m.
Music for the formal event will be provided by
the U.S. Army's lOOth Division Century Dance Band.
There is no cover charge, but reservations must be
made with the Department of Military Science.
reservations or more information call 783 2050.
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MOREHEAD, Ky- --- About 40 walking, saddle and quarter horses
are to be sold at the second Morehead State University stock horse
sale on March 3 at the Derrickson Agricultural ComplexAmong the horses scheduled for sale are colts, fillies and a
mare in·foal to Triple Threat, a former world champion Tennessee
Walking Horse_

Triple Threat died in Oct:, 1983.

The sale .. starts at 10 a.m.

Payment may be either cash or

check.
Horses may be seen prior to the sale by calling Gene Carswell,
manager of the MSU stables, at (606) 783-2800.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Ronald Fiel, associate professor of
science education at Morehead State University, has been named
the 1983 recipient of the Lyn Reynolds Dist-inguished Service
Award, presented recently by the Kentucky Association for
Progress in Science (KAPS).
According to the winter edition of "CommuniKAPS," the
organization's quarterly newsletter, Dr. Fiel was chosen for the
statewide award after " ... letters of support from his colleagues
and administrators emphasized his outstanding contributions over
a number of years in pre-service and in-service science teacher
education."
Dr. Fiel was also complimented for his work as editor of
"CommuniKAPS."
He has been at MSU since 1972.

Dr. Fiel was a former

instructor at Indiana, Ohio and Arkansas Universities.
!llffl
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More than 250 Eastern Kentucky high school

students are expected'to participate in the Eastern Kentucky Foreign
Language Festival at Morehead State University on March 3.
The festival, sponsored by MSU French students, will include
'competition in grammar and language skills·,. original .artwork and
dramatic and choral productions.
German, Spanish and Latin

Judging·will take place in French,

cat~gories.

A variety of works, from traditional paintings and. drawings to
T-shirts and dolls, will be exhibited by students.

Many participants

will model native costumes of the country being studied, according to
·Mary Jo Netherton., assistant professor of French·.
Afternoon presentations include a performance of French classical
music by Cindy Williams, a graduate student, with accompaniment by
freshman pianist

John~Kirt!ey,

Vasile Venettozzi, associate professor

of music, will present a rendition of Greek songs.
Award ceremonies follow, with a sweepstakes award going to the
overall school winner.

Individual first-place winners will compete at

the state Foreign Language Festival in June.
The festival is scheduled from 8:30a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Crager
Room of the Adron Doran University Center.

Al~

afternoon
, presentations

are free and open to the public.
For more information contact Mary Jo Netherton at (606) 783-2779.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A "pre-business" workshop, designed to
assist anyone planning to start a new small business, will be
held March·-26-27 in Ashland.
"Start Your Own Small Business," a two evening series of
workshops, will cover topics ranging from the legal aspects of
ownership to marketing.

Each presentation is geared to help the

small business operator plan and implement a successful venture.
Sessions will be held in the Ashland Chamber of Commerce
Building 6:30 p.m. t6 10 p.rn. on Monday, March 26, and Tuesday,
March 27.

The registration fee is $5 per session or $7.50 for

both sessions.
Instructors and topics include Arloe W. Mayne of Ashland Oil,
"Forms of Business Ownership and Legal Aspects of Owning"; Tom
Leach, Third National Bane, "Sources of Capital and Financing";
John Mahan, ·Kentucky Electric Supply Corporation, "Record Keeping."
SCORE voiunteers will conduct a panel discussion on "How to Start
a Small Business of Your Own" during the March 27 session.
Workshop sponsors are Ashland SCORE, Inc. ; the Chamber of
Commerce of Boyd and Greenup Counties; Morehead State University's
Appalachian Development Center; the Small Business Development
Center; and the Small Business Administration.

Registration fees

and travel expenses are tax deductible.
To preregister, send name, address, phone number and
registration fee to SCORE, PO Box 830, Ashland, KY

41101.

For more

information, or to preregister by phone, call SCORE at (606) 329-9217.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Richard and Freida Cyrus will bring an unusual
distinction to Morehead State University's mining technology program
when they graduate this spring.

The Lawrence County natives will be

the first brother-and-sister team to receive degrees at MSU in the
study of coal production.
The unusual distinction was not jointly planned.

Freida began

her studies in a different field and later came to mining tech.
Richard knew what he wanted to study from the start.
"Mining tech had everything I wanted as far as being a growing
field," he said.
·,

"It's fairly open for new people, and I just

enjoyed the work."
Richard came into the program in 1979, when the study area was
only nine years old.

)

Freida came a year later with notions of an

entirely different career.
She tried classes in accounting and then government.

Neither

suited her.
"I heard Rick talk about some of his mining tech classes and
decided to take one or two of them as electives," said Freida.
She soon was the second member of the family to enter the
mining technology program.
The program does not prepare a student for a specific job within
the coal industry, but offers study options such as reclamation, health
and safety and mining.

The classes and lab work give the student

a broad overview of the entire coal industry, according to Forrest
Cameron, assistant professor and coordinator of the program;
(more)

Mining Tech
2-2-2-2-2-2

Freida says there were times she didn't feel like a leader,
especially when she was the only female in a classroom of male
students.
"I remember in one class we took a tour of a mine and we had
to crawl on our hands and knees through some of it.

The guys teased

me and said that I wouldn't make it but," she said, "I did, and
I thought it was fun."
Richard or Freida, and other graduates of the program, will have
an advantage in the coal job market because of their broad background
in all educational areas, according to Cameron.
)

"If a person goes into the coal industry without the broad
overv~ew_a

college education can bring, they must be trained at

company expense.," he said.

"Then they are likely to be trained

only in one particular area, or one particular process or one piece
of machinery."
Cameron said Freida and Rick are unique as the first pair of
siblings to complete the program together, but as natives of a coal
producing area they are typical of most students who enter mining
tech.
Richard will return to Lawrence County to find work.

He said

coal-field management, production, transportation, and purchasing
are among the employment areas he will explore.
Freida is undaunted by the male-dominated field, but will not
explore the job market right away.
"I just like school.

I plan to go to grad school and work on

my master's in business education," she said.
She plans to join her brother in Eastern Kentucky sometime in
the future.
30:1-84gaw
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Phil Kenkel, a 27-year-old agribusiness
specialist, is implementing the newest regional service program offered
by Morehead State University's Appalachian Development Center.
"Agribusiness" describes both income producing farm activities--such
as the sale of crops, livestock, and timber--and farm-related
industries such as farm supply stores and marketing services.
Kenkel

holds a bachelor's degree in agriculture economics and

a master's degree in business administration from the University of
Kentucky.

He has worked on his father's Jessamine County farm since

junior high school, and managed a Lexington horse farm before coming
to Morehead.
"Phil's actual farm experience, plus his degrees in agriculture
and business, give him a strong and flexible background for this
position," said ADC Director Dr. Donald Fogus.

"He can relate equally

well to the small farmer or the more complex businesses which serve
the farmer."
Kenkel's role is to promote agribusiness development within the 49
Eastern Kentucky counties served by ADC.

He is currently working

to identify agricultural enterprises which can be developed as model
programs and offered to the region's farmers.

Kenkel works closely

with existing state and federal agencies, and relies heavily on the
expertise of MSU's Department of Agriculture.

(more)

Kenkel Appointment
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Some individual counseling is part of Kenkel's workload,
usually when a specific project seems to have the potential for
more widespread application.

Agribusiness workshops are also be.ing

developed, covering such topics as record keeping for small sawmills
and the use of computers in farming.
For more information, contact Phil Kenkel, Agribusiness
Specialist, Appalachian Development Center, Morehead State University,
Morehead, KY

40351, phone (606) 783-2077.
###
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MOREHEAD, Ky .. --- Morehead State University will close for
its annual spring break during the week of March 12.
Classes will resume and offices reopen Monday, March 19,
at 8 a.m.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University junior Craig C.
Britton Jr.

is set to present a euphonium

recit~l

Thursday,

March 8 ., in Duncan Recital Hall.
He is the son of Craig and Marilyn Britton of Portland,
Ore.
The program will feature works by Alec Wilder, G.F. Handel,
Herbert Clarke, John Boda, Robert Schumann and a euphonium
ensemble by Gordon Jacob and Stephen Sondheim.
Britton is a member. of the MSU Symphony Band, the Concert
Choir and the Brass Choir.

He is an award winner in the Ruth

Close Memorial Scholarship Competition in Oregon.
His instructor is Dr. Earle Louder, professor of music.
The 8:15p.m. recital is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky- --- Kyle Anne Barnett has been named s.chplarships
and awards officer in the Morehead State University Division of
Admissions.
In the newly-created position, Barnett will supervise
administration in the Division of Admissions and coordinate
scholarship programs with area high schools.
"She is going to administer the academic scholarships, which
we handle directly in admissions, and coordinate departmental and
other scholarships that we do not handle directly," said Patricia
Needham, associate director of admissions.

"This new position will

increase our efficiency in meeting the needs of students seeking to
attend Morehead State University."
Barnett is the former manager of four grant programs and the
National Direct Student Loan Program at Virginia Commonwealth
University in Richmond, Va.
Barnett received her master's and bachelor '·s degrees in
communications studies from the University of Virginia.
She is the daughter of Robert H. and Rita E. Barnett of Berea.
ltff/1
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The Arts in Morehead (AIM) series continues

on Monday, March 19, with a presentation by the West Side Brass
Quintet at Morehead State University.
Growing in national reputation, the New York-based West Side Brass
Quintet performs a wide variety of music, including old classics, pop
standards and show tunes.
The Quintet consists of tubist Dave Braynard, a graduate of the
Manhattan School of Music, who now serves on the faculty of the
Brooklyn College of Music; trumpeter Ron Carson, who has performed
with such groups as the Long Island Philharmonic and Guy Lombardo's
Royal Canadians; trumpeter James Hamlin, who is a principal trumpet
player with the Northeastern Pennsylvania Philharmonic and the
Greenwich Symphony Orchestra; french horn player William Parker, a
graduate of Julliard who has toured nationally and in Japan with the
Metropolitan Brass Quartet; and trombonist Steve Shulman, a former
player

~w

York City Opera Company, as well as with the

Broadway musical, ·"On Your Toes."
Admission to the concert, which will begin at 8 p.m. in the
Duncan Recital Hall in MSU's Baird Music Building, is by AIM season_
subscription or by valid MSU ID card.
door.

Tickets are available at the

Admission is $5 for adults and $.2. 50 for children 12 years

of age and under.
The Arts in Morehead series is sponsored by MSU, the Morehead/Rowan
County Arts Council, the Kentucky Arts Council, and the National
Endowment for the Arts.
For additional information, call (606) 784-8713.
3-6-84 dclb.
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MSU and Educational Excellence: A Regional Commitment
Partnership with the Public Schools:
a series.

Part 1 of
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606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University and 12 Eastern
Kentucky school districts aren't waiting for truckloads of money
before tackling the drought in quality education.
In a program initiated last fall, educators from MSU and the
regional systems have formed a partnership to upgrade the reading··
and mathematics test scores of area high school students.
The "Partnership with the Public Schools" began with a daylong
workshop at MSU which included nationally-known experts, MSU faculty
members, and regional secondary school staffers.
Dr. George Troutt, MSU's coordinator of teacher in-service, said
the partnership approach was meticulous.
"We invited the chairpersons of the English and mathematics
departments and the high school principal from each school system,"
said Dr. Troutt.

"We also invited members of each department so that

the teams from each school had four or five members."
Ten school systems attended the first workshop and two have
joined since.

Presently included are Bath, Carter, Fleming, Greenup,

Lawrence, Magoffin, Pike, Rowan, Montgomery and Morgan County School
Systems, and the Fairview and Russell independent systems.
·~we

probably will end up with a partnership of more than 20

districts," said Dr. Troutt.
Many of the problems the school districts identified were _
similar, some nearly word-for-word.
(more)

School Workshop
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2

"More mathematics for the students," said several.

"Need a

placement-type test for the students preparing for college," said
others.

"Need assistance in teaching use of computers as a remedial

tool in math and reading," said one school system.

"Workshop during

the summer on reading," said some.
Solutions to the problems are coming.
Dr. Glenn E. Johnston, head of MSU's Department of Mathematical
Sciences, and Dr. Ben V. Flora, professor of mathematics, are working
with senior high school mathematics faculties in each of the
partnership systems.

Upgrading teaching materials and methods are

the goals of bheir weekly in-service work.
The department is also developing a senior math course to extend
skills of students preparing for college.
For computer instruction, the Department of Mathematics uses 12
transportable microcomputers.

The machines are used to introduce

secondary faculty to computers as a mathematics teaching tool.
"Many school systems have their own computers, but we have these
for those who don't," said Dr. Johnston.
Solutions are also surfacing on the reading side of the dilemma,
according to Dr. Troutt.
"We are planning three regional conferences this spring," he
said.

"One at Carter Caves State Resort Park, another at Greenbo Lake

State Resort Park, and the thir.d at Jenny Wiley State Resort Park."
Dr. Diane Ris, associate professor of education, has made plans
for

reading~in-the-content-area

projects with the partnership schools.

(more)

School Workshop
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"At the regional conferences we will. meet with representatives
from the schools and find out what they want, whether it's in-service
classes on occasion or a regular content area class at their school,"
said Dr. Ris.
Content area reading skills are taught to students when they
are in an unrelated class:

history, for example.

"Reading in the content area emphasizes methods of improving
students' reading while teaching them in another study area," said
Dr. Ris.
Concentrating on improving reading abilities offers tangible
results, according to Dr. Troutt.

He cites the example of Colleta

Grindstaff, assistant professor of education, and her work with pilot
projects at Salt Lick and Haldeman elementary schools.
"Colleta Grindstaff has helped raise reading scores at those two
schools by four grade levels, in some instances," said Dr. Troutt.
"The entire faculty teaches reading; even physical education teachers
teach for one hour a day."
The long-range goals of the partnership should not be set in
stone, according to Dr. Troutt.
"We will continue to collect needs and suggestions from teachers
and build a pool of varying strategies from there," he said.

"The

only goal we have overall is to raise the skill level of math and
reading in secondary schools.

3-7-84drw

Scores will rise in those areas."
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---The Kentucky Watercolor Society's annual
watercolor competition and exhibit, "Totally Transparent IV," is
possibly the most important art exhibit this year at the Morehead State
University Claypool-Young Art Gallery, according to'Qallery Director
Dr. Bill Booth.
"This is the first time the society has chosen a public university
to host the exhibit," said Dr. Booth, also the show's juror.

"Until

now, the event has always taken place in public museums."
"The show has been more than a year in planning and will be one
of the most impressive shows in the gallery this year," he said.

"It

is a great honor for us to be asked to sponsor the show."
The competition will attract about 150 paintings from native
Kentucky professional and amateur artists.

They will compete for 75

juried spots in the exhibit.
Awards will be given for the first, second, third, merit and best
of show prizes.
'·

Merit and purchase awards total $2,000.
second, $125; third, $100; and fourth, $75.

First place award is $200;
Dr. Booth has been

authorized by MSU to make purchase awards of up to $1,500 for the
university's permanent collection.

Many of the watercolors will also be

for sale to visitors.
The exhibition. is open to the public from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m.,
weekdays through April 20.

}

The awards ceremony will be Sunday, March 25,

at 3 p.m., with a reception set for 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. the same day.
'/

',
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Bill

N~chols

of Elizabethtown will

play Father in Bill Cosby's "To Russell My Brother Whom I
Have Slept With" as one of four student directed segments
of Morehead State University's Players' annual "A Night of
One Acts."
A senior, he is the son of Mr. Robert L. Nichols.
The performances are March 29

30

and 31, 8:00 p.m.

at Kibby Theatre.

Tickets are $2 and may be reserved by

calling 783-2170.

All proceeds go toward a scholarship

fund for incoming freshmen planning to major in theatre.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Beef cattle producers interested in forming
an Eastern Kentucky herd improvement association will have an
opportunity to exchange

ide~s

at a Saturday, March 2H, meeting at

Morehead State University's Derrickson Agricultural Complex.
This open meeting follows a March 1 gathering at MSU.
Organized by cattle breeder Jim Skaggs of Martha, the meeting was
a discussion of a cooperative bull performance evaluation program.
Skaggs and other area leaders, working with Dr. Max Hawkins
of the MSU Department of Agriculture and agribusiness specialist
Phil Kenkel of the Appalachian Development Center, now plan to
organize a regional herd improvement association.

All breeds of

beef cattle will be included, and all Eastern Kentucky producers
are encouraged to attend this meeting.
The March 24 meeting is set for 10 a.m. at MSU's Derrickson
Agricultural Complex on KY 377 northeast of Morehead.

For more

information, contact Jim Skaggs at 652-4425 or Phil Kenkel at
783-2077.

If !Iff#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.

A new series of job training classes will

begin Monday, April 9, at Morehead State University's Appalachian
Development Center (ADC).
Training will be offered in phlebotomy, tourism/retail sales,
data processing/account clerk and food service hospitality.

The

program is sponsored through the Job Training Partnership Act
(JTPA) and applicants must be certified by the Department of
Employment Services.
JTPA does not pay wages or allowances, but may pay travel and
child care.

Applicants should have at least a lOth grade education

and be able to provide their own transportation.
According to Shirley Hamilton, assistant director for community
services in ADC, field placements in Morehead businesses help provide
on-the-job experiences.

Among the participating buisnesses are The

Drummer Boy, Town and Country Florist and Gifts, Martin's Department
Store, McBrayer's Ben Franklin Store, and The People's Store.
JTPA training programs. are funded through the TEN-CO Private
Industry Council and are open to qualified resid.ents of Bath, Boyd,
Bracken, Fleming, Greenup, .Lewis, Montgomery, Mason, Robertson, and
Rowan Counties.
For more information, contact Alice Mark at (606) 783-2077, or
visit the nearest Department For Employment Services office of the
Cabinet For Human Resources.

11111111
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CONTACT:

Garry Barker
(606) 783-2077
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MEMORANDUM

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

Media
R. Wright, Coordinator of News Services
RE:

Board of Regents Meeting

The Morehead State University Board of Regents will meet Saturday,
March 10, at 1 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University
Center.
If your organization plans to cover the meeting, please contact our
Office of News Services, (606) 783-2030, so that we can prepare
copies of the agenda and related documents.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
wlj

Hews

OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- One of seven contestants will be crowned the
1984 Little Miss MSU as part of Morehead State University's Miss MSU
Scholarship Pageant, April 11 and 12.
Little Miss MSU for 1983, Michelle Trombetta, will crown her
successor in ceremonies beginning at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 11.
The first half of the competition for the Miss MSU title begins
following the Little Miss MSU crowning.
The candidates are aged 4 to 6 and the daughters of MSU faculty,
staff and students.
Little Miss MSU candidates include:
*Rebbecca Michelle Byrd, 5, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Byrd of Morehead.

Rebbecca is a fan of Jacques-Yves Cousteau, and

she likes swimming, music and learning about dinosaurs.
*Julie Bylund, 5, the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Bylund of
Morehead.

Julie attends Rowan County Kindergarten.

swimming and

playi~g

She enjoys

dress-up.

*Christina Ann Conn, 6, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip W.
Conn of Morehead.

Christina, the youngest of four·children, names

gymnastics and piano as two of her favorite activities.
*Sarah Cracraft White, 6, the daughter of Mr.. and Hrs. Toni
White of Morehead.

Sarah enjoys ballet, bike-riding, swimming and

playing with her friends.

(more)

Little Miss MSU
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2

*Jennifer Ragan Kunajukr, 4, the daughter of Barbara Kunajukr.
Jennifer likes singing, dancing, cooking, coloring and her terrier
named Woody.
*Leigh Ann McKinney, 5, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dann
McKinney of Clearfield.

Leigh Ann loves animals, especially her

puppies, Suzi and Tori.

She also likes coloring, drawing and

playing with her dolls.
*Kelly Dawn Nass, 6, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nass
of Morehead.

Kelly, a member of the Brownies, enjoys roller skating,

swimming and collecting stickers and miniatures.
Wednesday evening tickets are $3 and may be purchased at the
Student Association ticket window on the second floor of the Adron
Doran University Center.

They will go on sale Monday, April 2.

For ticket information call MSU"s Bureau of Student Affairs,
(606) 783-2070.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Miss MSU
Scholarship Pageant will feature 22 co-eds in the April 11 and 12
ceremonies at Button Auditorium.
The contestants include:
*Veronica Boots, freshman journalism major from Bethel, Ohio.
Sponsored by the Delta Tau Delta fraternity, she will dance to an
arrangement of "All That Jazz" for her talent presentation.
*Terriska Burke, freshman music education major from Ashland.
She will perform a saxophone solo, "Harlem Nocturne," and is sponsored
by Phi Alpha Mu.
*Melissa Lee Dudley, sophomore elementary education major from
Carlisle.

She is sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

She

will play a piano version of the theme from "Ice Castles."
*Tammy Everman, freshman health and physical education major from
Garrison.

She is sponsored by Nunn Hall, and will dance to the theme

from "Flashdance."
*Rachel Gessendorf, freshman radio-television major from New
Richmond, Ohio.

Sponsored by Sigma Tau Epsilon fraternity, she will

sing an arrangement of "We Shall Behold Him."
*Roberta Gilkison, senior data processing major from
She is sponsored by the Downing Hall Council and wi
*Teresa Faye Harvey, junior business a
Salt Lick.

More~

ng 'Get Happy."

~ration major from

She is sponsored by Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society and will

sing "Boundless Love."
(more)

•

Miss MSU Candidates
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*Dorraine Debra Herrmann, junior elementary education major
from Flemington, N.J.

She will sing "Those we·re The Days:"

Her

sponsor is Chi Omega sorority.
*Amy Holton, sophomore pre-engineering major from Louisville.
She is sponsored by the Sigma Nu fraternity and will perform a
flute solo of the theme from "Chariots of Fire."
*Dawna Johnson, freshman geology major from Greenup, is
sponsored by Cartmell Hall.

She will sing "It Isn't A Dream."

*Jeanine Kirkpatrick, freshman biology major from Ft. Wright,
will perform the "Pais Nocturne" on flute.

She is sponsored by the

Residence Hall Association.
*Leslie McBrayer, junior business management major from Morehead.
She is sponsored by the Rho Epsilon fraternity and will sing
"Somebody Believed."
*Lori Ann Miller, sophomore journalism major from Union.

She is

sponsored by the Kappa Delta sorority and will sing "Everything."
*Cylenthia LaToye Montgomery, junior fashion merchandising major
from Louisville.

She is sponsored by the Brotherhood and will sing

"The Singer."
*Susan Elaine Mowder, junior home economics major from Westerville,
Ohio.

Sponsored by the Food Service/Dietetics Organization, she will

tap dance to an arrangement of "The Audition."
*Lori Osterfield, sophomore special education major from
Cincinnati.

She is sponsored by Alpha Gamma Rho and will sing "If."

*Emily Parson, junior para-legal studies major from Louisville.
She is sponsored by Alumni Tower and will sing "Much More."
(more)

Miss MSU Candidates
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*Stephanie Raglin, senior sociology major from Harlan.

She

is sponsored by the-Thompson Hall Council and will sing "Home."
\

~'Debra

I

Lynn Slohe}. senior business management major from Morehead.
-

_,

She will sing "We've_ Qitly Just Begun" and is sponsored by Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority.
*Sandra Ann Spurlock, senior biology major from Morehead.

She

is sponsored by Delta Gamma sorority and will perform a piano solo,
"Rhapsody in Blue."
*Janet Tomlin, sophomore physical education major from Louisville,
sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon.

She will sing "Love is a Stranger."

*Connie Wenninger, junior recreation major from Mt. Orab, Ohio,
sponsored by Program Council.

For her talent presentation she will

sing "Take Back Your Mink."
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Using the theme "It's Magic," Morehead State·
University's 1984 Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant will feature magician
Dale Calvert and the 1983 Miss Kentucky, Lynn Whitney Thompson, as
mistress of ceremonies.
Beginning at 7:30 p.m. April 11 and 12 in the Button Auditorium,
the pageant will present 22 MSU co-eds competing for the title and
the right to appear in the Miss Kentucky pageant at Louisville later
this year.
The Wednesday, April 11, program includes the crowning of Little
Miss MSU and the presentation of 11 candidates in evening gowns.
The other candidates will appear in talent and swimsuit competitions.
On Thursday, April 12, the format for competition will remain the
same with contestants switching roles..

The event will end that

evening with the crowning of Miss MSU 1984.
In addition to her duties as mistress of ceremonies, Miss
Kentucky will perform both evenings.

The Lexington native's vocal

talents helped propel her into the final 10 in the 1983 Miss America
Pageant.
Miss MSU 1983, Karen Jo Parks, will also be a special guest for
both evenings of the pageant.

The Corbin native is a junior

radio-television major at MSU.
Also expected to appear are vocalist Noel Weaver and Jay Flippen,
associate professor of music, with musical group Dynasty.
(more~'

Miss MSU
2-2-2-2-2-2

Tickets will go on sale Monday, April 2, at the Student
Association ticket window on the second floor of the Adron Doran
University Center.
Tickets are $3 for Wednesday's portion of the pageant and
$4 for Thursday.

For ticket information call the MSU Bureau of

Student Affairs (606) 783-2070.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Stephanie Raglin of Harlan
is among the twenty-two Morehead State University coeds
vying for the title of Miss MSU in the 1984 Miss MSU
Scholarship Pageant_
A senior sociology major, she is the daughter of
Mr. James E. Raglin.
The pageant's theme, "It's Magic," will be reflected
by entertainer, Dale Calvert, a magician.

Ms. Lynn Whitney

Thompson, Miss Kentucky, will emcee the affair.
Other special guests include Ms. Karen Jo Parks, Miss
MSU; the Rowan County High School Concert Choir under the
direction of Mr _ Noel Weaver; and Miss Michelle _Trombetta
19d3 Little Miss MSU.
Tickets for the April 11 and 12 pageant are priced
at $3 for Wednesday evening and $4 for Thursday evening.
Activities begin at 7:30 p.m. each evening in Button
Auditorium.
Ticket information is available from the Bureau of
Student Affairs at (606) 783-2070.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University junior Rhea
Spicer will perform a vocal recital Thursday, March 22, in
Duncan Recital Hall.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Neal V. Spicer of
Portage, Ind.
The program will feature works by Mozart, Schumann, Lisyt,
Gounod (from Faust), Barber and Edward MacArthur.
Spicer is a member of Cardinal Key National Honor Society,
the Academic Honors Program and MSU Theatre.
Her instructor is Anne Beane, instructor of music.
The 8:15p.m. recital is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's MSU Players will
present their annual "A Night of One Acts" March 29-31 at Kibbey
Theatre.

Each performance begins at 8 p.m. and features four

student-directed segments.
Performances will open with a scene from Neil Simon's
"California Suite," directed by Bryan Dotson, Phelps senior.
In this comedy segment two married couples--played by Ashland
freshman Carl Curnutte, Raceland freshman Bonita Moore, Vanceburg
sophomore Bob Stafford and Portsmouth junior Susan Johnson--find
their friendship strained by a joint vacation .
• William Lang's one-act drama, "I Bring You Flowers," follows.
Directed by communications graduate student Pam Hammonds of Scuddy,
the play explores the effects of a daughter's death on her parents.
Greg Leslie, Louisville junior, and Mindy Reed, Louisville freshman,
are the players.
The third feature is Bill Cosby's one act "To Russell My Brother
Whom I Have Slept With."
this comedy.

David Hereford, Louisville senior, directs

Players include Ison freshman Barry Amburgy, Bob

Stafford and Elizabethtown senior Bill Nichols.
Hereford also directs the show's final segment, "Synchronicity,"
He describes it as acting and mime coordinated to the rock album by
"The Police."
Tickets are $2 and may be reserved by calling the Kibbey Theatre
Box Office at 783-2170.

All proceeds will go towards a scholarship

fund for freshman theatre majors.
#if #tiff
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MSU and Educational Excellence: A Regional Commitment
Adult Education:

Part 2 of a series.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- During the past two years, Morehead State
University's Appalachian Adult Learning Center has helped more
than 125 people earn their high school degree equivalents.

Nearly

1,000 students have begun working in the Center's facilities to
improve their inadequate or non-existent educational skills.
"People may have never been comfortable with illiteracy, but,"
said Bonnie Burns, Center coordinator, "now they're doing something
about it."
The Center, a part of MSU since 1971, approaches the problems
of adult education in several ways.

Most obvious, of course, is

the attention given to people who walk into the offices on Second
Street.

Anyone asking for help gets it.

Burns, Assistant Coordinator

Jennifer Cogswell and a work-study student take care of the growing
number of applicants.
"We figure that about 300 people a year come in," she said.
"That number is growing all the time.

People are becoming more aware

of their need for education.".
The visitors to the ALC are offered several options, depending
on their educational level and goals.

While the General Educational

Development tests and the resulting High School Equivalency Certificate
is the goal of many, others need more preparation.
basic test to determine direction.

(more)

Burns uses a

Adult Education
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"We give many adults the Test of Adult Basic Education, or
TABE," Burns said.

"This places them at a need level, so we know

where to start with them."
The TABE is for non-reading adults and higher on the educational
level.

Various self-help study programs and individual coursework

taught by ALC employees are available for most of the tested
students.

For those whose educational level is below the fifth-grade

reading level, another program was started in the fall of 1983.
The Rowan County Adult Volunteer Adult Literacy Program reaches
students in MSU's immediate

v~cinity ~ho

need more direct attention.

A retired teacher is coordinator of the program and volunteers
make up the staff of the one-to-one approach to

imp~ove

reading

skills.
Burns said the program began quietly and with little available
facilities other than the ALC.

Now, local churches and the public

library have offered facilities for study areas and reading rooms.
· Another unique offering, the "Sentence to Read" School-Court-Reading
Consortium, is a one-of-.a-kind program in the state.
is one of many organizations supporting the program,

The Center
acco~ding

to

C. J. Bailey of Mt. Sterling.
"It's a consortium of school systems, district court judges,
the Job Training Partnership Act, or JTPA, and Pathways," said
Bailey, a Pathways, Inc., counselor and coordinator of the program.
"Essentially, instead of placing truant or misbehaving juveniles
in conflict with the judicial system, we teach them to read."

(more)

Adult Education
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The Bureau of Manpower Services and the TEN-CO Private Industry
Council, which administrates the JTPA grant money, also support the
"Sentence to Read" program.

Burns said the ALC offers technical

assistance and space for the paraprofessional who works with the
juveniles in the Rowan County segment of the program.
"Sometimes the students just need a little tender loving care,"
Burns said.

"We offer them the space to study and the attention

they need to improve."
The "Sentence to Read" program is also offered in Bath and
Montgomery counties.

Bailey said the program does what is necessary.

"If· it's·teaching
ABC's or just improving existing reading
'
'

skiils, we do it," he said.

"So far, I would say the program is

very successful."
-

Another adult educational offering of the ALC also takes the
unconventional approach.

"Homebound Teachers," a program that

features "house calls" in the name of literacy, covers eight
counties and reaches hundreds of students a year.
The 13 paraprofessionals who are the homebound teachers make
up the second-largest staff of its kind in the state.

And they

don't lack students.
"We probably average about 25 students per instructor," said
Burns.
Burns and the ALC supply technical advice and materials like
paper, pencils, and books to the paraprofessionals.

The group

combats adult illiteracy in Bracken, Fleming, Lewis, Mason, Morgan,
Robertson, Carter and Rowan Counties.
###
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- CBS News Correspondent Ike Pappas will be the
featured speaker for Morehead State University's 1984 Founders Day
on Thursday, March 29.
He will address a 10:20 a.m. convocation and awards ceremony in
Button Auditorium as part of the observance of MSU's 62nd anniversary
as a state institution.
The program is free and open to the public.

It includes the

presentation of the 1984 Founders Day Award for University Service and
a performance by MSU's Concert Choir.
Pappas, a national correspondent at CBS since January, 1983, is
based in Washington.

His reporting specialties include politics,

economic conditions and defense matters.
A native of New York City, Pappas is a graduate of Long Island
University and the father of three children.

Before

joi~ing

CBS in

1967, he was a reporter for United Press International and for "Stars
and Stripes" in West Germany.
Pappas has received several awards for his reporting achievements
and has covered major stories throughout the world.
"Founders Day is an exciting event lat Morehead State University
and we are looking forward to sharing the observance with our special
guests and other friends," said President Morris L. Norfleet.
Other events in the day-long celebration will be a Fellowship
Breakfast at 7 a.m. in the ADUC Cafeteria and a Founders Luncheon at
11:30 a.m. in the Crager Room.

(more)

Founders Day
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The breakfast program will consist of an historical review
by Russell Williamson of Inez, president emeritus of Inez Deposit
Bank, who was MSU's first graduate as a member of the class of
1927.

Music for the Fellowship Breakfast will be provided by

MSU's Black Gospel Ensemble.

####
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- When Bill Rosenberg left the U.S.A. on
March 18, he was set to travel several thousand miles.

But the

mileage is small when compared to the pride. which the trip is
bringing him.
Rosenberg, director of Morehead State University's Division
of Media Services, was traveling to Europe to assume a new title:
manager for the U.S. Olympic Judo Team European Training Mission.
The month-long training exercise preceding the 1984 Olympic games
is designed to give U.S. athletes the chance to compete
internationally.
Rosenberg said his managing duties include "logistics, such
as feeding and housing the athletes."
"The manager takes care of everything that the athletes would
have to contend with, so that all they have to worry about is the
competition itself," he said.
With this appointment, Rosenberg assumed his third nationallevel manager's title.

In 1983, he was manager for the prestigious

National Sports Festival and in 1982, he managed the U.S. team
during the Canada Cup competition.

Though each of these has brought

him a degree of pride, Rosenberg admitted that the Olympic
appointment was "an honor."

(more)

Rosenberg
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"I feel very honored and very proud to be selected for this
duty.

I feel that this is probably the strongest team the U.S.

has ever fielded and each of the athletes were chosen through a
very competitive process," Rosenberg said.

"And of course I am

very proud of the task involved in my position as manager ... to
represent a nation, in any capacity, which I feel so strongly
about, is an honor. "
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Nearly 58 years of educational efforts will
be commemorated Thursday, March 29, when the Breckinridge School
Archives Room is dedicated as part of Founders Day at Morehead
State University.
The third-floor room at MSU's Camden-Carroll Library is filled
with athletic trophies, yearbooks, scrapbooks, charts and graphs,
artwork and other memorabilia relating to the former laboratory
school which merged with
the Rowan County Public School System
.'
following the 1981-82 school year.
Elizabeth Anderson, a retired faculty member at MSU and Breck,
is the chairperson of the Breck Archives Committee.

She describes

the permanent storage and display area as "a remarkable result of
hours and hours of hard work."
"More than 50 years of memories are in this room which President
Norfleet, Dr. Jack Ellis and the library staff made available to our
committee," she said.

"Here we will preserve some of the rich

heritage that Breck developed through the years."
, At the 1 p.m. dedication, Mrs. Anderson will welcome visitors
and introduce a brief program, including James D. Reeder, assistant
principal at Rowan County High School and author of "Breckinridge:
The Name We Honor," a history of th_e school.
Though the work of the Archives Committee will be seen for the
first time, Anderson emphasizes that the display will continue to
grow.
(more)

.,
Breck Archives
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.·

"I'm really happy that we have this room for the archives,"
she said.

"The collection is one we want to continue to build.

We hope that former Breckinridge students and staff members who
have memorabilia will come forward to add to these materials."
Anderson said prospective displays should be brought to the
attention of the committee.

Other members include John (Sonny)

Allen, Shirley Blair, Frank Burns, Larry Dales, Harlen Hamm, Hazel
Martin and John Vanhoose.
The laboratory school was organized in 1924 and named
"Breckinridge Training School" when it moved in 1931 into a new
building honoring Robert J. Breckinridge, former state school
superintendent.

The name was changed to "University Breckinridge

School" in 1966 following the approval of university status for
MSU.

The school building was renamed "Breckinridge Hall" in 1982.

II #It /I
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Gaye Osborne, assistant professor in the
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation at Morehead
State University, will conduct a gymnastic workshop March 30.at the
Meade Elementary School in Johnson County.
The workshop will include work on the mats, balance beam,
vaulting and the even bars.
Approximately 90 students from the following elementary schools.
will be attending the workshop:

Central, Flat Gap, Inez, Johnson,

Meade, Oil Springs, Paintsville, Porter and W.R. Castle.

!I# !I#
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The eleveb..th anrmal Morehead State University
Eagle Invitational Rifle Meet and Eagle Invitational Dr;i.;I.l Meet are
set for Saturday, March 31, from 7 a.m. to 5:30p.m ..
The competitions, open to the public, feature

juriior ROTC

high school students from throughout Kentucky,. Ohio,and Tennessee.
The drill meet will be held in the Laughlin Gymnasiuni and the
rifle meet will be at the Department of Military Science rifle range
in the basement of Button Auditorium.
Members of the MSU Pershing Rifles will also give· special
demonstrations at 11 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. at Laughlin Gymnasium.
Presentation of awards by Brig. Gen. Thomas Lightner, commander
of the second ROTC region, will close the meets.

Iff! Iff!
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Lloyd Cassity of Ashland, the senior member
of the Morehead State University Board of Regents, will be recognized
Thursday with MSU's 1984 Founders Day Award for University Service.
The presentation will be made during MSU's Founders Day
Convocation and Awards Ceremony at 10:20 a.m. 1n Button Auditorium
as the Univer-si:ty celebrates the .62nd anniversary of its
establishment as a state institution.
Cassity, a Morgan County native and MSU alumnus, is president
of Johnson's Dairy, Inc., of Ashland.

He has been a member of the

Board of Regents since 1963 and served as its chairman from 1976
to 1983.
A former president of the MSU Alumni Association and the Joint
Alumni Council of Kentucky, Cassity is a member of the MSU Alumni
Hall of Fame.

He joined the Ashland fifm in 1949 and became its

chief executive in 1968.
''Th~

University is pleased to honor such a distinguished

citizen and longtime supporter,"
Norfleet.

~aid

MSU President Morris L.

''Mr. Cassity has served the University 0ith distinction

as a member of our governing board, as an alumni leader and as a
prominent and

loy~l

alumnus.''

OtHer major events of the observance of MSU's birthday will be
a 7 a.m. Fellowship Breakfast and an 11:30 a.m. Founders Luncheon
in

t~e

University Center and

t~e

1 p.m. dedication of

th~

Breckinridge School Archives Room at Camden-Carroll Li5rary.
(more)

. Founders Day Award
Page 2

)

Russell Williamson of Inez, a member of MSU's first
graduating class, wfll be the principal speaker at the Fellowship
Breakfast.

Music will be provided by the Black Gospel Ensemble.

Ike Pappas of CBS News will be featured at the convocation.
The veteran television reporter currently is based in Washington
as a national correspondent.
Dedication of the Breck archives will be the latest chapter
in the 58-year history of the former laboratory school which
closed in 1982.

The material will be displayed in a newly-developed

third floor area of the library.
#########
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- The Region 5 Chapters of the Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA) will meet at Morehead State University
Friday-;- Mar

eli

30'.

Over 700 students from-30 high schools in Eastern Kentucky will
gather to renew the~r pledg~ to d~velo~ the qualities necessary to becoming responsible business leaders.
The students will elect officers for the next school year,
;

listen to guest speakers, attend special interest sessions, and
attend a variety show.
Competitive events are held throughout the day for awards in
skills in the areas of business law, public speaking, economics,
accounting, data_processing and other business areas.
)

Students will

also compete for the titles of Mr. and Ms. FBLA.
The activities will be held in the Adron Doran University
Center, Combs Building and Reed Hall.

Admission is free.

information contact Sandi Hampton at (606) 783-2163.

!I #!Ill
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Piano Trio
will perform Thursday, March 29, in Duncan Recital Hall.
\

The Piano Trio was organized nine years ago as a faculty
chamber music ensemb;Le.
of music:

The Trio includes .three assistant professors

Leo Blair on violin, Suanne Hower Blair on cello and

Lucretia Stetler on piano.
The group performs music from Baroque to modern works and will
feature movements by Mozart, Aaron Copland and Bohuslav Martinu in
Thursday's performance.
Leo Blair is also the principal second violin in the Lexington
Philharmonic Orchestra and Suanne Hower Blair is the principal
cellist with the same orchestra.

Lucretia Stetler is coordinator of

the keyboard department at MSU.
The 8:15 p.m. recital is free and open to the public.

!Ill fill
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --.- M:orehe<:d State UriivEn:sity 1s Symphony .
Band will perform Thursday, April.5, in Durican Recital Hall.
The program will include classical and modern band pieces
highlighted by Rossini 1 s "Thievish Magp'ie" and Restighi 1 ·s "Pines
of the Aspen Way," as well as American band pieces by Burnstein·
and Jenkins.
The Symphony Band

wi~l

perform under the direction of .

Eugene C. Norden, director of bands and assistant professor of
music.
The 8: 15 p. m_ concert is free and open to the public.
For additional information contact Eugene Norden at
(606) 783-2485.

flffff!l
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HOREHEAD, Ky. --- The 1984 "Great Clean-Up" of Horehead and
Rowan County is set for Saturday, April 14, with a rain date of
April 28.

Volunteers may register in advance, or sign up between

9 a.m. and 1 p.m. on "Clean-Up" day at Morehead State University's
Appalachian Development Center.
This will be the sixth annual "Great Clean-Up" coordinated by
Shirley Hamilton, ADC's assistant director for community services.
Graduate student Arnie Bradway is assisting coordinator for the
1984 effort.

"What we need most is for all groups and individuals interested
in working during the clean-up to call us, or come by ADC and
pre-register," said Hamilton. · "We will be identifying areas in the
county--dump sites and other areas where litter is a problem--and
will assign specific work crews to each trouble spot."
Area residents aware of dump sites in need of "Great Clean-Up"
attention should call such information to Rowan County Judge/Executive
Jim Nickell, 784-5151; Horehead Mayor John W. Holbrook, 784-8505; or
Shirley Hamilton, ADC, 783-2077.

Senior citizens needing assistance

with cleaning should call these same numbers to request a free pick-up
during the "Great Clean-Up."
Free trash bags will be provided to volunteers, as will rakes and
shovels to those who need them.

Several HSU groups, including the

Environmental Studies Club, will assist with the "Great Clean-Up."

(more)

"Great Clean-Up"
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)

All workers will compete for cash prizes awarded to those who
collect the most litter.

City and county trucks will provide

free pickup, and landfill owner Leroy Hodges will allow free
dumping of litter collected during the "Clean-Up."
Community contacts, residents who will coordinate the
cleanup effort in each neighborhood, will be named for each
area of the community and county.
"The 'Great Clean-Up' is a total community and University
)

cooperative project," said Hamilton.

"School children, scout

groups, neighborhood groups, and MSU students and staff all
work together to clean up our city and county.
)

Last year, they

collected over 2,000 bags of litter, plus several truckloads of
old appliances .. Hork starts at 9 a.m. and we're usually finished
by early afternoon."
For more information, contact Shirley Hamilton or Arnie
Bradway at the Appalachian Development Center, phone 783-2077.

fl fJ!I fl
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- John K. Stetler, associate professor of
music at Morehead State Un1versity, will present a trumpet recital
Tuesday, April 3 at Duncan Recital Hall.
The programwill feature works by Albinoni, William Lovelock,
Henry Purcell and Eugene Bozza.

He will be accompanied by his wife

Lucretia C. Stetler, assistant professor of music.
Stetler has been a member of the music faculty at MSU since
the fall of 1959 and has degrees from the University of Illinois,
Wichita State University and the Cincinnati College-Conservatory of
Music.
The 8:15 p.m. recital is free and open to the public.
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April, 1984
NEWS COVERAGE
Religious Vocations Day
Daylong series of workshops on religious vocations with various
experts in th~ field.
April 2
Contact: Dr. Franklin Mangrum, professor of philosophy, at
(606) 783-2783.
Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant
22 co-eds compete for scholarships and right to represent MSU in
the Miss Kentucky pageant.
April 11, 12
Contact: Anna Mae Riggle, dean of students> at (606) 783-2070.
Northeastern Kentucky Regional SC:ienC:e ·Fair
Hundreds of high school students displaying science projects.
April 7
Contact: Dr. Ronald Fiel, professor of science education, at
(606) 783-2931.
Agricultural Club Horse Show
Professional and amateur riders competing in dozens of show
horse classes.
April 13, 14
Contact: Dr. Joe Bendixen, professor of agriculture, at
(606) 783-2667.
North Carolina Dance Theatre
Touring dance group as part of Arts in Morehead series.
April 16
Contact: Phyllis 'Dickinson at (606) 784-8713.
Faith Esham, soprano
Touring singer from northeastern Kentucky with international
reputation;;--:_part of Arts in Morehead series.
April 18
Contact: Phyllis Dickinson at (606) 784-8713.
MSU Theatre, "Brigadoon"
Rollicking musical presented by theatre students.
April 26, 27, 28
Contact: Dr. Travis Lockhart, coordinator of theatre, at
(606) 783-2170.
(more)
' r••
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Kentucky Music Educators Association Band Festival
Two days of high school musicians from northeastern Kentucky.
April 27, 28
Contact: Eugene Norden, director of bands, at (606) 783-2485.
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Five Morehead State University students are

grand prize winners in the 21st Annual National Student Production
Award Competition for their broadcasting documentary, "The Blind
on Campus:

Problems, Pressures and Myths."

The competition is

sponsored by the National Broadcasting Society, Alpha Epsilon Rho,
and included over 400 entries.
The winning team includes four students and one graduate
••

assistant in an audio production class:

sophomore Ann Marie Pope-

Baker of Indianapolis, Ind.; junior Paula Pope of Ashland; sophomore
Jeff Ray of Owingsville; junior Anna Emanoff of Fairborn, Ohio; and
graduate student Tami Greene of St. Paul.

The class instructor is

Dr. Michael Biel, associate professor of radio-television.
"I think the best description of the documentary is that it has
empathy for the subject, but definitely no.t pity," said Dr. Biel.
"The Blind on Campus" is a fifteen-minute audio documentary
that contains narration and interviews with several blind students
and some administrators that aid handicapped students.

.,

'.

Much of the

piece's insight came from Pope-Baker, who is blind .
"I think that really helped the other three students having
spent the semester with her and seen all that she could accomplish,"
Dr. Biel said.

"From the beginning the other three members had a

better understanding of the situation so they really weren't starting
t

from scratch.

She was blind, but she wasn't handicapped."

(more)

Broadcasting Award
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The award will be presented Saturday, April 7, at the Sheraton
Universal Hotel in Los Angeles during the 1984 Alpha Epsilon Rho
Annual Convention.

Thorn Yancy, coordinator of radio-television, and

a student will accept the award.
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MOREHEAD,· Ky _ --- . The 21st annual Northeast Kentucky
-

---

Regional Science Fair is scheduled at Morehead State University
Saturday, April 7.
Students in grades one through 12 who.are enrolled in any
)

northeast Kentucky school are eligible to enter a science project.
According to Dr. Ron Fiel, MSU professor of science education and
director of the fair, students in grades one through six may enter
either group or individual projects, while students in grade seven
and up must enter individual projects.
Plaques and medals will be given to winners in the various
divisions.

Two students judged as having the best overall exhibits

will be given an all-expenses paid trip to the International Science
and Engineering Fair in Columbus, Ohio, sometime in May.
In addition, the top two senior exhibitors will be given a
scholarship from MSU.
$400, four-year award.

One of the scholarships will be an annual
The other will be a $400, one-year scholarship.

"We want to dedicate ourselves to excellence .. and intellectual
competition," said Dr. Fiel.
from year to year.

"This is why we sponsor the science fair

It's a good way to stimulate intellectual

competition."
The exhibits will be displayed Saturday, April 7, beginning at
2 p.m. in the Laughlin Health Building.

The event is free and open

to the public.
Additional information is available from Dr. Fiel at (606)
783-2931.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A U.S. Army film crew will be at Morehead
State University for three to five days, beginning April 9, to
shoot scenes for Army-ROTC recruiting commercials.

MSU's campus

and ROTC program were chosen for the national television spots
from among 68 schools, including the University of Kentucky and
Eastern Kentucky University.
"The national visi,.bility and the fact they will be showing
Morehead ,stc':_te· University as an example of the ROTC college
program is great for us," said Lt. Col. Bruce Miller, professor
of military science.

"It will really showcase the beauty of our

campus and the quality of our program."
The Department of Military Science is staging scenes for'the
spots according to scripts from the film crew.
No date for televising the commercials has been released yet.
The crew will be operating out of a van containing "state-ofthe-art" equipment, according to Miller.

He said any interested

student may "come by and view the equipment."
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MEMORANDUM
DA~:

TO:

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

April 2, 1984
~~edia

FROM:~ R. Wright, Coordinator of News Services
RE:

Board of Regents Meeting

The Morehead State University Board of Regents will meet Friday,.
p.m., in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran
University Center.

April·~-.~~1lt:6:30

If your organization is planning to cover the meeting, please
contact our Office of News Services, (606) 783-2030, so that
we can prepare sufficient copies. of the agenda and related
documents.
Your cooperation is appreciated.

;

..

MEMORANDUM
DATE:
TO:

April 2, 1984
~ional

FRO~nyR.
RE:

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

Media
Wright, Coordinator of News Services

Miss MSU Pageant

If you or a representative of your organization plans to attend
the Miss MSU pageant on April 11-12, please contact my office.
The.number of people you will have in attendance, and their
names, is all it takes to get courtesy passes at the door.
Please contact me at (606) 783-2030 by April 10.

I
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MOREHEAD STAJE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Paula Jordan of Vers,ailles
has been chosen for membership in Pi Gamma Mu at Morehead
State University.
A senior sociology major, she is the daughter of
~r._ari~Mrs.

Jack Jordan.

She is a member of Phi Kappa Phi.

Pi Gamma Mu is an international honor society in
social science.

The requirements for membership are

completion of 75 hours, a 3.5 average in

2~

hours of social

science courses and a grade point average in the top 25%
of the class.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

· 606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Pre-registration for Morehead State University's
1984 fall semester, off-campus graduate classes will be held April
23-26 at Ashland, Jackson, Maysville, Pikeville, Prestonsburg and"
Whitesburg.

Classes will begin Aug. 27 in each of these areas.

Locations for pre-registration and sources of additional
information are in Ashland, the Central Office Building, contact Ray
McCann (606) 329-9777; in Jackson, Lees Junior College, contact Ted
Edmonds (606) 666-7575; in Maysville, Maysville Community College,
contact David Kraemer (606) 759-7141; in Pikeville, Pikeville College,
Charles Francis (606) 432-9212; in Prestonsburg, Prestonsburg
Community College, James Ratcliff (606) 886-3863; and in Whitesburg,
West Whitesburg Elementary School, Bernard Watts (606) 633-4426.
Information is also available from the MSU Graduate Office, 201
Ginger Hall, Morehead State University, Morehead,. KY
calling (606) 783-2002.
)
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

- 606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- Undergraduate and graduate credit is
)

avail~ble

to Morehead State University students under two overseas

study programs.
The Cooperative Center for Study in Britain:will feature two
summer sessions -- Summer I with sponsoring families in various
cities throughout Scotland and England, and Summer

~I

at the Queen

Elizabeth College in London -- ranging in cost from $1820 to $1975.
Course topics include agriculture, business administration,
communications, economics, education, engineering, geography,
geology, government, history, home economics, humanities honors,
literature, mathematics, nursing, music, psychology, religion, science,
s.ociology, -theatre, . and health, physical !;'ducat ion and. recreation.
- -- -- - -The second program is through the Kentucky Institute for
European Studies and consists of an eight week term.

It features

programs in Austria, 'France, Italy and Spain for $1400 to $2110.
,-

Course topics,~_t!l<:Ol~d!ng ~rt·, liistory, literature, and la!l!?;u~se,. are
rooted in the host country's culture.
A year-long variation of the CCSB program at the University of
Bradford is also available.
For more information on the CCSB program contact Dr. Charles
Holt at (606) 783-2590 or write UPO Box 738, Morehead State
University, Morehead, KY

40351.

Information is also available from

Dr. Kent Freeland, (606) 783-2006, UPO Box 795, Morehead State
University, Morehead, KY

40351.

also available from Dr. Holt.
4-2-84gaw
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

DANNY R. WRIGHT, COORDINATOR

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KV 40351

· 606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will host the annual
conference of the Kentucky iintercollegiate Press Association (KIPA).
April 6-7.
More than 150 collegiate journalists from 15 colleges and
universities throughout the state are expected to attend the two-day
conference, which features workshops in journalism-related areas, as
well as a competition among the participating collegiate newspapers.
Contest results are to be announced on the last day of the conference.
Pulitzer prize winner Richard Whitt, a journalist for the
"Louisville Courier-Journal," will be the keynote speaker for a
Friday evening banquet.

During this banquet, journalist from each

school will have one hour to write an article on

Whitt~s

speech.

The

articles will then be judged and awards given to the best writers
during the Saturday awards ceremony.
The participating schools will also elect KIPA's new officers

-

for the coming year.

MSU journalism major Doug Bolton, a Trenton,

Ohio junior, is the current president of the organization.
MSU's student newspaper, "The Trail Blazer," is the host
newspaper for the convention.

This is the first time MSU has hostea

the conference.

II/IIIII
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

· 606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Eastern Kentucky Student Library
Association has set their annual spring conference for April 6
at Morehead State University.
More than 200 area high school studei).t.s will participate in
activities designed to help them appreciate the arts and improve
writing techniques.

A talent show with first, second and third

place prizes and participant ·ribbons is scheduled.
MSU's Golden Girls drill team will entertain and Dr. Ronald
Dobler, professor of

E~glish,

will tell tall tales and sing

folksongs accompanied by the dulcimer.
Also scheduled are poetry, art and short story contests.
The purpose of the group and its spring conference is to
encourage students to participate in their libraries, according
to Faye Belcher, an MSU Camden-Carroll librarian.and coordinator
of the conference activities.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

' 606-7 83-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Larry W. Keenan, associate professor of music
at Morehead State University, will present a keyboard recital
Friday, April 6, in Duncan Recital Hall.
The program features a 300-year history of keyboard instruments,
including arrangements by Keenan for the SX-20 Electone, a high
technology instrument similar to the pump. organ.

This is Keenan's

debut performance on th,e SX-20 Electone at MSU.
Other instruments to be played in the recital include harpsichord,
classical piano and organ and an electric piano.

Pieces by Bach,

Boellman., Lizt and three original pop arrangements by Keenan will be
"'

featured.
Keenan is one of three judges selected for the

natio~al

competition held in Los Angeles just before the Olympics.

Electone

He is the

organist and associate music director for the Stephen Foster Story
and the organist at the Morehead First United Methodist Church.
The 7:15 p.m. recital is free and open to the public.
For additional information contact Larry Keenan at (606)
783-2479.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

. 606-7 83-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. -;- The Arts in Morehead (AIM) series continues
on Wednesday, April 18, with a vocal recital by soprano Faith Esham.
The Vanceburg native will perform one show in Morehead State
University's Duncan Recital Hall, in the.Baird Music Building.
Esham, known world-wide for her performances in some of the
most prominent opera houses of the U.S. and Europe, appeared for the
first time in a recital at Aix-en-Provence in 1981 as the winner of
the Concours International
de Chant d Paris .
....
An interpreter of French music, Esham has appeared in opera
roles w.hich include "Gianni Schicchi," "I Pagliacci" and "Faust.'!
She is scheduled to appear in the title role of the New York City
Opera's production of "Cendrillon" this summer.
,The recipient of numerous awards, including the 1978 and 1979
Young Artists Award and a 1977 Study Grant from the National Opera
Institute, Esham received a bachelor's degree in phychology from
Columbia Union College.

She was working on a master's degree in

clinical psychology when she decided, at the urging of Vasile
Venettozzi, an MSU associate professor of music, to pursue a
professional career as a singer.

She enrolled in the Julliard

School of Music, where she received two degrees.

(

(more)

\

Faith Esham
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Admission to the 8 p.m. concert recital is $5 for adults
and $2.50 for those 12 years of age and under.

MSU students will

be admitted free of charge with a valid student I.D. card.

AIM

season subscribers will be admitted for $2 for adults and $1 for
those 12 years of age and under.

Tickets are available at the

door.
The AIM series is sp'onsored by the Morehead/Rowan County
Arts Council and MSU's Department of Music.
information, call (606) 784-8713.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

DANNY R. WRIGHT, COORDINATOR
UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will host the
19th Class AAAAA Agriculture Horse Show on April 13 and 14 in
Richardson Arena at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex.
Riders will compete in 30 classes for a portion of the
$6,000 in prize money.
Dr. Joe Bendixen, professor of agriculture, said the show
is one of the largest shows in Kentucky this year.
The MSU complex is on KY 377, six miles nor.th of Morehead.
Competition starts at 7 p.m.

~oth

nights.

Stalls are available for.horses at $20 each.

For more

information, contact Gene Carswell at 783-2800 or 783-2801.
For more information on the show, contact Bendixen or Dr.
Judy Willard, associate professor of agriculture, at (606)
783-2663.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A workshop dealing with oncology, the
scientific study of tumors, will be held Tuesday, April 10, at
Morehead State University''s Reed Hall

Auditorium, from 8:15 a.m.

till 3:25 p.m.
Titled "Current Concepts in Oncology," the workshop is open
to registered nurses, physicians, persons whose careers may require
dealing with cancer patients, such as sociologists, psychologists,
and ministers, and other interested individuals.
Session topics include chemotherapy, counseling, current trends,
colo-rectal and cervical cancer, plus a multi-faceted exhibit on
cancer research called "Decade of Discovery."
Cost is $30 per person, which includes the workshop and lunch
at the Adron Doran University Center cafeteria.
The workshop is sponsored by MSU's Department of Nursing, in
cooperation with St. Claire Medical Center and the McDowell Cancer
Network, and has been approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing.
To sign up for the workshop, contact Pauline Ramey, assistant
professor of nursing at MSU and coordinator for continuing education
for nurses, UPO 853, Department of Nursing, Morehead State
University, Morehead, KY

40351, or call (606) 783-2641.
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. ----Morehead State University's ROTC-sponsored
Pershing Rifles took three trophies at the Gateway to the Hest
Invitational Meet in St. Louis recently.

This was the organization's

first competition for the 1983-84 school year.
A first place in Individual Infantry Drill Regulation was
awarded to Julie Dye, a senior history major from Columbus, Ohio.
Each of the Pershing's two teams received a second place trophy:

the

co-ed team placed in Platoon Exhibition Without Weapons and the
exhibition team received a second place Inspection Trophy-Platoon.
Capt. Kenneth S. Elliott, assistant professor of military science
and advisor to the group, said he was particularly proud of the
"showing," since this was the first competition of the year for the
team and the "first-ever" competitive experience for some members.
He said, he expects the Pershing Rifles to do "better yet" at their
next meet.
The group will travel next to the University of Illinois at
Champagne to participate in the Illinois Invitational Drill Meet,
April 27 and 28.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Another presentation of the 1983-84 Arts in
Morehead (AIM) series will be presented Monday, April 16, at
Morehead State University.

The 8 p.m. show will feature the North

Carolina Dance Theater in MSU's Button Auditorium.
The Dance Theater was formed in 1970 by Robert Lindgren and has
become one of the most popular companies in the U.S.
has appeared in this country and Europe.

The company

They have performed at such

festivals as the American Dance Festival, the Spoleto Festival U.S.A.,
the Festival of the Two Worlds, and La Danse a Aix in Aix-en-Provence.
In its present season, the company will be appearing in more than 50
cities in 24 states.
The Dance Theater's 16 dancers perform classical and contemporary
works by a wide variety of choreographers.

The current presentation

features such works as Balanchine's "Allegro Brillante," Senta
Driver's "Resettings," and Ze'eva Cohen's "Offering I and II."

In

addition, the company adds a half-dozen new ballets each season, many
of which are created by well-known choreographers especially for the
'
North Carolina Dance Theater.
Admission to the performance is by AIM season subscription or by
valid HSU I.D. card.

Tickets will also be available at the door at

$5 for adults and $2.50 for those 12 years of age and under.
The Arts in Morehead series is sponsored by HSU, the Morehead/
Rowan County Arts Council, the Ky. Arts Council and the National
Endowment for.the Arts.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Small Business Administration will help
potential borrowers deal with the SBA loan process during an
April 24 workshop in Ashland.
"Preparing For An SB.A: Loan" is a three-hour workshop designed
to help small business owners and potential owners learn the available
SBA loans, what must be done to qualify for these loans and loan
application preparation.
The instructor is Tom Hamilton, a loan specialist from the U.S.
Small Business Administration field office in Louisville.

Hamilton,

an SBA employee since 1969, previously held positions with the Bank
of Louisville and Universal CIT Credit Corporation.
The workshop is 6:30p.m. t.o 9:30p.m. Tuesday, April 21f, in the
second floor conference room of the Ashland Chamber of Commerce
building at 15th and Greenup.

A $5 registration fee is charged.

That

fee, and other expenses of attending, are tax deductible.
Sponsors are Ashland SCORE, Inc.; the Chamber of Commerce of
Boyd and Greenup Counties; the Small Business Administration; Morehead
State University's Appalachian Development Center; and the Small
Business Development Center.
For more information, or to pre-register, contact Ashland SCORE,
Inc., Box 830, Ashland, KY

41101, or phone (606) 329-9217.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

DANNY R. WRIGHT. COORDINATOR

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD. KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Native Kentucky artists from as far away
as Illinois, Louisana, Indiana, West Virginia and Ohio competed
in the annual Kentucky Watercolor Society's exhibit, "Totally
Transparent IV," recently held at the Claypool-Young Art Gallery
at Morehead State University.
Lee McCullough, of Fort Thomas, was the first place merit
award winner with his painting "Summer Colony Cleanup."

He

received a prize of $200.
Second place merit award winner was Jim Cantrell, of
who won $125 for his work "Young Girl in a Hat."

Bardsto~,

Hudson native Lana

Hake received third place and $100 for her painting, "Lord of the
Court."

Fourth place winner was John W. Quinn, of Lexington, with

his "November Sale at Keeneland."

He received $75.

Honorable mentions were awarded to Anna Hjort, of Cerro Gordo,
Ill., with "Top of the Mountain"; Margo Adams, of Russell, for "Rainy
Day Epilogue"; Kathleen Pawley, Louisville, "Basking the Brood"; Ray
Day, New Albany, Ind., "Honeysuckle and Roses"; Betty Boyle, Columbus,
Ind., "Shock •Vibrations"; Janie Clark, Louisville, "Painted Desert
Dreams"; Charles A. Jolly, Lexington, "Three Tree Picnic"; and Tony
Oswalk, Louisville, "Red Hollyhocks."
More than 150 paintings from amateur and professional Kentucky
artists were entered in the competition.

Of these, 75 were chosen

for juried spots in the Claypool-Young Art Gallery.
(more)

Art Exhibits
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Dr. Bill Booth, gallery director, said this was the first time
the watercolor society had chosen to present the exhibition in a
university museum.

Usually, he said, they chose a public museum.

Booth was authorized by MSU to spend up to $2,.000 for purchase
awards of paintings for additions to the school's permanent
collection.
He chose Hake's "Lord of the Court" for $400; McCullough's
"Summer Colony Cleanup" for $200; Sharon Zimmerman's "Ferns /11,"
$250; Betty F. Wood's "Still Life with Mackerel" $400;

and Elaine

West's "Rickety Stix" for $250.
The show continues through April 20 at the gallery.
are from 8 a. m·. to 4: 30 p.m. weekdays.

The hours

Admission is free.

A special showing of about 20 of the paintings will be presented
at the gallery in May.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- Eastern Kentucky high and junior high school
students will be

displayin~

projects and papers for the National

History Day regional competition at Morehead State University, April
19, from 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
The annual competition is sponsored by the MSU School of Social
Sciences in conjunction with National History Day and is a
preliminary for state and national competitions.
In the past as many as 70 students have submitted papers and
projects for judging on a designated historical topic.
"Basically, it provides an opportunity for junior high and high
school students to go a little bit farther with history than they
might otherwise do in the classroom," explains Peggy Brown, adjunct
history instructor and coordinator for the event.
This year's topic is "Family and Community in History."
displays are in MSU's Rader Hall.
and free of charge.
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Robert Gunnell of Ashland represented
Morehead State University as a member of the Kentucky Upward Bound
team which won a six-state regional scholar's bowl competition at
Hilton Head, S.C., for the third consecutive year.
Gunnell is the son of Fred and Ann Gussler and is a senior at
Boyd County High School.

He is a member of the Upward Bound program

at MSU.
The four Kentucky team members and two alternates were chosen
from 10 Upward Bound programs in the state.

Other schools

participating were Murray State, Eastern Kentucky, University of
Louisville, Pikeville College and Southeastern Community College at
Cumberland.
Upward Bound is a program funded by the U.S. Office of Education
to offer support and training for qualified students to encourage
them to continue their education beyond high school.
serves 13 high schools in 11 surrounding counties.
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DANNY R. WRIGHT, COORDINATOR

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky_ ---Morehead State University's Chamber Singers
and Concert Choir will perform in concert Tuesday, April 17, in
Duncan Recital Hall_
The Chamber Singers, conducted by James Ross Beane, associate
professor of music, will perform first_

Works to be presented

include "Flora Gave Me Fairest Flowers," by John Wilbye; "Senex
Puerum Portabat," by Tomas Luis de Victoria; "The Silver Swan,"
by Orlando Gibbons; and "Au joli bois je m'en vais," by Charles
Tessier.
Sophomore Michele Dailey, a mezzo-soprano from Columbus, Ohio,
will solo on Aaron Copland's "In the Beginning_"

A rendition of

composer Jean Berger's "Who's Who In The Zoo" will be performed with
flute accompaniment by Robert Pritchard, assistant professor of
music, and Diane Spencer, a Lexington senior.
Kent Kalb, a senior baritone from Maysville, will perform Ralph
Vaughan Williams' "Turtle Dove," followed by two Scottish folk songs,
"0 Whistle and I'll Come To Ye" and "I'll Ay Call In By Yon Town,"
with piano accompaniment by Larry Keenan, associate professor of
music, and Cindy Stanton, a graduate student from Mars Hill, N.C.

(more)

Chamber Singers
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2

The Concert Choir, conducted by Beane and accompanied by
Stanton, will perform the second half of the concert.

Featured

are pieces by Franz Schubert, Palestrina, Sven Lekberg, three
choruses by Johannes Brahms:

"Let Nothing Ever Grieve Thee," "A

Hunter at Eventide" and "Wondrous Cool, Thou Woodland Quiet."
Two spirituals arranged by Robert Shaw, "I'm Go in' to Sing" and
"Ride On, King Jesus," will close.
The 8:15 p.m. concert is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The musical "Brigadoon" will be performed
April 26-28 at Morehead State University's Button Auditorium.
Presented by MSU's theatre. program and the Department of Music, it
is the last major production on the 1983-84. schedule.
"Brigadoon" was written by Alan Lerner and Frederick Loewe,
who wrote the Broadway hits "My Fair Lady" and "Camelot."
The story is of two American hunters in Scotland who stumble
011.to the magical, 18th-century village· "Brigadoon, '! according to Dr.
Travis Lockhart, coordinator and assistant professor of theatre at
.....
MSU. Since the village only appears for one day every one hundred
years, complications result when one of the hunters, played by Paris
senior Terry Cain, and a village girl, played by junior Rhea Spicer
of Portage, Ind., fall in love.
The orchestra, comprised primarily of MSU music majors, will be
conducted by James R. Beane, associate professor of music.
also musical director for the show.

Beane is

Sylvia Layne, adjunct professor

of theatre, is the choreographer.
All performances begin at 8 p.m. and reservations are available
through the Kibbey Theatre Box Office, (606) 783-2170.

Tickets are

$3.50 for adults, $2 for high school and college students, but free
to MSU students with an I.D. card.
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

UPOBOX 1100

MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. David K. Hylbert's "Geologic Structures
and Mine Roof Falls in Selected Coal Beds Within Appalachia" is the
newest research report published by Morehead State University's
Appalachian Development Center.
Dr. Hylbert, professor of geoscience, undertook the study to
help prove that precautionary measures can be taken to prevent some
coal mine roof falls.

His studies of mines in five Appalachian states

indicate a 50-65 percent coincidence between specific geological
conditions and reported roof falls.
This 82-page document is· the eighth research report from ADC's
Regional Research program, directed by Dr. Douglas Dotterweich.

Other

reports in the series have dealt with business opportunities in
Eastern Kentucky, macroinvertebrates of Big Sandy River basin, and the
impact of federal regulations on Appalachia's small coal mines.
The ADC Research Report series provides a forum for the
publication and dissemination of scholarly work concerned with
environmental, economic, educational and social issues affecting
Appalachia, particularly Eastern Kentucky.
Dr. Hylbert was born in Fayetteville, W. Va.

He earned bachelor's

and master's degrees in geology from Ohio University, and a doctorate
in geology from the University of Tennessee.

He has been with MSU's

Department of Physical Sciences since 1963, and in 1982 was selected
as the University's "Distinguished Researcher."
(more)

Dr. Hylbert
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Dr. Hylbert has worked with the U.S. Geological Survey to
map portions of Eastern Kentucky, and has been a consultant to the
University of Kentucky's Institute For Mining and Minerals Research.
From 1973 to 1981, Dr. Hylbert was project director for a series of
contracts between MSU and the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

These studies

also dealt with the geologic aspect of coal mine roof falls.

Dr.

Hylbert has also published two articles in "Mining Engineering""
Copies of the Hylbert report are available from Dr. Douglas
Dotterweich, Appalachian Development Center, Morehead State
University, Morehead, KY

40351, or phone (606) 783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The eighth annual Appalachian Celebration,
Morehead State University's weeklong tribute to its mountain heritage,
is set for June 24-30.
Concerts by the McLain Family Band, J.D. Crowe and The New South
and Lily May Ledford highlight the week of workshops, films, dance,
and study.

The McLain Family Band, featured in last year's nationally

televised Country Music Awards show, will perform Monday, June 25, at
8 p.m.

A $3 admission is charged to the McLain and Crowe concerts,

all other Celebration entertainments are free.
The Appalachian Celebration is sponsored by the ADC as a tribute
to the past, present, and future of Appalachian Kentucky.

ADC Director

Dr. Donald L. Fogus, who oversees programs in Appalachian Studies,
Business Development, Regional Research, and Human Services, terms the
Celebration " ... one of our most visible, accessible activities, a week
which offers a unique experience to the entire family."
The Celebration also includes Mountain Dance Week, the Jesse
Stuart Symposium, resident scholar Gratis Williams, craft workshops
for children and adults, the Appalachian Arts and Crafts Market and
ongoing displays and demonstrations which spotlight Appalachian culture.
Also scheduled are a banking workshop, the fifth annual Conference On
Appalachian Children and Families, an Elderhostel, and a series of tours
and hikes.
According to Celebration Coordinator Dr. James M. Gifford, ADC
assistant director for Appalachian studies, the Celebration is a family
event.
(more)

Appalachian Celebration
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"Each day, we offer specialized learning experiences," said
Dr. Gifford.

"Then, during the evenings, we all gather for music,

dancing, films, or speakers.

University housing and meals make the

Celebration an ideal, affordable, family vacation time."
Day-long ·activities include Mountain Dance Week and Workshops
For Children which offer supervised, professionally planned
experiences for children six to 12.
Scholar-In-Residence Gratis Williams, a native Eastern
Kentuckian who is America's foremost authority on Appalachian
literature and folklore, will spend the week at MSU as a lecturer,
consultant and entertaining speaker.
More specialized events include a workshop on "Banking In The
Mid-SO's"; workshops in pottery, watercolor, and basketry; the
Jesse Stuart Symposium and tour of W-Hollow; and guided tours of Red
River Gorge and Eastern Kentucky's covered bridges.
Celebration week ends with the Appalachian Arts and Crafts
Market, June 30.

Featured are mountain crafts and music.

For information and registration forms, write Dr. James M.
Gifford, Appalachian Development Center, Morehead State University,
Morehead, KY

40351, or phone (606) 783-2077.
IJfl If If
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Morehead State University's Appalachian

Development Center has published a memoir about a former MSU president's
friendship with one of the country's foremost Appalachian scholars.
"William H. Vaughan:

A Better Man Than I Ever Wanted To Be," a

memoir by Gratis Williams, relates his

fri~nd,ship

with Vaughan. ·

Vaughan was president of MSU, then called Morehead State Teachers
College, from 1940 to 1946.

He was also Williams' high school principal

in Lawrence County and a lifelong friend and mentor.
An introduction by Dr. James M. Gifford, ADC ass.istant director

for Appalachian Studies, places the memoir into historical context.

I

According to Dr. Gifford, Williams' memoir provides "a beautifully
written insight into the lives of two of Southern Appalachia's most
outstanding educators."
Williams, now special assistant· to the chancellor of Appalachian
State University in Boone, N.C., will be at MSU June 24-30 as ScholarIn-Residence during the eighth annual Appalachian Celebration.

Williams

will present a lecture, "My Relationship Over the Years With Morehead
and Morehead State University," at 8 p.m. , June 26, in Button Auditorium.
"William H. Vaughan: A Better Man Than I Ever liTanted To Be" sells
for $3 per copy or $5 for two copies.
price is $2 per copy.

For orders of 10 or more, the

Proceeds from the sale of the first edition will

be used to publish a second edition which will be distributed free to
libraries in Southern Appalachia.

(more)

Gratis Williams
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To order, or for more information, contact Dr. James M.
Gifford, Appalachian Development Center, Morehead State University,
Morehead, KY

40351, or phone (606) 783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Lawrence County beef producer Jim Skaggs
said the new herd improvement association formed during a March 24
meeting at Morehead State.University is the "best and most promising
thing to happen in a long time."
"This new program will let us bring our best bulls to Morehead
State University for testing," said Skaggs.

"Here, the animals will

be feed tested over a specific time, and directly compared to other
bulls.

We will be able, with the information gained, to better

predict herd growth and to improve our herds.

The association will

help producers find a better market, and will improve Eastern
Kentucky's stature in the beef cattle business."
Over 30 beef cattle producers from 10 countries attended the
organizational meeting March 24 at MSU's Derrickson Agricultural
Complex.

The meeting was hosted by the University's Department of

Agriculture and Appalachian Development Center.
The producers elected a steering committee to develop guidelines
and programs for the new herd improvement association.

Committee

members and their phone numbers are Jim Skaggs, Martha, 652-4425;
Glen Lyons; Sandy Hook, 783-5583; Lloyd Beckley, Pryse, 723-3021;
Richard Johnson, Catlettsburg, 928-4075; Earl Reynolds, Morehead,
784-5169; Charles Kinser, Mt. Sterling; Charles Gannon, Flemingsburg,
849-4278; David Jones, Owingsville; and Ollie Boggs, Grahn, 286-5140.

(more)

Beef Cattle
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Dr. Andrew Boston and Dr. Max Hawkins from MSU's Department
of Agriculture are working with the new association, along with
ADC's Agribusiness Specialist Phil Kenkel.
The steering committee will meet again April 14 at MSU.

For

information, contact any committee member or Phil Kenkel, Appalachian
Development Center, Morehead State University, Morehead,_KY

40351,

9r.· phone (606) 783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ ---Morehead State University's Department of
Leadership and Foundations is sponsoring a Cognitive Behavior
Modification Workshop April 27 at Baird Music Hall_
The workshop is designed for school counselors, mental health
counselors, social workers, marriage and family therapists,
psychiatrists, psychiatric nurses, professionals in this area and
interested members of the general public_
Dr. Donald Meichenbaum, one of the founders of cognitive behavior
modification, will conduct the workshop.

He is the author of "Coping

with Stress," "Pain and Behavioral Medicine," and co-edited "Stress
Reduction and Prevention," and "The Unconscious Reconsidered."
Dr. Meichenbaum has been the recipient of many research grants,
has served as consultant to psychiatric, educational, correctional,
and business institutions and has presented workshops and lectures
throughout the U.S., Canada and Europe.
Cognitive behavior therapy deals with methods for effecting
changes in behavior and emotion.

Depression, anxiety, stress, anger,

pain and assertion are all targets for cognitive behavioral approaches.
Tpe registration fee for the workshop is $20 for the general
public; $15 for members of the American Association for Counseling and
Development, American Mental Health

Counselors Association and Kentucky

Personnel and Guidance Counselors Association; and $10 for students.
(more)

Workshop
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MSU faculty and staff may register for the workshop at a
reduced rate of $10.

A limited number of registration scholarships

are available through the Office of Instructional Systems and the
Teacher In-service Office.
Workshop participants can receive five continuing education
units and members of the National Board of Certified Counselors
or the National Academy of Certified Clinical Mental Health Counselors
can receive five contact clock hours.
For additional information, call (606) 783-2532.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- From the vice president to the students who
hold the positions now, Morehead State University's year-old
Admissions Fellowships' prDgram is described as a "key" in the
admissions process.
The Division of Admission's personnel see the honorary post as
a "key" to reaching high school students, to showcasing two recent
and successful MSU graduates and to giving the admission's staff some
student-formed perceptions.
The day-to-day activities of the position are close to a job
description for an admissions recruiter or counselor.

Fellowship

recipients visit area high schools and make presentations, meet with
prospective students and their parents for campus tours and interviews'
and deal with high school groups visiting campus.
From the perspective of Harold Moore and Donna Totich, the first
and current Admissions Fellowship holders, receiving the award speaks
well of their undergraduate record.

To be considered for the year-long

Fellowship, a student must have had a distinguished academic and
extra-curricular career, in addition to completion of bachelor's or
master's degree requirements at MSU.
Other qualities are also needed for the positions.

Before being

chosen from among the entire 1983 class--including the fall, 1982 and
spring and summer, 1983, graduates--Totich and Moore showed good
writing and speech skills.

They also displayed outstanding public

relations and organizational qualities.
(more)

Admissions Fellowships
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Totich was formerly president of the Student Association and a
member of MSU's nationally ranked speech team.

Moore was a radio-

television major and a sixth man for MSU's 1983 OVC tournament
champion basketball team.
Diversification, according to Philip W. Conn, vice president
of the Bureau of University and Regional Services, is part of the
consideration in choosing any two students for the positions.

For

example, the final applicant screening committee would probably want
the two Fellowship recipients to be from entirely different regions.
Moore is from Lexington, the central part of the state, while Totich
is a native of Morehead.
The applications' final screening is by a committee composed of
the president of MSU, the vice president of the Bureau of University
and Regional Services and representatives of the Division of
Admissions--including the present Fellowships.
Diversification is also a "key" in the Fellowship naming process.
"Each Fellowship must bring their own talents into the way they
handle the position," said Conn.
With the end of the first Fellowships' term approaching, Conn
said he is pleased with the prograrn.
Recommendations from faculty and staff for the second set of
Fellowships are being accepted for 1984-85.

All recommendations must

be submitted to the Division of Admissions, in Breckinridge Hall, by
April 19.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Teresa Faye Harvey of Salt Lick
has been appointed to the University Ambassadors by ·
Morehead State University President Morris L. Norfleet.
A junior data processing major, she is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Harvey.

She is a member of Phi Beta

Lambda, Gamma Beta Phi, Lambda Sigma and Phi Kappa Phi.
The University Ambassadors serve as hosts and hostesses
at various campus functions.

Through this association, the

ambassadors develop leadership skills and broaden their
knowledge of university activities.
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MOREHEAD, Ky- ---Earl Jackson Jr_, a medical technologist
with the Harvard University School of Medicine, will speak Honday,
April 16, in Morehead State University's Adron Doran University
Center.
A graduate of Kentucky State University and Boston University,
Jackson's visit is sponsored by the Center for Instructional
Development and the Department of Biological and Environmental
Sciences in conjunction

~ith

Black Awareness Week on campus_

Jackson has spent much of his career in research.

From 1967

to 1981 he was a senior research and clinical technologist in the
Department of Anesthesia at Harvard.

In his present position,

Jackson works in the Division of Infestious Diseases, where he
deals with microbiological procedures for patients receiving
antibiotics.
The 5 p.m. talk is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Tim Sublett of Olive Hill won fourth -place
in State Parliamentary Procedure at the Phi Beta Lambda State
Leadership conference held in Louisville recently.
A senior data processing major, he is the son of Mr.
James Sublett and a member of Phi Beta Lambda.
Thirty-three Morehead State University students attended
the conference.

Over 350 students from throughout the

state participated in competitive events.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two wide-spread and still not fully understood
eating disorders, anorexia nervosa and bulimia, are the subject of a
documentary produced by WMKY-FM.

The Morehead State University public

radio station's half-hour look at anorexia, an affliction which causes
people, usually women, to starve themselves in order to achieve some
elusive goal of thinness, and bulimia, gorging and then purging by
vomiting, using laxatives or fasting, will air Wednesday,,. April 18.
"Shadows of Their Eyes:

Experiences with Anorexia and Bulimia"

will air at 8 p.m. on WMKY (FM 90.3) and on the following area radio
stations:

WLKS-AM, 1450 in West Liberty; WKKS-FM, 1570 in Vanceburg;

WFTM-AM, 1240 and FM 95.9 in Maysville; WMOR-FM, 92.1 in Morehead;
WKCA-FM, 107 in Owingsville; and vruGO-FM, 102.3 in Grayson.

WMST-AM,

1150 in Mt.· Sterling, will air the documentary at 9:30a.m. on
April 18.
"Shadows of Their Eyes" includes comments from the MSU self-help
group for eating disorders, insights from a self-help group in Wisconsin
and a recovered anorexic who lives in Cincinnati.

Also included is an

interview with Vivian Meehan, president and founder of National
Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders (ANAD).

The

self-help groups are all affiliated with ANAD, PO Box 271, Highland
Park, IL

60035.

(more)

Shadows
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Following the documentary, there will be a panel discussion
and live call-in prog;t":am led by Mary Jo Netherton, associate
professor of French at MSU, and four members of the MSU self-help
group.
Three of these students suffer from bulimia and are former
anorexics.

The fourth is still anorexic.

They are willing to

answer questions and share their experiences in an effort to create
greater awareness of the problem and its many implications.
Some of the issues to be covered are the role self-image plays
in being female today, men's perceptions of femaleness, the role
of advertising in establishing our perception of ourselves, the
actual symptoms of eating disorders, and the process of change
necessary for their cure.
According to a WMKY spokesperson, the documentary and call-in
show are attempts to locally address a problem that's been recognized
nationwide.
Listeners are encouraged to call with questions and comments
following the documentary.

The numbers are (606) 783-2001 in Rowan

County and (606) 784-5303 for collect calls outside the county.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Eleven members of Morehead State University's
student newspaper, "The Trail Blazer," received awards recently at
the annual meeting of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association (KIPA).
Awarded for their efforts during the past year were:
*Debbie Powell, Irvine freshman; honorable mention, news story.
*Lori Kincaid, Bethel, Ohio freshman; second place, feature story.
'~Mary

Scott Offutt, Haldeman senior; first place, humor column.

*Douglas Bolton, Trenton,. Ohio junior; first place, opinion page_
*Kevin Hayes, Ironton,. Ohio juriior; second place, sports game
story; third place,. sports news story,
'''Ricky Adams, 1983 MSU graduate; second place, sports c9lumn.
*John Selvia, Grays Knob junior; second place, original illustration.
"'Silvon Gregory Hopkins, Hebron junior; honorable mention, original
illustration.
*Mike Hanson, Mt. Sterling

jp~ior,

and Joe Sammons, Highland,

N-Y-, freshman; third place, photo essay.

*Glenda Gassaway, 1983 MSU graduate; second place, house
advertisement and third place, adertising campaign_
"The Trail Blazer" also received a _third place award for its
overall layout· and an honorable mention award for its front-page layout.
The awards presentation highlighted the two-day KIPA convention,
held this year at MSU for the first time.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead Piano Trio· and Morehead· State
University's Bel Canto Trio'wil.l perform a joint concert at the
Ashland Community College Auditorium Monday, April 23.
The Piano Trio was organized nine years ago.as a
chamber music ensemble.
professors of music:
cello and Lucretia

fac~lty

The trio includes three MSU assistant

Leo Blair on violin·, Suanne Hower Blair on

Ste~ler

on piano.

The group wlll perform Mozart's "Trio in C-Major," "KV548" and
Bohuslav Martinu's "Trio in D-Minor."
The Bel Canto Trio was formed in 1979 for an appearance at a
faculty music recital and has continued as an active chamber ensemble
since that time.

The trio includes Dr. William Bigham, head of the

Department of Music at MSU, on clarinet; and Leo Blair on the violin
and viola and Stetler on the piano.
The group will perform the "Khachaturian Trio" and Pierre Max
Dubois' "Suite."
The recital is at 7:30 p.m. and is free and operr to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Sandra Spurlock of Morehead has been named
Miss Morehead State University 1984.
A senior biology major, she was chosen from among 21 contestants
in the two-night pageant and now advances to the Miss Kentucky
Scholarship Pageant in Louisville, July 12-14.
A 1980 graduate of Rowan County High School, she is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Spurlock of Morehead.

She is a member of Phi

Kappa Phi honor society, the Praemedicorum (pre-medical society), the
Science and Math Club, and Delta Gamma Society.
For her talent, she performed a piano solo, "Rhapsody in Blue."
Another Morehead resident, Leslie Dawn McBrayer, was named first
runner-up.

A junior business management major, she is the daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Jack McBrayer.
LaToye Montgomery, junior fashion merchandising major from
Louisville was second runner-up.

Third runner-up was freshman radio-

television major Rachel Gessondorf of New Richmond.

The fourth

runner-up was Dorraine Debra Herrmann, a junior elementary education
major from Flemington, N.J.
Christina Conn, the six-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip
W. Conn of Morehead, was chosen as Little Miss MSU 1984.
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Morehead State University's Student Association ·

will present a lecture by the.Rev. Joseph E. Lowery on Tuesday, April 17,
at 8-p.m., as part ·of MSU's "Black Awareness Week '84."

A founder of.the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, an orgartization
which strives for racial justice, human rights. and world peace, Dr. Lowery
served as vice president of the organization until 1967 under Dr. Martin
Luther King.

H~

was elected president of the organization in 1977.

During his presidency, Dr. Lowery led the S.C.L.C. on a 2700-mile
"voting rights pilgrimage" from Alabama to Washington, D.C. , in order .to
secure extension and strengthening of

the Voting Rights Act ..

A strong activist for the equality of races, Dr. Lowery has led campaigns
against the Ku Klux Klan, police brutality, and has fought for increased
jobs, job

~raining

and economic opportunities.

Dr. Lowery also preached in Russia and received the Medal of Honor from
the Moscow Theological Seminary.
The lecture, entitled "A Tribute to Black Awareness," will be held
in Room 111 of the Claypool-Young Art Building.
The event is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will be closed
~

Friday, April 20, in observance of Good Friday.
Classes resume arid offices reopen at s· a.m. on Monday,
April 23.
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A Highland, New York resident was among a group of 11

Morehead State University students who were award.ed for theirwwork
by members of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association (Kil:l:ll:)
during the organization's annual meeting.
Joe Sammons, a freshman at Morehead State, received a third place
award in the photographic essay category for work he did for
MSU's student newspaper, The Trail Blazer.
In addition to the individual awards, The Trail Blazer received two
collective awards: one for overall layout and one for its front page
layout.
KIPA is composed of collegiate journalists throughout the state of
Kentucky.

The.awards presentation highlighted KIPA's two-day conference,

which was held this year at MSU.

####
PARENTS: THOMAS SAMMONS, HIGHLAND, NEW YORK.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Maj. Gen. Billy G. Wellman, The Adjutant
General of Kentucky, will be the principal speaker for the
President's Leadership Prayer Breakfast on Wednesday, April 18,
at Morehead State University.
Scheduled at 7:30 a.m. in the Crager Room of the University
Center, the event is hosted by MSU President Morris L. Norfleet
and is open to the public.

Tickets are $2.50 at the door.

Gen. Wellman, an MSU alumnus, is the first Kentuckian to be
appointed state .adjutant general by three different governors.
He has served in the post since 1977.

As. adjutant g=neral, he

is commander of the more than 8,000 members of the Kentucky
National Guard and is the chief executive of the Kentucky
Department of Military Affairs.

An active layman in the Methodist Church, Gen. Wellman is
the current president of .the Adjutant Generals Association of
the United States.

He is a member of the MSU Alumni Hall of Fame.

Husic for the Holy Week program will be provided by the
Rowan County High School Concert Choir under the direction of
Noel Weaver. and .Larry Keenan, .associate professor of music at MSU.
Other participant'S··will include Sister Mary Jeannette, administrator o
St. Claire Medical Center;

Dr. R. H. Playforth, dean emeritus

of MSU's School of Social Sciences; and the Rev. Mitchell Burch,
pastor of Morehead First Church of God.
(more)

Prayer Breakfast
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Scripture readings will be given by two MSU students,
Lenay Stober, Burnside freshman; and Rob Lockhart, Parkersburg,
W. Va., junior.

"The objective of the Prayer Breakfast is to provide
individuals in public life with an opportunity to assemble
in a Christian atmosphere to enjoy fellowship with each
other," Dr. Norfleet said.
Elmer Anderson, executive director of the MSU Foundation, Inc.,
is chairman of the arrangements committee.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Se Layne of Morehead
plays Maggie Anderson in the musical "Brigadoon"
which will be performed April 26-28 at Morehead State
University's Button Auditorium.
A senior at Rowan County High School, she is tae
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William J. Layne.
"Brigadoon" is presented by MSU's theatre program and
the Department of Music and is the last major production on
the 1983-84 schedule.
All performances begin at 8 p.m. and reservations are
available through the Kibbey Theatre Box Office, (606) 783-2170.
Tickets are $3.50 for adults, $2 for high school and college
students, but free to MSU students with an I.D. card.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Tavia Biggs of Lebanon Junction
plays Kate and in the chorus in the musical "Brigadoon"
which will be performed April 26-28 at Morehead State
University's Button Auditorium.
A sophomore theatre major, she is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Biggs.
"Brigadoon" is presented by MSU's theatre program and
the Department of Music and is the last major production on
the 1983-84 schedule.
All performances begin at

~

p.m. and reservations are

available through the Kibbey Theatre Box Office,

(606) 783-2170.

Tickets are $3.50 for adults, $2 for high school and college
students, but free to MSU students with an I.D. card.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Larry Hall of Cynthiana is
a new staff member of "Newscenter 12" at Morehead
State University_
A senior radio and television major, he is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hall and a member of Phi Kappa Phi.
"Newscenter 12" is a student-produced news show
broadcast on MSU television_
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's 13th annual golf
camp will tee off June 10-15.

The camp is for anyone interested in

polishing their game or learning the basics, according to Dr. Rex
Chaney, men's golf coach and associate professor of health, physical
education and recreation.
There is no minimum age for applicants, while 18 has been the
upper limit of participants.
NCAA recruiting rules prevent the camp from accepting male high
school seniors because of MSU's golf team for men.

MSU has no women's

golf team so female high school seniors may attend.
"It's a chance for golfers to work from 7 o '_clock in the morning
until 8 or 9 o'clock at night on their golf swing," said Dr. .Chaney ..
The number of pa:r:_ticii_Jants is limited to 40 and all applications
must be received before June 1.

For more information contact the MSU

Golf Camp, Dr. Rex Chaney, Morehead State University, UPO Box 717,
Morehead, KY

·,
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Applications are being accepted for any of
six separate five-day microcomputer camps, scheduled this summer at
Morehead State University.
The camps give students first hand experience in programming
microcomputers using BASIC language.

The first camp, June 10 through

15, is for day campers only who will be in grades seven, eight, or
nine in the fall of '84.

The cost is $75 for instruction, noon meals,

a t-shirt and accident insurance.
The rest of the camps cost $125 which includes room and board
for the week.

Students entering grades seven, eight, or nine with no

computer programming background may attend the June 17-22 or July 8-13
sessions.

Those entering grades 10, 11, or 12 in the fall may attend

the June 24-29 session or the July 15-20 camp.
The last session, July 22-27, is for anyone entering grades seven
through 12 with programming experience or knowledge of the fundamentals
of BASIC language.
Each camp is limited to 24 students.

For more information or an

application contact Dr. Glenn Johnston, Morehead State University,
UPO Box 701, Morehead, KY

40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Percussion
Ensemble will perform an outdoor "Ragtime Concert" Wednesday,
May 2.
The program features the xylophone rags of George Hamilton
Green and will be held in front of the Camden-Carroll Library.
"We feel as though the outdoor concert will be experienced
by more students and faculty in an informal atmosphere," said
Frank Oddis, assistant professor of music and director of the
ensemble.

"The concert will provide entertainment on campus,

performance experience for the students and exposure for the
group."
The first performance is at 11:15 a.m. with a repeat
performance at 12:25 p.m.

Both performances are free and open

to the public.
The concert's rain date is Thursday, May 3, at the same
times.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Department of
Communications will be sponsoring a New York field study during
the Summer I academic term, May 15 through.May 24.
Radio-Television coordinator Thorn Yancy will be supervising
the trip, which is worth three credit hours.

The cost of the study

will be $445 for resident undergraduate students; $490 for resident
graduate students; $645 for non-resident undergraduates; and $780
for non-resident graduate students.

The cost includes transportation

to and from New York, as well as lodging and tuition for the study.
Entertainment and transportation while in New York will not be included
in the cost.
Reservations for the field study are limited to 14 and can be made
by contacting Yancy at UPO 791, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY
40351, or by calling him at (606) 783-2602.
before Friday, April 20.

Reservations must be made

A non-refundable deposit of $50 is due by

noon May 1, and the balance will be due before May 11.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

April 18, 1984
Media

FR

R. Wright, Coordinator, Office of News Services
Board of Regents Meeting

The Morehead State University Board of Regents wi;Ll meet Wednesday,_
April 25, at 4 p.m., in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran University.
Center.
If your organization plans to cover the meeting, please contact our
Office of News Services, (606) 783-2030, so .that we can prepare
copies of the agenda and related documents.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
wlj
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606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky- --- The "Clogging Campus," a one day workshop
for beginning, intermediate and advanced cloggers, is set for
May 5 at Morehead State University.
Cosponsored by the Appalachian Development Center and MSU/
Rowan County Community Education, the "Clogging Campus" is open
to the first 80 participants to register.

A fee of $5 is charged.

Instructors are George and Rodi Jackson for beginning classes,
Jeff Parrott for intermediate classes and Scbtty McKee for
advanced.

Classes will be in Breckinridge Hall Auditorium, with

registration beginning at 8 a.m., Saturday, May 5.
For information, or to pre-register, call the Appalachian
Development Center at 783-2077.

#ftlffl
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Garry Barker
(606) 783-2077
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's. annu?.l
International Student Festival, sponsored by the Cosmopolitan Club
and Committee on International Education, is scheduled for April 27
in the Button Drill Room.
Beginning at 9 a.m. with continuous exhibits and international
"snacks," the day-long event will feature activities and displays
representing the cultural backgrounds of many of MSU's 146
international students.
Robert Snyder, a member of the U.S. Department of State and
regional officer for Latin American human rights for the Bureau of
Human Rights, will speak at 10:20 a.m. in Button Auditorium.
The International Pot Luck Dinner at 7 p.m. will highlight the
day.

There is a $4 charge, waived to anyone who brings a dish.
Following the dinner, members of the Cosmopolitan Club and

other international students will present a show featuring the dances
and performing arts of their countries.
A disco dance will close out the day.
$1 and can be bought at the door.
All activities are open to the public.

111111/1
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Tickets for the dance are
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's 1984 retirees
will be honored at a reception Thursday, April 26, at 3 p.m.
The University Social Activities Committee will hold the
reception in the Presidential Suite of the Adron Doran University
Center.

Highlighting the event is a 4 p·:m. ceremony.

Background

music will be by George T. Young, associate professor of government
emeritus.
To be recognized are Mary Burton, secretary, Office of
Graduate Programs; Ora Caudill, mechanic, Division of Operations and
Maintenance; Kate Hawkins, instructor of English; Ken Hoffman,
associate professor of government; Florence Keeton, food service,
Alumni Tower Cafeteria; Bitsy Martin, office manager, Office of
Instructional Systems; George Montgomery, professor of business
education; Ben Patton, professor of education; John Stanley, associate
professor of education, Department of Curriculum and Instruction;
Mildred Stanley, librarian III; and Paul White, water plant operator,
Division of Operations and Maintenance.
The reception is open to the public.
lfflfffl
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Admission is free.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two horsemanship camps featuring basic
and advanced horsemanship skills are set this summer at Morehead
State University.
The elementary camp, June 17-22, is designed for students aged
12 to 16.

Subjects covered include general horse care and basic

riding techniques, along with guidelines for stable management.
Students also learn to groom, lead, saddle, bridle, mount and
dismount a horse properly and to care for the tack.
The July 15-20 intermediate camp covers the use of leg aids
during riding, rein aids and canter leads.

Students will also study

gaits, equipment, dress, and parts of the horse, bridle and saddle.
Skills required in training a horse are also covered during the
session.

The camp is primarily designed for high school juniors and

seniors and may give one hour of college credit for an additional
tuition fee.
The number of applications accepted is limited to 16 for each
camp.

Applications may be obtained by writing to MSU Horsemanship

Camp, Department of Agriculture, Morehead State University, Morehead,
KY

40351.
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606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- More than 800 high school students from
Kentucky and Ohio will visit Morehead State University's
Derrickson Agricultural Complex Friday, Ap:til 27, for the annual
Future Farmers of America Field Day.
The program begins at 9 a.m- and is sponsored by MSU's
Department of Agriculture.
Competition in individual and team judging include livestock,
horse, poultry, land, tractor driving, tobacco auctioneering and
flower and plant id<?ntification.
Winners in each division will receive a trophy and become
eligible to compete in the Kentucky State Fair in August_
For more information, contact Dr_ James Martin, associate
professor of agriculture and field day coordinator, at MSU,
UPO 1312, Morehead, KY

40351-
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two leading prospects for the presidency of
Morehead State University have been invited to the campus this
week, it was announced Monday by MSU's Board of Regents.
Board Chairman Jerry Howell Sr. of Jackson identified t.hem as
Dr. Herb F. Reinhard Jr., president of Slippery Rock University
in Pennsylvania, and Dr. w·illiam F. Dorrill, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences at Ohio University.
Reinhard will visit Tuesday with faculty, students, .alumni
and others, starting at 11 a.m., and Dorrill will follow the same
schedule on Wednesday, according to Howell.
Howell also announced that the next meeting of the Regents,
originally set for 4 p.m. Wednesday, has been postponed until
10 a.m. Saturday.
Dr. Reinhard, 53, holds a doctorate in higher education from
Indiana University and master's and bachelor's degree in psychology
from Florida State University.
President of Slippery Rock, a public institution, since 1979,
he previously was assistant to the president of Florida A

& M,

assistant vice chancellor for academic affairs at the University
of Tennessee, vice·president for student development at Western
Carolina University and dean of student services at Florida State.
A native of. Covington, Ky., Dr. Reinhard is married to the
former Nancy Warner of Tampa, Fla.

They have four children.
(more)

Presidential Search
2-2-2-2-2

Dr. Dorrill, 52, has a doctorate in political science from
Harvard University.

His master's degree in foreign affairs is

from the University of Virginia and he received a bachelor's
degree in philosophy, history and political science from
Baylor University.
Dean of Arts and Sciences at Ohio University since 1977,
Dr. Dorrill previously was chairman of the Department of East
Asian Languages and Literatures at the University of Pittsburgh'.
He also held research positions with the RAND Corp. and the
Research Analysis Corp. and as a foreign affairs analyst for
the federal government in Washington, D.C.
A native of Dallas, Texas, Dr. Dorrill is married to the
former Martha Brawley.

They have four children.

In ·announcing th.e visits., Howell said of the search:
"The Board of Regents has identified these two prospects
to come to the campus.

At this point, they have .attracted the

most interest among the board members.

The purpose of the campus

visits is to enable these individuals to become better acquainted
with the University and for the University's constituencies to be
further involved in the search process.

We fully expect to appoint

a new president by our original May 1 deadline."
Howell said the search for a successor to President Morris L.
Norfleet, who has resigned effective June 30, has involved the
board members in "thousands of miles of travel and hundreds of
hours in interviews and meetings."

Nearly 200 applicants and

nominees have been considered since the search began last December.
######
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351

April 23, 1984

Coordinator, Office of .News Services
RE:

Board of Regents Meeting

The Morehead State University Board of Regents meeting set for
4 ·p.m. Wednesday, April 25, has been resche.d)lled for Saturday,
April 28, at 10 a.m., in i:he Riggle Room of the Adron Doran
University Center.
If your organization is planning to cover .the meeting, please
contact our Office of News Services,· (606) 783-2030, so that we
can prepare sufficient copies of the agenda and r~lated documents.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Top graduates of Kentucky's mining technology
programs may have the opportunity to attend a five-week training
program if owners of small coal mines hire the graduates for a sixmonth internship, said Wes Blakely, chairholder of mining, technology
and research at Morehead State University.
Blakely said the training period would cover four key areas:
electrical problems, roof control, mine ventilation and mine
permitting.

The program is primarily geared to coal mines which

produce around 200,000 tons of coal per year.
"This is an answer to-a current need," Blakely said.
"Essentially many of the problems encountered by operators of small
mines involve the day-to-day running of the mine.

Their time is cut

so thin that the operator often does everything from the mine's books
to the actual mining."
"Small operators have more problems than larger mining
organizations that have full-fledged engineering and safety
departments.
"These students enrolled in this intensive training period will
have an advantage.

They may not have the actual mining experience

but they will possess much valid background information," he said.
Finalization of the Student Intern Assistance Plan is _incomplete
at present, Blakely said, because the organizers are still determining
0

(more)

Mining Intern Plan
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2

the mining locations where the interns will work.

Under the

plan, students would work as regular employees of a company for
a six-month period,. earning 12 hours of credit from MSU.
Mine operators interested in the assistance plan should
contact Blakely at MSU, UPO 726, Morehead, KY
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Diane Spencer, Morehead State University
senior, will present a flute recital Sunday, April .29, in Duncan
Recital Hall.
The program will feature works by J.S. Bach, Telemann,
Furstenau, Varese and Ibert.
She will be accompanied by Cynthia Stanton, a. graduate student
from North Carolina, on piano,

and.Suann~

Blair and Robert Pritchard,

assistant professors of music, on flutes.
The 8:15 recital is free

and~open

. .11111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Bel Canto Trio
will perform Tuesday, May 1, in Duncan Recital Hall.
The trio, organized

i~

1979 for an appearance at a music

faculty recital, is a chamber music
are in the Department of Music:

ensembl~.

The three members

Dr. William Bigham on clarinet,

Leo Blair on violin and Lucretia Crum Stetler on piano.
Blair, assistant professor of music, is also the principal
second violin in the Lexington Philharmonic Orchestra and a member
of the MSU Piano Trio.

Stetler, an assistant professor of music,

also performs with the MSU Piano Trio.

Dr. Bigham

heads the

)

Department of Music.
"The group will perform the "Khachaturian Trio,"

Pierre Max

Dubois 1 "Suite" and Phillis Tate 1 s "Air and Variations."
The 8:15 p.m. concert is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- An estimated 2,000 academically gifted high
school students have been invited to visit Morehead State:University
on Wednesday, May 2The students, chosen as academically gifted students by their
school district,euidelines, will participate in MSU's first-ever
"Academically Talented Ral'l:y Day."
According to Dr. George Troutt, MSU's coordinator of teacher
in-service, the schools in the 22-county area involved use "multicriteria for judging academically gifted students-" The criteria can
include a student's I.Q. and academic achievement, for example.
Activities for the rally-day begin at 9 a.m. in MSU's Button
Auditorium with an introauction of honors students.

In the morning,

students will be given the chance to attend interest sessions,
including MSU faculty members speaking on subjects ranging from
robotics to mining technology and energy.

Forty sessions will be

held in the morning and most wlll be repeated in the afternoon.
In addition to the sessions, students will have the chance to
attend one of several regular classes.

During lunch, the students

will be entertained by members of the MSU Academy of Performing Arts_
The rally day is scheduled to end at 3:30 p.m.

According to

Dr. Troutt, "if the rally is successful, then it may become an
annual event."
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Alice McDonald is expected to be at Morehead State University
Wednesday, May 2, for an essential skills forum.

The forum,

sponsored by the Kentucky Department of Education, is scheduled to
begin at 2 p.m.
Two hundred invited participants, including local school
administrators, teachers and parents.from a 22-county area, will
attend the forum.

Its purpose is to review and discuss the state's

current essential skills package.
The essential skills package, initiated under the administration
of Raymond Barber, former state superintendent, outlines basic
competency levels which should be attained by high school students
before they receive their diploma.

The package covers such areas as

arts, English, foreign language, health, language, mathematics and
physical education skills.

Also.included are outlines for competency

levels in music, reading, science, social studies and reference skills.
According to Dr. George Troutt, MSU coordinator of teacher
in-service, the forum is being held in order to "react and express
concerns about the skills package."
The MSU forum is part of a state-wide series on the skills
package.
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Kentucky Agriculture Commisioner David E. Boswell

will appear at Morehead State University for a seminar on Wednesday,
May 2 at 10:20 a.m.
The seminar, presented by the MSU Department of Agriculture, will
be held in room 419 of Reed Hall.
The event is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Industrial
Education and Technology Department will host its fourth annual
Project Fair on May 3 and 4 in the Lloyd Cassity Building.
Students in area industrial arts classes will bring their
wood, metal, drafting and machinery projects for departmental
judging.

University scholarships of $100 each will be awarded to

the top four winners.

Ribbons and certificates will also be presented

to participants.
The fair begins May 3 at 9:30 a.m.
from 9:30 a.m. to noon, May 4.

It is open to the public

Awards will also be presented on

May 4.
For more information, contact John Vanhoose, assistant
professor of industrial education, at 783-2415 or 783-2007.
###
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351

606-783-2030

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Barry L. Knipp, president of the Peoples
Bank of Olive Hill, has been appointed to the Board of Trustees
of the Morehead State University Foundation, Inc.
He succeeds John Dupuy of Pikeville, who resigned.
"We are pleased to welcome Barry Knipp to the Foundation
board," said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet, who also is president
of the MSU Foundation.

"His enthusiastic support of the University's

fund raising program and. his financial management skills will be
most helpful."
A graduate of Sandy Hook High School, Knipp joined the bank in

1974 and became its president in 1979.

The MSU alumnus is the son

of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Knipp of Grayson.

He is married to the former

Deborah Wilson of Catlettsburg.

They have a daughter.

Active in the Chamber of Commerce and Jaycees, Knipp is a
Mason and a Shriner.

His other fund raising activities include

The American Cancer Society and the Heart Fund.
The MSU Foundation is a non-profit, tax exempt corporation
established to receive and administer private gifts for the benefit
of the University.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Herb F. Reinhard Jr. Saturday was named
Morehead State University's ninth president.
In a unanimous vote

~~by

MSU' s 10-member Board of Regents, the

53-year-old president of Slippery Rock University in Pennsylvania
was given a two-year contract to succeed Dr. Morris L. Norfleet,
effective July 1. The contract's annual salary is $73,500.
"I accept the offer, and am honored to be named the. president of
Morehead State University," Reinhard said by telephone. "I look
fdrward to working with the people of the University and the Morehead
community."
Reinhard holds a doctorate in higher education from Indiana
'

University and master's and bachelor's degrees in psychology from
Florida State University.
President of Slippery Rock since 1979, he previously was assistant
to the president of Florida A & M, assistant vice chancellor for
academic affairs at the University of Tennessee, vice president for
student development at Western Carolina University and dean of
student services at Florida State.
A native· of Covington, Ky. , Reinhard is married to the former

r

...

Nancy Warner of Tampa,· Fla. They have four children.
"Dr. Reinhard has a personal touch we feel we need on this
campus," said Regent John B~ird, Pikeville attorney.
Regent Chairman Jerry F. Howell Sr. offered his resignation to
the group in a surprise move following the naming of the president.
(more)

President MSU
2-2-2-2

"I felt I would be a successful chairman if I helped name a
president, and left the board united," said Howell. "I have done that
and, following-a conversation·with the governor yesterday, I am
·now resigning as a regent."
Vice Chairman Robert H. Duncan was elected to succeed Howell as
board chairman. Howell's seat will be filled by appointment of the
governor.
In other business, the Regents:
*Granted "emeri·tus" status to President Norfleet, effective at the
end of his term, and authorized a sabbat·ical leave for him during the
1984-85 fiscil year.
*Okehed a four-year contract for men's head basketball .coach Wayne
Hartin, the first such pact in the school's history.
>'<Approved an operating budget of $37,844,412 for the 1984-85
fiscal year, including across-the-board salary increases o_f 2 percent
for all employees.
·*Promoted 15 faculty members and granted tenure to 11.
*Approved the naming of the "Gary Bishop Clubhouse" at the NSU
golf course and the "Doug Edwards Rooin" at Jayne Stadium.
*Authorized the closing of Fields ·Hall, a. women's residence hall,
.during 1984-85 for renovation.
I"
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University .Jazz Vocal
Ensemble is set to perform Sunday, May 6, in Duncan Recital Hall.
The concert will include several solos and three ensemble
pieces:

"I Left My Heart In San Francisco," arranged by Gene

Pureling with .a solo by senior Terry M. Cain; "Spain," arranged
by Jay Flippin, associate professor of music, with. a solo by junior
Sonya Dickerson and "Cloudburst," arranged by Flippin with senior
Benjamin Keith Brown soloing.
The grou~, which also will perform several Top 40 ballads and
pop and jazz_:pieces, is directecl by Flippin.
"This concert is unusual," said Flippin.
half ensemble and half solo.
the solo portion.

"Ordinarily we do

This semester I'm going to emphasize

More than 70 percent of the concert will be solo--})

it is unusual, but then again this is an unus\lal group,',~

l
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MOREHEAD, Ky.

r

""-- The Academy of Arts at Morehead State
University will hold its first onors
H
Recital Friday, May 4.
The recital in Duncan Recital Ha
w~ ea
11
f ture a variety of
performances from Suzuki Violin, Beginning"11
Ballet,
Woodwind Quartet and an art exhibit showcasing the the Faculty
faculty and students of the Academy.

talents.of the

Tho Fanul 'Y Woodwind Quartet inoi udo., "'Dr C WI!!;., Bigh"', head,
Department of Music, on c
;
_ -----..... _
·1· · t -M41ford K-hlln,· associate professoroof
muaio, on hon., Rob on Pricohard, aaaiatan t prnfeaaor of muaio , on

ar~ne

~

flute, and Dr" Frodoriok Muoiior, Prnfoaaor of mu,io, on baa•non,
Torry Durbin, ••anniato inatruntor of Violin, Will diroot hor
Suzuki Violin class in a performance.
../

'I'

' Aron Caudill, Zaohory Hor,og,
Tho olaaa inoludo, firat-gradora
Aaron Runt•manClark
and Adam
fourth-grader
Kuhn.Sontt, aeonnd-grader Patriok Chadwell and
The Youth Ballet Cia,,, inatruntod by Sandra Snntt, inoludea
'"OOnd-gradora
Both
Baldridge, Chrioty Hal! and Pamela DoniriK and
third-grader
Anne
-sexton.
-~-

Single entrioa in tho Honora Renita! aro Jennifer Reiaig, Ru,aoii
High Sobon 1, j Uni6r'" no flute, Leanne Rigga , Greenup High Sohnor ; unior,
on Nann, Dwayne !mea , Bnp"d County High Snhoor •onior, porouaaion,

I

&gan '""'gen, " - ' County High Sobon! junior, on Piano, Snntt Grave a,
Doming High Sohnol •nphomnro, on hnn., Sharon Sibadngil, Rowan County
Middle Snhool oiShth-grador, on piano, and Glenn Sibadogu, Rowan
County Middle Snhool 'iath-grador, on Violin"
Tho 8 p"m" ronital ia froo and open to tho Publk
5-2-84wlb
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The Academy of Arts at Morehead State

University-will hold its first Honors Recital Friday, May 4.
The recital in Duncan Recital Hall will feature a variety of _
/

performances from Suzuki violin, Beginning Ballet, the Faculty

/

Woodwind Quartet and an art exhibit showcasing the talents of the
faculty and students of the Academy.
The Faculty Woodwind Quartet includes:-Dr.· William Bigham, head,
'

Department of Music, on clarinet; Milford Kuhn, associate professor0of
music, on horn; Robert Pritchard, assistant professor of music, on
flute; and Dr. Frederick Mueller, professor of music, on bassoon.
Terry Durbin, associate instructor of violin, will direct her
Suzuki violin class in a performance.

J

The class includes first-graders Aron Caudill, Zachary Herzog,
Aaron Huntsman and Adam Scott; second-grader Patrick Chadwell and
fourth-grader Clark Kuhn.
The Youth Ballet Class, instructed by Sandra Scott, includes
second-graders Beth Baldridge, Christy Hall and Pamela Dening and
third-gr~der

Anne Sexton.

Single entries in the Honors Recital are Jennifer Reisig, Russell
High School junior·;· on flute; Leanne Riggs, Greenup High School Junior,
on piano; Dwayne Imes,

Bo~d

County High School senior, percussion;

Regan Brumagen, Rowan County High School junior, on piano; Scott Graves,
Deming High School sophomore, on horn; Sharon Sibadogil, Rowan County
Middle School eighth-grader, on piano; and Glenn Sibadogil, Rowan
County Middle School sixth-grader, on violin.
The 8 p.m. recital is free and open to the public.
ffllll/1
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The first meeting of Morehead
"=---

University~s newly ~rmed Friends of Music organization will be

held Sunday, May 6, in Duncan Recital Hall.
Membership is open to faculty, staff, students, MSU alunmi
and interested citizens.

The group is founded on a common interest

and a need to provide opportunities for cultural enrichment,
camaraderie, and financial and advisory support to the MSU Department
of Music.

The group will als.o serve as a liason between the department

and the community.
\
A concert by the MSU Symphony
and Concert Bands at 3 p.m. will

precede the group's 4 p.m. business meeting.
Following the meeting there will be a social hour in Baird Music
Hall, including a buffet meal.

Music will be provided by MSU

musicfl:ms.
For additional information, contact the Friends of Music,
Morehead State University, UPO Box 610, Morehead, KY
(606) 783-2474.

11111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University gradua.te student
William R. Thomas is set to present a euphonium recital Saturday,
May 5.
The Duncan Recital Hall program will feature works by Antonio
Vivaldi, "Sonata in E Minor"; Alec Wilder, "Sonata for Baritone
Horn"; Joseph De Luca, "Beautiful Colorado"; J. S. Bach, "Prelude
in G"; R. Vaughn Williams, "Six Studies in English Folk Song"; and
Antonio Capuzzi, "Concerto in E Flat" as transcribed.by William
Thomas.
Eugene Norden, director of bands and assistant professor of
music, will conduct the accompanying Chamber Wind Ensemble.

Players

include flutists Diane Spencer, Denise Hunter and Valerie Warwick.
Oboeist Rochelle Pittman; clarinetists Dr. William Bigham, head,
Department of Music; and Tina Isaacs; bassoonist Peggy Spencer and
Barbara Eborg; nornists Velina Swords and Gary Wright; and double

-.

bassist Suanne Blair, assistant professor of music.
Pianist Lucretia Stetler, assistant professor of music, will
also accompany Thomas.
The 8:15 p.m. recital is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAQ, Ky- --- The Academy of Arts, a recently founded
regional arts project at Morehead State University, has extended
its private and group instruction into the summer months.
The eight-week session will begin May 7 and continue through
August 24.

It'is open to visual arts, music or dance students of

all ages.
Music courses to be offered include private and group
instruction in brass, keyboard, percussion, string, woodwind and
voice.

Dance offerings include group lessons in ballet, creative

movement, j IJ.ZZ and modern dance.

Art classes will cover youth ::.:_

instruction·in materials and art forms.
For additional information contact the Academy of Arts at
(606) 783-2483.
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Twenty-two Morehead State University ROTC

cadets will be commissioned as second lieutenants for active and
inactive duty in the U.S. Army.during a 2 p.m. ceremony May 12 at
Button Auditorium.
In addition to their commission, nine students will be
recognized as "distinguished."
Seniors named Distinguished Military Graduates are Beverly
Hendy of Falmouth; Markael Padgett of Haldeman; Patricia Pickles
Tapp of Crestwood; Marc Rosen of Harrison, Ohio; and Ronald Walters
of Batavia, Ohio.
Other Distinguished Military Students are junior David Chapman
of Morehead; senior Michelle Dunaway of Clearfield; sophomore Brian
Smith of Vanceburg; and juriior Jeffrey Underhill of Ironton, Ohio.
To be named a Distinguished Military Student or Graduate,,a
cadet must show outstanding leadership and academic qualities.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Pershing Rifles
Drill Teams won several awards in the 36th Annual Illinois Invitational
Drill meet at the University of Illinois recently.
They received a first place in the

co~ed

platoon drill, a first

place in the co-ed squad drill and a fourth place in the mixed platoon
drill.
Donna

Ceeil:~

a sophomore chemistry major from Shively, received

a trophy for finishing eighth among 130 competitors

itiJ~individual

drill competition.
This was the final competition for MSU's ROTC orill teams.

The

young teams brought home six trophies in this second year of
competition.
Capt. Roger Cline, assistant professor of military science, will
be the teams advisor next year.

He has extended an invitation to

MSU students to join the drill teams.
Capt: Cline may be contacted at 783-2050.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Department
of Nursing and the Division of Continuing Education will host
a one-day workshop entitled "Conflict Resolution" here on May 17.
The workshop is designed to assist registered nurses by
providing a theoretical and practical approach to the resolution
of conflict in the health-care business.
Topics for discussion are self esteem and the belief system,
conflict development and framework for management.
The workshop is open to registered·.·nurses and the cost is
$25, which includes lunch at the Adron Doran University Center,
and handout materials.
Classes begin at 9:10a.m., with registration at 8:30a.m.
in Reed Hall, Room 419.
Participants earn 0.5 Continuing Education Units (CEU) from
the MSU Department of Nursing.
Deadline for registration is May 15.
Pauline Ramey, MSU, UP0.853, Morehead, KY

llltllfl
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. John Kleber, professor of history and
director of Morehead State University's Honors Program, is one of
twenty Kentucky high school and collegiate educators selected as
instructors for this summer's Governor's Scholars Program.
The program, now in it's second year, will be held at two
campuses this year--Eastern Kentucky University and Centre College.
Approximately 600 Kentucky high school juniors, selected
because of their outstanding achievements and academic ' background,
will participate in the program.
Kleber will" work with the history program at EKU.

Kleber will

deal with the variety of regional backgrounds among the students.
"We will study the history of Kentucky and the reasons for
regionalism, "''he .said.
Kleber is the first MSU faculty member to

parti~ipate

in the

program.
Dr. Walter Emge, MSU vice president for academic affairs arid a
member of the statewide faculty selection committee for the Governor's
Scholars Program, said he is "pleased to see MSU represented" and
"hopes this will encourage other faculty to apply."
Selection of the instructors was primarily based on their
applications, three letters of recommendation and written essays
discussing how the instructor would deal with the students.
1111 fill
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Citing the diversity of Kentucky agriculture
state Commissioner of Agriculture David Boswell said at a Morehead
State University seminar Wednesday that he ''wholeheartedly"
supported regional universities and their agriculture programs.
"I very much support the agricultural departments of the
universities of our state," said Boswell.

"We in Kentucky are unique

in agriculture--we have a little bit of everything when it.comes to
crops.

Our regional universities help support this diveristy."

The 34-year-old Boswell said at the MSU Department of Agriculture
seminar that his record as a three-time Kentucky legislator.shows-his
interest in the vocational agriculture educational area.
"I .have helped ensure vo-ag in high schools across the state,"
he said.
programs.

"I have also worked with universities in their vo-ag
It is my belief that a student with an agriculture degree

has a well-rounded background."
Boswell, who became Kentucky's 28th commissioner of agriculture
early this year, said the diversity of crops in the state must
become even more so because of the recent disclosures about tobacco,
the largest cash crop in the Commonwealth.
"We do need to open our eyes to the fact that, yes, cigarette
smoking can be
we need to

~o

harmful. to certain people's health," he said.
is find alternate uses for tqbacco."

•

(more)

"What

•

Boswell
2-2-2-2-2-2

The Western Kentucky native cited tobacco's possible retardant
effects on some diseases and the high protein content of the plant
as use areas to be explored.
Boswell congratulated MSU for its research foresight in the
Martiki project, a 4,000-acre agriculture research project in Martin
County·.
"The Martiki project is a classic example of what we can do in
this part of the state to develop agriculture in the region," he said.
The Martiki-Morehead State University Mountaintop Agricultural
Complex is a 15-year joint project to research agricultural reclamation
possibilities of strip-mined land in Eastern Kentucky, MSU's Department
of Agriculture is working with Martiki Coal.Corporation and the
Pocahontas Kentucky Corporation, a railroad company, to develop the
land.
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Dr. Herb. F. Reinhard Jr. has been named the

ninth president of Morehead State University_
In a unanimous vote by MSU's 10-member Board of Regents, the
53-year-old president of Slippery Rock University in Pennsylvania
was granted a two-year contract to succeed Dr. Morris L- Norfleet,
who has resigned effective June 30.

His first year salary will be

$73,500_
"I accept the offer and am honored to be named the president
of Morehead State University," Dr. Reinhard said.

"I look forward

to working with the people of the University and the Morehead area."
Dr_ Reinhard holds a doctorate in higher education from Indiana
University and master's and bachelor's degrees in psychology from
Florida State University_
President of Slippery Rock since 1979, he previously was
assistant to the president of Florida A & M, assistant vice chancellor
for academic affairs at the University of Tennessee, vice president
for student development at Western Carolina University and dean of
student services at Florida State.

He also served as director of

• 0

-.

student activities and international student advisor at Auburn

·.

University.

(more)

Dr. Reinhard
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

A member of Phi Delta Kappa, Dr. Reinhard is the chairman of
the Governance Committee of the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities and is a former chairman of Region III
of the National Associiation of Student Personnel Administrators.
He also is a member of the Board of Presidents of the Pennsylvania
State Colleges and Universities and past chairman of the
Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference.
A native of Covington, Ky., Dr. Reinhard is married to the
former Nancy Warner of Tampa, Fla.

11111111
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Seven Morehead State University students have

been named to key staff positions on MSU's student publications,
the "Raconteur" and "The Trail Blazer."
Judith Flavell of Morehead has been named as editor-in-chief for
the "Raconteur," MSU's student yearbook. She is a junior journalism
major.
Bonita L. Moore, a freshman journalism major from Raceland, has
been named as the yearbook's managing editor.
On the staff of "The Trail Blazer," David C.L. Bauer, a junior
journalism and radio-television major from Geprgetown, Ohio, has been
named as editor for the 1984 fall semester.
Deborah Powell of Irvine has been named as the student newspaper's
managing editor.

She is a freshman journalism major.

Reappointed to former positions on the staff of "The Trail Blazer"
were Mark Phillips of South Point, Ohio, as advertising manager;
Sharon Larrea of Owingsville,

as business manager; and Dale Conyers

of Owingsville, as production manager.
The "Raconteur" and "The Trail Blazer" are each published as
journalism laboratories.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Edward T. Breathitt, former governor of
Kentucky and now the vice president for public affairs with the
Norfolk Southern Corporation, will be the principal speaker here
Saturday, May 12, at Horehead State University's annual connnencement.
HSU President Morris L. Norfleet is expected to confer more than
1,000 degrees during the 10:30 a.m. ceremony in the Academic-Athletic
Center.
Honorary doctoral degrees will be awarded to Breathitt, Jerry F.
Howell Sr. of Jackson, Bert T. Combs of Lomisville and Dr. Gratis
Williams of Boone, N.C.
Alex D. Conyers, associate professor of financing,, will deliver
the invocation and benediction.
Breathitt, a Kentucky native, was elected governor in 1963. He first
joined with Southern Railway as a special counsel in 1967 and retained
his appointment to the public affairs vice presidency after Southern
merged with Norfolk and Western in 1982.
Howell recently resigned his

HSU~Board

of Regents chairmanship

and membership after 16 years of service. Combs, a former Kentucky
governor, now serves on the Commonwealth's Council on Higher Education.
Dr. Williams is the nation's preeminent Appalachian scholar and ho.w
jle:tves· as· s,)ecial assistant to the chancellor at Appalachian State
University.
Husic for the commencement ceremony wi11 be provided by the HSU
Brass Ensemble, directed by Dr. Earle L. Louder, HSU professor of music.

(more)

Commencement
2-2-2-2

Following the morning commencement ceremony a 1 p.m. reception
will be held for graduates and their parents at the Morehead Holiday Inn.
The innovative addition to this year's proceedings is sponsored
by the MSU Alumni Association, Inc.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Six slots remain open for people interested in.
a six-day trip to Stratford, Ontario, for the 32nd "Stratford
Shakespearean Festival_"

The trip is sponsored by the University of

Kentucky's Community Education and Morehead State University's
Division of Continuing. Education.
George Eyster, director of MSU's Division of Continuing Education,
is

co~hosting

the summer trip along with Dr. Frances L. Helphinstine,

MSU English professor_
Eyster said this is the second time that MSU has been involved in
the annual festival.

Each university has a limit of 20 participants-

Participants will receive five play tickets, transportation. to
Ontario via MSU bus, accommodations. for six nights, accident insurance
and instruction_
Eyster said an added feature of the trip is the special
accommodations--students will be paired in groups of two and stay at
the homes of community residents.
Also, Eyster said, "participants will see superior theater with
superior acting_

After the shows, the students will be invited

,.

backstage and to parties where they will meet the actors, directors,
set designers and costumers."
The five plays

to be featured are "Iolanthe" and "The Gondoliers,"

both by Gilbert and Sullivan, and Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet,"
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" and "Love's Labour_'_s- .Lost:"

(more)

Stratford Festival
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Two special background sessions will be conducted on May 19
and 26, from 10 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m., at MSU.
To register for the June 4-10 trip, contact Eyster at (606)
783-2542.

A non-refundable deposit of $125 is required.

Three hours of credit is available to Morehead State University
students.
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A South Point, Ohio, resident has been named

to a key staff position on Morehead State University's student newspaper,
"The Trail Blazer."
Mark Phillips, a junior journalism major, will serve as
advertising manager for the 1984 fall semester.

He is the son

of Mrs. Regina Phillips of South Point.
"The Trail Blazer" is published every Wednesday during the school
year as a laboratory experience in journalism.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Department of
Agriculture will demonstrate the synchronization of estrous in beef
cattle on Saturday, May 12.
The 2 p.m. demonstration will be held at the Derrickson
Agriculture Complex on KY 377 north of Morehead.
The demonstration includes a

sl~de

presentation followed by

a lecture from Dr. Donald Applegate, coordinator of the MSU
veterinary technology program.
Following the lecture will be a hands•on demonstration of the
procedure using cattle from the MSU herd.
The demonstration is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Nine Morehead State University medical
technology students have been selected to participate in the Area

'

\

Health Education Systems Pre-Medical Internship program (ARES),
sponsored by the Council on Higher Education.
Dr. Ted Pass, MSU medical technology coordinator, said the
program's purpose is to "create an educational thrust toward achieving
a more effective distribution of health manpower needs ... and to increase
the students knowledge of the profession of medical technology."
Students will work with medical technology supervisors and recieve
training in hematology, blood banking, microbiology. chemistry and
urinalysis.
The nine include:
'~<Amy

Kitchen, the daughter of John and Sally Kitchen of Georgetown.

She is a sophomore and will work at a·hospital in Prestonsburg.
*Laura Lindeman, the daughter of Dan and Carole Lindeman of Villa
Hills.

She is a sophomore and has been assigned to Louisa Community

Hospital.
'~<Sophomore

Olive Hill.

Lori Hall, the daughter of Berkley and Joan Hall of

She will also work at Louisa Community Hospital.

'i<_Kitsie Steele, daughter of Harry R. and Carleen Steele of Malone.
The sophomore has been assigned to King's Daughters
Ashland.

(more)

Hospital in

Med Students
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*Jelana Haney, a sophomore from Morehead.

She is the daughter

of Jean Flannery and Bill Haney and will also intern at the King's
Daughters Hospital.
*Edwina F. Grayson of Vanceburg, who will,work at Our Lady of
the Way Hospital in Martin.

She is a sophomore and the daughter of

Stanley Grayson and Geneva Risner.
*Denniston native Martha Botts Brown.
the Mary Breckinridge Hospital in Hyden.
daughter of Marvin and Lillie Botts.

She has been assigned to
Brown is a senior and the

She is married to Douglas

Brown.
*Kathy Radenhausen, a Morehead graduate student who will be
working at Pikeville Methodist Hospital.
*Olive Hill native Lisa Lewis, who will serve as an intern at
Whitesburg Appalachian Regional Hospital.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Junior Lewis.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University President-elect
and Mrs. Herb. F. Reinhard, Jr., will be the guests of honor at
a reception to be hosted here Friday, May 18, by the MSU Board
of Regents.
Board Chairman Robert M. (Mike) Duncan of Inez announced
that the Reinhards

wou~d

receive greetings from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

in the Presidential Suite of the Adron Doran University
Center.
"The reception is intended to provide students, faculty and
staff members, alumni and other friends of the University with
an opportunity to welcome Dr. and Mrs. Reinhard to the campus
and to Eastern Kentucky," Duncan said.

"Other activities will

be planned after he assumes office this summer."
Dr. Reinhard, currently president of Slippery Rock University
in Pennsylvania, was:_named April 28 to become MSU' s ninth president
on July 1.

He

is~a

native of Covington, Ky.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two new members have been appointed by Gov.
Martha Layne Collins to the Morehead State University's Board of
Regents.
)

Named to six-year terms ending March 31, 1990, were Mrs. Eunice
H. Caston of Winchester, an elementary teacher, and Walter W. Carr
of Morehead, owner of Carr Lumber Co.
)

Mrs. Caston, a Republican, replaced Mrs. Ethel Foley of
Maysville whose term expired.

Carr, a Democrat, succeeded Jerry F.

Howell Sr. of Jackson who resigned from the board after 16 years of
service.

Mrs. Foley completed a four-year term.

Mrs. Caston, a native of Clark County, is a graduate of
Kentucky State University and has been a teacher for 31 years.

Carr,

a graduate of MSU and Boston University, is a former teacher and
administrator who returned to Morehead in 1959 to manage the family
business.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Beth Haynes of Danville
is a member of the Morehead State University Pershing Rifles
Drill Teams who competed recently in the 36th Annual Illinois
Invitational Drill meet at the University of Illinois.
)

A sophomore English and philosophy major, she is the
I

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Les C. Haynes.
The Illinois meet was this year's final competition for
)

MSU's ROTC drill teams.

The young teams brought home six trophies

in this second year of competition.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Stock Riding team
members are celebrating this week after winning a first place title
in the national Intercollegiate Horse Show Association competition
recently in Harrisburg, Penn.
This was the first time an MSU stock seat team qualified for
the national contest.
Team members are Kim Kovolic, a Winchester freshman, who rode
in the intermediate stock seat division; Laura Gassmic, an Oxford,
Ohio, freshman, who rode in the advanced stock trials; and Paul Luck,
a Bethel, Ohio, freshman, who rode in the beginning stock seat
division.
Luck was a replacement for Kath Velate, a Cynthiana freshman,
who qualified in both the individual and team categories.

Velate won

third place in the individual division.
Contestants earn points by scoring victories during horse shows
throughout the year.

Those with the highest point totals are

selected to compete in the national contests.
The MSU team was organized four years ago and is open to
freshman, sophomores, juniors and seniors.
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A sociologist who has done extensive research

on death and dying and a professor of education are'the recipients
of Morehead State University's top faculty awards for 1983-84.
Dr. George Dickinson, .head of MSU' s Department of Sociology,
Social Work and Corrections, was selected for the "Distinguished
Researcher Award."

The "Distinguished Faculty Award" goes to Dr.

Lawrence Griesinger, MSU professor of education.
Both awards will be presented at Saturday's commencement ceremony
at 10:30 a.m. in the Academic-Athletic Center.

Presenting the awards

will be Dr. Howard Setser, professor of biology and last year's faculty
winner, and Dr. Frank Osborne, professor of psychology and last year's
research award winner.
Dr. Dickinson, 44, a member of the MSU faculty since 1978, holds
bachelor's and master's degrees from Baylor University and a doctorate
in sociology from Louisiana State University.

He has done post-doctoral

work in gerontology at Pennsylvania State University and served as an
associate professor and chairman for the Department of Sociology and
anthropology at Gustavus Adolphus College in Minnesota.
Dr. Dickinson has written numerous publications and articles,
including studies on communications policies among adult males in state
prisons and death education in U.S. medical schools.

The Louisiana

native's academic memberships include the American Sociological
Association, the Southwestern Sociological Association and the National
Council on Family Relations.
(more)

Faculty Awards
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Griesinger is a native of Covington and holds bachelor's and
master's degrees from the University of Kentucky.

He holds a

doctorate from the University of Cincinnati.
A teacher in the secondary schools of Ohio for nine years, Dr.

.

'

Griesinger, 54, joined the MSU faculty in 1965.

He has served as the

director of :Student 'teaching, the director of MSU' s Teacher Corps,
and a graduate faculty member and student adviser.

Dr. Griesinger

has been nominated for the faculty award three times since coming to
MSU.
He is active in Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Delta Kappa and Kappa Delta Pi
professional organizations, as well as being a member of the
)

Association for ·supervision and Curriculum Development.
"We are proud of these outstanding faculty scholars and," said
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet, "We are pleased that they have
received this recognition from their colleagues."
The faculty award was established in 1964 by the MSU Alumni
Association and the research prize was created in 1979 by the ,
University's Committee on Faculty Research.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University junior Kathy Ransky
has been elected Eastern Region vice president of the national Delta
Tau Alpha Honor Society.
Ransky, an agriculture major, will visit local chapters of the
society in Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, Ohio, Michigan' and
Pennsylvania to assist in improving activities.

She will also help

to establish new chapters in these states.
She is the daughter of Robert Ransky of Hightstown, New Jersey.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Joseph J. Graper of Ringoes, N. J.,
is a member of the Morehead State University Pershing Rifles
Drill Teams who competed recently in the 36th Annual Illinois
Invitational Drill meet at the University of Illinois.
A junior finance major, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Richard Graper.
The Illinois.meet was this year's final competition for
MSU's ROTC drill teams.

The young teams brought home six trophies

in this second year of competition.
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Correction of a release dated 5/9/84.
Correct elates are June 8, June 15, July 13 and July 16.

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- New Morehead State University students can
prepare early for the fall semester by attending MSU's Orientation/
Early Registration Program.
The day-long program is free to students and their parents.
Four different dates have been set--June 8, June 15, July 13, or
July 16--with overnight accommodation available through MSU's
Division of Student Housing.

Students and parents may attend either

of the four sessions.
The programs begin at 9 a.m. and include campus tours, class
scheduling and faculty-student panels.

For more information, contact

MSU's Division of Admissions at (606) 783-2000.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "On the Road Again" would probably be a proper
theme song for 16 members of Morehead State University's. geplogy club,
but the harmony is bound to "rock" a little· more than the original
tune.
The group left MSU Monday, May 14, to begin a 21-day trip across
the U.S.

The trip will give the members an opportunity to view

geological features and formations outside Kentucky.

They will also

visit other schools and meet current geology professionals.
According to Charles E. Mason, associate professor of geoscience
at MSU, the t:dp is "75 percent geology, plus a little bit of history
and some study of wildflowers and wildlife."

Students participating

in the field trip will also receive three college credit hours.
The trip will concentrate mainly on classical geology and
geological monuments.
"We plan to take the southern route on our way to the Grand Canyon
and take the northern route back," Mason said.

"Students will be able

to hit a lot of different things on both parts of the trip."
Mason said that although the group will be visiting the Grand
Canyon, that this stop was not the only one planned during the journey.
"We plan to visit such places as Carlsbad Caverns, the Sunset
Crater, the Zion National Park, and-a whole lot of other places between
here and there," he said.
(more)

Geology Club
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Mason also outlined plans to visit state geoiogical surveys,
and to study several igneous, or volcanic-type, rock formations
which are almost non-existent in Kentucky.
"It'll be a good time," Mason said.

"There's just so much

in-between, including the chance to meet and be exposed to other
geology students and programs and see how they operate, as well as
the opportunity to visit other areas."
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- Morehead State University is hosting a Summer
Keyboard Experience June 24-29-

The musical camp is for students

entering the ninth grade through 1984 high school graduates.
Daily classes will cover theory and keyboard harmony, piano
literature, ensemble playing and eurhythmics.

Introductory classes

are set for students in organ and harpsichord.
Each student is requested to bring copies of the pieces they are
, currently studying or wish to learn and a piece representative of the
baroque, classical, romantic and contemporary periods.
Classes will be directed by Jay Flippin, associate professor of
music; Larry Keenan, associate professor of music; and Lucretia
Stetler, assistant professor of music.
Recreational events available include swimming, handball, volley)

ball, tennis, an outing at Cave Run Lake, and an electric keyboard
concert by Keenan.
For additional information, write The Summer Keyboard Experience,
Morehead State University, UPO Box 843, Morehead, KY
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University Department
of Agriculture will host its first reunion of alumni and friends
on July 14 at the Derrickson Agricultural Complex, on Ky 377 north
of Morehead.
A picnic and open house at the complex are a part of the
festivities, which begin at 2 p.m. at the James M. Richardson
Pavilion.
For more information, contact the Department of Agriculture,
UPO 702, MSU, Morehead, KY

40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's 1984 Appa.la.chian
Celebration, set for June 24-30, will take a riew .twist by offering
an intensive two-day workshop for bankers.·
"Banking In The

Mid~ 80s;"

cosponsored by .MSU' s. School of .

Business and Economics and the Appalachian Development Center, is a
two-day workshop which will examine the effect of recent and·
anticipated legislation

~pon

the state's banking industry.

Sessions will be held Monday, June 25, and Tuesday,. Jurie 26.
The keynote speaker will be Dr. Charles Haywood, professor of finance
at the University of Kentucky and consultant to the American Banking
Associattion.

Dan Biker, from Peoples Liberty Bank of Northern

Kentucky in Covington, will present a program on "Variable Rate
Consumer Lending.''
Monday evening banking workshop participants will attend the
McLain Family Band concert, first of the Celebration's nightly.
entertainments.
On Tuesday, Jerry Lundergan of Kentucky's House Banking and
Insurance Committee will speak on "Legislative Changes at State Level;.''
Phillip D. Morris of the First Bank and Trust Company in Ashland will
lead a "Retail Banking" workshop.

Sessions end at noon on June 26.

A $70 registration fee is charged; workshops will be held in the Adron
Doran University Center.

(more)

Banking Workshop
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Weeklong Appalachian Celebration programs also include Mountain
Dance Week, art and craft workshops, resident scholar Gratis Williams,
and an Elderhostel.

In addition to the McLain Family Bank, featured

performers are J.D. Crowe and The New South and Lily May Ledford.
The annual Appalachian Celebration is sponsored by MSU's
Appalachian Development Center, the university's regional service arm.
For information and registration forms for "Banking In-The
Mid-80s," contact Douglas Dotterweich, Appalachian Development Center,
Morehead State University, Morehead, KY

40351.

The phone number is

(606) 783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky- --- John D. Wheeler of Blaine was collllllissioned
an Arm Reserve second lieutenant in ceremonies Saturday, May 12,
at Morehead State University.
A graduate of

MSU~s

ROTC program, Wheeler will serve in a

military branch to be assigned.
The senior government major was active in the Scabbard and
Blade Honor Society and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity at MSU.
He is the son of Mrs. Helen Wheeler of Blaine.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two Owingsville residents have been named
to key staff positions on the staff of Morehead State University's
student newspaper, "The Trail Blazer."
Sharon Larrea, a junior marketing major, will serve as business
manager for the 1984 fall semester.

She is the daughter of Benton

Copher, of Owingsville.
Dale Conyers, a freshman journalism major, will .serve as the
newspaper's production manager.

He is the son of Mrs .. Mary Conyers,

of Owingsville.
"The Trail ·Blazer" is published every Wednesday during the
school year as a laboratory experience in journalism.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A Rowan County resident has been named to
a key staff position on Morehead State University's student yearbook,
the "Raconteur."
Judith Flavell, a junior journalism major, will serve as
editor-in-chief for the 1984-85 academic year.

She is the daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. G.C. Troidl of Vine Grove, Ky. and is married to
John Flavell of Morehead. ·
The "Raconteur" is published once a year as a: laboratory
experience in journalism.
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Former Kentucky governor Edward T. Breathitt

told more than 1,000 degree recipients in Morehead State University's
6ls t commencement ceremony today that " ... no night is endless ... the
light is never far."
Breathitt,

-~ice

president for public affairs with Norfolk Southern

Corp., advised the graduates to remember the Biblical story of Adam,
the .first man, and the "long terror" of the first night's darkness.
"And then Adam could begin to see how much light remains ·in the
sky at night; the stars and their enduring promise ci£ the sun, the
returning star of day," said Breathitt .. u .
Breathitt also discussed the Martiki-Morehead State University
Agricultural Complex in Martin County. The project, jointly funded
by MSU; HAPCO, Inc.; and Pocahontas Kentucky Corp., a subsidiary of
Norfolk Southern, is a 15-year effort to research agricultural
possibilities of strip-mined land. Breathitt said the work is a
"shining example" of MSU fulfilling its public service and research
mission.
Breathitt was one of four to receive honorary doctoral degrees in
the ceremony. Also honored were Bert.T. Combs, former governor of
Kentucky; Dr. Cratis Williams, special assistant to the chancellor
at Appalachian State University, who received the degree in absentia;
and Jerry F. Howell Sr., former member and chairman of MSU's Board of
Regents who had served for 16 years.
(more)

HSU Commencement
2-2-2

Dr. George Dickinson, 44, was named to receive the "Distinguished
Researcher Award" and Dr. Lawrence Griesinger, 54, received the
"Distinguished Faculty Award." The honors are HSU' s highest faculty awards
Dr. Dickinson has researched and published widely information about
the educational efforts being.mgde in the areas of death and dying.
Dr. Griesinger was given the faculty award after being nominated
for the honor three times.during his 19 years at HSU.
Student honors went to David Holton, Student Association past
president, and four undergraduates who finished with perfect gradepoint averages. Holton received the President's Leadership Cup
for his "leadership and capabilities as a remarkab-le"
student ,and
.
' .
.
·~

"

person," according to HSU President Horris L. Norfleet.
Honored for perfect grades were Karen J. Frazier, Paintsville;
Angela C. Hilterbrand, Wallingford; Ricky L. Angel, Beattyville;
and Teresa G. Combs, Housie.
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Not for publication or broadcast

EVENT:

Spring Commencement

DATE/TIME:

Saturday, Hay 12, 10:30 a.m.

SITE.::

Academic-Athletic Center, MSU

More than 1,000 students will receive degrees Saturday. On hand
for honors will be several guests, including two former Kentucky
governors.
Edward T. Breathitt, former governor, will deliver the keynote
address to the graduates and visitors. He will also receive an honorary
doctorate in the ceremonies.
Other honorary doctorates will be awarded to Jerry F. Howell of
Jackson, former chairman of 11SU' s Board of Regents; former governor
Bert T. Combs of Louisville; and Dr. Cratis Williams of Boone, N.C.
Dr. Williams is a nationally-known Appalachian scholar and special
assistant to the chancellor of Appalachian State University.
Recipients of MSU''s "Distinguished Faculty Award" and "Distinguished
Researcher Award" will also be announced.
PRESS PARKING:
FACILITIES NEARBY:

Usu

COVERAGE:

Adjacent to the AAC
Electrical outlets, typewriters, telephones,
telecopier
News release, black/white photos

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MEMORANDUM
DA~:

May 15, 1984

TO:

FRO
RE:

R. Wright, Coordinator, Office of News Services
Board of Regents Meeting

The Morehead State University Board of Regents will meet Friday,
May 18, at 4:30 p.m., in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran
University Center.
If your organization plans to cover the meeting, please contact
our Office of News Services, (606) 783-2030, so that we can
prepare copies of the agenda and related documents.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
wlj
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Gernell Boyd of Hamilton, Ohio, was
6

commissioned an Army second lieutenant in ceremonies Saturday,
May 12, at Morehead State University.
A graduate of MSU's ROTC program, Boyd will serve in the
infantry.
The MSU graduate student is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
L. Boyd of Hamilton.
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.-MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Tami D. Greene of St .. Paul was one of
five-Morehead State University student winners in the Alpha
Epsilon Rho National Student Production contest.
She is the daughter of Ms. Paulette Greene.
The entry in which she assisted was the grand prize winner
in the audio information category.
The five winners were recognized at MSU's Annual Academic
Awards Breakfast recently.
Dr. Robert L. Burns, dean of the School of Humanities, made
the presentation.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Eastern Kentucky farmers whose tobacco plant
beds were destroyed by the recent flooding and tobacco producers with
excess plants should contact an emergency clearinghouse program
initiated by Morehead State University's Appalachian Development
Center.
The MSU effort, coordinated by Agribusiness Specialist Phil Kenkel
and graduate assistant Mark Dixon, will link farmers with extra tobacco
plants with the Eastern Kentuckians whose beds were destroyed by the
floodwaters.
"This is a crucial time," said Dixon.
and many beds were totally washed away.

"Planting season is here,

We want to locate any tobacco

plants available in Kentucky or southern Ohio and relay that information
to farmers in the flooded areas."
Both those who need help and those with plants to offer should
inunediately contact Kenkel or Dixon at (606) 783-2077.

There is no

charge for the clearinghouse effort.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A practical, one day "Introduction To Small
Computers" workshop is set for June 9 at Morehead State University.
The session will provide direct, professional advice on what a
small computer can and cannot do, availability of computers and
software, and use

of~a

computer.

The workshop is not technical, but

is designed to help small business owners decide whether or not a
computer can be of help to them.
Bonnie Bailey, MSU instructor of data processing, will teach the
opening session, "Introduction To Small Computers," and will conduct
hands-on training for workshop participants.

Mark Kaehler and Keith

Ross, owners of Agri-Records Management, a farm related computer
service, will demonstrate a number of available, working computer
programs.
Enrollment is limited to the first 30 registrants.
$10.

The fee is

The workshop will be held Saturday, June 9, from 9 a.m. to

4:30p.m.

For information call Robert Justice, program director for

the East Kentucky Small Business Development Center, at (906) 783-2077,
or write the Appalachian Development Center, MSU, Morehead, KY

40351.

The workshop is cosponsored by MSU's Department of Agriculture,
Department of Data Processing and the Appalachian Development Center,
plus the Small Business Development Center and the U.S. Small Business
Administration, with cooperation from Ordenator and Harvent Computer
Systems, Inc.
5-1 7-84gb
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Fleming County farmer Danny Mattox was not

satisfied with the way his bell pepper marketing program was being
handled.

He had a better idea.

Danny's idea and the cooperative

effort of the Buffalo Trace Area Development District and Morehead
State

Univ~rsity

led to a new pepper growing and marketing program

which will serve 25 Fleming and Lewis County farmers this summer.
Danny and wife Carolyn have been farming in Fleming County for
15 years, raising bell peppers under contract for 12 of those years.
Last summer, dissatisfied with the decline of prices and services he
and his Pea Ridge neighbors were receiving, Danny organized a direct,
cooperative sales effort and sold 10 trailer loads of peppers.

Mattox

had the better idea--the suppliers and the market--but needed help in
developing a solid business plan to secure the necessary financing.
The Mattoxes called Wilson Grier, assistant director for business
development at Morehead State University's Appalachian Development
Center.

He and the ADC staff worked with Danny and Carolyn to develop

budgets and projections and to request a loan from the Buffalo Trace
Area Development District (ADD).
"Our role at ADC," said Grier, "is to do whatever we can to help
large and small businesses in Eastern Kentucky.

The Appalachian

Development Center is MSU's regional services arm, the outreach program
which coordinates the University's resources with the area's needs.
Danny had the idea, a proven success record, and the potential for a
project with tremendous economic impact."
(more)

Mattox
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The Buffalo Trace ADD agreed.

The

Maysville~based

ADD, which

serves Mason, Robertson, Lewis, Bracken and Fleming Counties, works
to assist units of local government with projects involving the use
of federal or state funds.

Projects include sewer and water systems,

housing renovation, and the business loan program which helped Danny
and Carolyn Mattox.
"Danny Mattox impressed us," said Buffalo Trace Senior Loan
Officer Robert Money.
to make it work.

"He came in with a good idea, and the knowledge

He and Carolyn are hard workers.

Also, the pepper

program is one alternative to the declining tobacco industry."
A revolving loan fund from Buffalo Trace was approved for Mattox
Enterprises.

The capital will help finance the 1984 growing and

marketing of 50 acres of peppers in Fleming and Lewis Counties.
The Mattoxes have already signed their limit of producers for the
50-acre commitment ..

They provide pepper plants and continuing

assistance to growers.

They have leased a building in Flemingsburg as

a distribution center, and have firm market commitments for this year's
production.
"The fresh market will consume 5,000 bushels per week during the
harvest season," said Mattox.

"The rest will be shipped to wholesalers

and canneries."
"We grow two types of peppers," explains Mattox.
Hungarian Wax varieties.

"The bell and

We're bringing in machinery which will wash,

sort, and grade the peppers.

We've agreed to buy 100 percent of every

producers' peppers which pass inspection."
Danny's thoughts on the future of farming extend beyond Fleming
County.
(more)

Mattox
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"The American is strong," he insists.

"Perishable, consumable

products must be grown close to the marketplace.

Non-perishable

goods--such as tobacco--can be easily and cheaply imported.

But food

has to be grown close to horne."
Processing peppers in Fleming County is a possibility for Danny
and Carolyn Mattox, as is the introduction of crops such as purpletopped turnips.

The Buffalo Trace loan, renewable as it is repaid,

opens the door for future expansion.
According to Dr. Donald L. Fogus, director of ADC, the assistance
to Danny and Carolyn Mattox is a prime example of the center's mission
in Eastern Kentucky.
"Our goal, said Fogus, "is to work in partnership with the people
and institutions of Appalachian Kentucky.

We were able to help bring

the Mattoxes and Buffalo Trace ADD together, to work as partners with
both, and the result will be a significant boost to the economics of
Fleming and Lewis Counties."
For information on the Appalachian Development Center, contact
Dr. Fogus at Morehead State University, Morehead, KY

40351, or phone

(606) 783-2077.
Buffalo Trace ADD offices are at 327 West Second Street, Maysville,
KY

41056, or phone (606) 564-6894.

The executive director is Terrell

Ross.
fill fill
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"MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Horehead State University offices will close
"Monday, "May 28, in observance of "Memorial Day. They will reopen
Tuesday, "May 29, at 8 a.m.
No classes will be closed since none are in session at this
time. Summer I classes begin June 12, with registration'set for
Honday; June 11.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A short summer tutoring program for
elementary and middle school students, sponsored by Morehead
State

Universit~'s

Department of Curriculum and Instruction,

is being offered in math, reading and social studies.
Each tutoring session will meet for one hour for four
days.

The program begins on Monday, June 18, with a math tutoring

session for students in grades one through eight.

Tutoring in

reading and social studies will take place beginning Monday,
June 25.
Participants in the tutoring program will be tutored by MSU
students enrolled in teaching methods classes and tutoring will
be adjusted to meet the individual student's achievement level.
'Additional information and application forms are available
by calling 783-2006.

Applications must be returned by Friday,

June- 8 ..
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Academy of Performing Arts is offering
a variety of summer courses in music, dance and art at Morehead
State University beginning Monday, June 4.
Cosponsored by Msu·and several regional educational centers,
the Academy is offering courses in group violin, Suzuki violin and
percussion ensemble as part of its group instruction in music.

In

addition, private lessons are available in brass, keyboard, strings,
percussion, woodwinds and voice.
In dance, courses in creative movement, youth beginning and
adult ballet are being offered in the Breckinridge Dance Studio.
Classes in the art of seeing are being offered for three age
groups:

children three to six, seven to 12, and young adults 13 to

18 years old.

The classes are designed to help students explore the

world through a variety of art media.
Registration for classes begins Moriday, May 28;

A registration

fee of $3 is required, except for those enrolled in the Academy
during the 1983-84 sessions.

In addition, individual classes may

require a course materials fee.
For more information regarding courses, scheduling, fees and
instructors, contact Milford Kuhn, director of the Academy, at UPO
1368, MSU, Morehead,_KY

40351.

783-2483.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- It's a chance to clog, circle, pluck the banjo·
and dance th~ day and night away.

Mountain Dance Week, June 25-29

at Morehead State University, offers classes, exhibitions, and open
darices where you can clog until your toes and heels ache.
Mountain Dance Week is part of the eighth annual Appalachian•. •
Celebration, sponsored by MSU's Appalachian Development Center.
Classes will be conducted in beginning and advanced clogging, big
circle mountain dancing, English country dance and in playing the
dulcimer, fiddle and banjo.

A dance party on June 24, public dances

June 25, 28, and 29, and concerts by the McLain Family Band, Lily May
Ledford and J.D. Crowe and The New South will be featured during the
Celebration week.
Instructors for Mountain Dance Week include George and Rodi
Jackson, Carolyn Stovall and Richard Jett.

A $60 fee covers all

instruction and moderately priced university housing is available.
All entertainment except the McLain and Crowe concerts are free.
Other Appalachian Celebration events include an Elderhostel
workshop, art and craft workshops, the Jesse Stuart Symposium,
supervised workshops for children, resident scholar Gratis Williams,
the Appalachian Arts and Crafts Market and a continuous series of
exhibits, displays and demonstrations.

(more)

Dance Week
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According to ADC Director Donald L. Fagus, the Appalachian..
Celebration is perhaps the most visible element of a program which
includes business development, research, human services, and other
direct assistance to Appalachian Kentucky.
"ADC is committed to working in partnership with the people
and institutions of Eastern Kentucky," said Dr. Fagus.

"The

Appalachian Celebration is our week to honor the mountain culture."
According to Dr. James Gifford, ADC's assistant director for
Appalachian Studies and coordinator of the Appalachian Celebration,
Mountain Dance Week begins with registration on Sunday, .June 24,
followed by a dance party for participants.
Weekday.mornings and afternoons offer a choice of classes, with
precision team clogging demonstrations scheduled in the evening.
Evening programs also include a lecture by Gratis Williams and "films
from Appalshop.
For more information or to pre-register, contact Jim Gifford,
Appalachian Development Center, Morehead State University, Morehead,
KY

40351, phone (606) 783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Boys between the ages of 14 and 18 are being
offered the chance to improve their baseball skills at Morehead
State University's summer Baseball camp.
The camp, planned for Sunday, June 3 tQ Friday, June 8-, will .be
directed by MSU Head Baseball Coach Steve Hamilton.

Coach Hamilton

is a former professional baseball player of 16 years--12 of those
in the major leagues--and a former pitching coach for the Detroit
Tigers.
Baseball fundamentals will be stressed during the six-day camp,
and will feature sessions and practices in offensive and defensive
play.

The cost for the camp is $160 for overnight campers and $100

for commuters.
Awards will be given for hustle, most improved, and outstanding
participants during the camp.

In addition, each camper will receive

a certificate of achievement after completion.
For more information on MSU's summer Baseball Camp, write:
MSU Baseball Camp, Coach Steve Hamilton, Morehead State University,
Morehead, KY

40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University President Morris

L~

·

Norfleet will serve during the 1984-85 school year as a special
consultant in corporate relations for the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities (AASCU).
AASCU President Allan W. Ostar said that Dr. Norfleet's major
assignment will be the reestablishment of AASCU's Corporate-College
Communications Council.
"President Norfleet has agreed to help us revitalize and reshape
the ecce so that it can assist colleges and universities.in developing
mutually beneficial relationships with the business and. corpo;r>ate
sector, "-··ostar stated.
Originally conceived in 1976 by AASCU and a group of major
corporations, the CCCC has been dormant for several years.

It was

created to provide a unifying link between business and public highereducation.
Dr. Norfleet is leaving the MSU presidency on June 30 and will
assume the position of chancellor for corporate relations.

He will be

on sabbatical leave from the University during 1984-85 and will be
involved with institutions and corporations throughout the U.S. as part
of his work with AASCU.

(more)

Dr. Norfleet & AASCU
2-2-2-2-2-2-.'

"I am excited about the prospects of this challenging endeaver
with such a respected organization," Dr. Norfleet state.

"AASCU

member institutions are moving boldly into corporate relations and
the CCCC can become an important tool for all concerned."
"This project should prove to be most helpful in view of
Morehead State University's commitment to corporate relations on a
broad scale," he added.
Dr. Norfleet will maintain a residence in the Morehead area while
working with AASCU and pursuing other interests.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The second annual Kentucky Logging Show, with
more features than last year's premiere, is scheduled September 22-23
in Morehead.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Forest Industries ASsociation (KFIA)
and Morehead State University, the Kentucky Logging Show brings
together lumbermen, equipment manufacturers, loggers, and forest
industry associations from across the eastern United States.

A

lumberjack competition, a horse and mule pull, and the "Miss Kentucky
Logging Show" pageant are all part of the two-day festivity which
spotlights Kentucky's forest products.
According to Jack Robinson of Corbin, the KFIA show chairman, the
first Kentucky Logging Show--at MSU in 1983--drew 10,000 visitors and
was a major success.
"We welcome this opportunity to collaborate with one of Kentucky's
major industries," said Harry Ryan, MSU's Coordinator of Community
Services.

"KFIA and MSU, working together, have built a tremendous

exhibition and festival."
Appearing in concert in MSU's Academic-Athletic Center will be
the musical group "Atlanta," singer Sandy Powell and country comedian
Jerry Clower.

Other Logging Show activities include a portable sawmill

in operation, chainsaw demonstrations, a heavy logging equipment display
and a showing of antique equipment.

Over 60 exhibits and displays from

sawmills and heavy trucks to logging boots and automatic nailers
represent the forest products industry.
(more)

will

Kentucky Logging Show
2-2-2-2-2

All activities except the concerts will be held at MSU's
Derrickson Agricultural Complex, three miles north of Morehead on
Ky. 377.

A $2 admission fee is charged.

For information, call (606) 783-2010, or write the Kentucky
Logging Show, UPO Box 712, Morehead, KY

40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- High school m;;tles between .the ages of 13 and
18 are being invited to attend Morehead State University's. Eagle
Football Camp this summer from Sunday,. Jurie 10 to Friday, __ Jurie 15.
The camp, directed by MSU Head Footb;;tll Coach B;i.;J..l B,9.ldridge,
will offer training and technique skills for all ciff;ensive and
defensive positions.
Activities planned for the six-d·ay camp

in~lude

sessions on

weight; training, kicking, form running, flexibility and sprin·t
\

techni'ques.

The cost is $140 for f1,lll-time campers and $110 for

commuters who will not require overnight accommoda-t;ions.
Overnight campers will be housed in one of MSU's air:...conditioned
residence halls and meals will be served at the Adron Dciran University .
Center.
Because of NCAA regulations, high scho9l graduates will not be
eligible to participate in the camp.
For more information on MSU's Eagle Football Camp, write:
Eagle Football Camp, UPO Box 704, Morehead State University, Morehead,
KY

40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Department of
Information Sciences will offer a June 18-29 business keyboarding
workshop for elementary and junior high school students.
Students in grades four, five and six will attend class from
9 a.m. to 11 a.m. and students in grades seven through 10 will
attend class from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Instruction will be offered in touch typing on the electric
typewriter keyboard, the 10-key electronic calculator and the
micro-comp~ter

keyboard .

. Thaworkshop fee is $30 per pupil and enrollment is limited
to the first 25 people who register for each session.
To register or for additional information contact Dr. Louise
Hickman, head of MSU's Department of Information Sciences, at
(606) 783-2163 or 783-2746.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The family of Edward Bishop of Pineville,
former student and standout football player at Morehead State
University, has announced the annual Edward "Eddie" Bishop Scholarship
Fund.
According to a family statement, the fund is to recognize "the
individual who, like Eddie, has a growing love for life, football and
who exemplifies excellence in ethical character values."
Bishop graduated from Pineville High School in ;1.974 and a.ttended
MSU on a full football scholarship.
end and tight end for the Eagles.

He played wide receiver, defensive
He received his bachelor's degree

in health, physical education and recreation in 1978.
On April 23, 1981, at the age of 24, Bishop was killed in a truck
accident.

He was the head football coach at Pineville High School at

the time of his death.
For more information, contact the Division of Student Financial
Aid and Veterans Affairs, HM 305, Morehead State University, Morehead,
KY

40351 or phone (606) 783-2011.
To make contributions to the scholarship fund, contact the MSU

'Foundation, Inc., UPO Box 1000, Morehead State University, Morehead,
KY

40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky _ --- Young women between .the ages of. 10 and. 18 are
being offered the chance to sharpen their basketball skills during
the Lady Eagles Basketball Camp being held .this summer at Morehead
State University.
The camp will be directed by MSU Head Basketball Coach Loretta
Marlow and will be held from Sunday,. Jurie 17 to Friday,. June 22.
Activities planned for the six-day camp ini::lude. lectures and
drills on basketball fundamentals, as well as daily .scrimmages.

The

cost is $140 for full-time campers and $100 for .those not requiring
overnight accommodations.

In addition, groups of 10 .or more receive

a discount of $25 for each camper in the group.
Overnight campers will be housed in one of MSU's. air-conditioned
residence halls and meals will be served at the Adron Doran University·
Center.

Participants in the camp will have access to MSU's Academic-

Athletic Center and swimming pool; the Adron Doran University .Center,
which contains a grill, cafeteria, bookstore and game room; and other
campus facilities.
For more information on MSU's Lady Eagles Basketball Camp, write
MSU Basketball Camp, Coach Loretta Marlow, UPO Box 1282, Morehead State
University, Morehead, KY

40351, or phone (606) 783-2149.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- For the first time, Morehead State University's
Appalachian Celebration includes a unique "Workshop For _Children."
The June 25-29 workshop is designed to give children ages 6 to 12 a
firsthand experience with the Appalachian heritage.
Appalachian arts and crafts, songs, storytelling and games will be
part of the daily activity.

Also

in~luded

are trips to a farm and a

one-room schoolhouse and. visits with craftspeople.and musicians.
Evelyn Quillen and Claudia Tu11 are the workshop instructors.
Sessions run from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30p.m. Monday through Friday.
The registration fee, which includes supplie·s and snacks, is $60
per child for the full week.

A second child may register for $45, and

a daily rate of $15 is available.

Call Evelyn Quillen at (606) 783-2077

for details.
A more formal discussion of Appalachia's children is ;:tlso
scheduled.

The fifth annual Conference on Appalachian Children and

Families'will be June 28-29, coordinated by Dr. George Dickinson, head
of HSU's Department of Sociology, Social Work and Corrections.

The

Conference will include a keynote address by Dr. Gratis Williams, the
Celebration's scholar-in-residence.
The eighth annual Appalachian Celebration, sponsored by MSU's
.iE.

Appalachian Development Center, also

in~ludes

Mountain Dance Week, an

Elderhostel, exhibits, displays and demonstrations, the App;:tlachian Arts
and Crafts Market and concerts by the McLain Family B_and and J.D. Crowe
and the New South ..·.•

(more)

Children Workshops
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

For information and registration, contact Jim Gifford, Appalachian
Development Center, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY

49351,

phone (606) 783-2077.
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Several Mor_ehead State Univ-ersity students

received awards in the first increment of _Ariny ROTC s_cholarship
winners announced

recen~ly

._

Three student applications for Army ROTC 33,;:-year s_cholarships
were accepted by the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command,
according to Maj. Gerald Adams of MSU's Department of Military.
Science.
One other student received a 2\-year schplarship.

The

scholarships pay for books, tuition, and fees plus a tax-free
allowance to the student of $100 per month, up to $1000 per year.
The 3\-year scholarship winners include:
*Michael D. Marin, a Jerusalem, Ohio, freshman finance major.
*Christopher H. Walker, a Franklin Furnace, _Ohio·, freshman
industrial technology major.
*Billy M. Ison, a Sandy Hook freshman government major.
The 23,;:=year recipient is Christopher S. Collin·s, a LaGrange
sophomore radio-television major.
For information about ROTC and ROTC scholarships, contact
Maj. Adams at (606) 783-2050.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Boys and girls between the ages of five and
18 are being offered the chance to sharpen their "football" abilities
through a summer Soccer Camp at Morehead State University.
The camp, from Monday, June 18 to Friday, June 22, is being
directed by Dr. Mohammed Sabie.
Dr. Sabie began MSU's soccer program in 1964, and is a member of
the U.S. Soccer Association, as well as the first president of the
Kentucky Soccer Association.
Soccer fundamentals will be taught through drills and functional
training games.

The cost of the camp is $50, which includes -

instruction and one meal per day.

The camp begins each day at 9 a.m.

and ends at 4 p.m.
For more information on MSU's summer Soccer Camp, write:
MSU Soccer Camp, Dr. Mohammed Sabie, UPO Box 876, Morehead State
University, Morehead, KY

40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Weeklong workshops in watercolor, pottery and
basketmaking will be part of Morehead State University's eighth annual
Appalachian Celebration June 24-30.
The workshops are scheduled Monday through Friday, June 25-29,
and feature·outstandiri.g individual artists as instructors.
Joe Sartor, MSU assistant professor of art, will teach the
pottery workshop, set for 9 a.m. to noon daily.

Opep to beginners, the

class will cover basic forming techniques, including handbuilding and
working on the wheel, and each participant will complete and fire a
piece of work.

Individual instruction allows each student to advance

at a personal pace.
Doug Adams, one of Kentucky's best known artists and a Morehead
resident, will teach both beginning and advanced watercolor classes.
Adams, who did a series of paintings based on Jesse Stuart's writings,
is best known for ·:his interpretations of the Eastern Kentucky landscape.
The beginning watercolor class will meet daily from 9 a.m. to noon and
the advanced session will be from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Basketmaker Rachel Nash Law of Salyersville will teach the class
in split oak basketry from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30p.m. daily.

Law is

nationally recognized for the excellence of her work, and has taught
basketry in many locations.

Students will learn to weave functional

baskets from splits of oak.
(more)

Art & Craft Workshops
2-2-2-2-2

The registration fee for each workshop is $30.

A limit of

15 students per class will be accepted.
Other Appalachian craftspeople will participate in the
Celebration through either the Exhibits, Displays and Demonstrations
program in Button Auditorium or as part of the Appalachian Arts and
Crafts Market, June 30 in the Laughlin Health Building.

The Kentucky

Heritage Quilt Society will also meet at MSU June 28-29 and will offer
quilting workshops.
For information and registration, contact Jim Gifford at the
Appalachian Development Center, MSU, Morehead, KY

40351, phone (606)

783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Women business owners and women who are
considering starting their own busin'esses are invited to an uriusu;J.l
"Women's Business Ownership Conference" Jurie 7-9 ·at the G;ilt House
in Louisville.
The keynote speaker is Jo Foxworth, author of "Boss Lady" and
"Wising Up" and head of a New York advertising and communications
agency.

Over 30 workshops will address both general business topics

and those of particular interest to women entering the business
environment.

A $165 fee includes workshops, materials and lunches.

The Women's Business Ownership Conference is· cosponsored by the
by the Bellarmine College Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
and the Louisville area Small Business Administration.

Statewide

SBDC offices, including the East Kentucky SBDC in Morehead State
University's Appalachian Development Center, are cooperating with
this workshop program and have brochures available for interested
women.
For more information contact Robert Justice, Program Director,
East Kentucky SBDC, Appalachian Development Center, Morehead State
University, Morehead, KY

40351, or phone· (606) 783-2077.
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Pamela S. Reeves of Vienna,

606-783-2030

w.

Va.,

-----

has been selected as an "Outstanding Resident Advisor" at
Morehead State University's Mignon Hall.

The primary duty of a resident advisor is to assist other
students in adjusting to college life and residence hall living.
"I am very pleased with the work that each advisor has done
and I am especially pleased that other students appeciate the
advisor's work," said Anna Mae Riggle.

dean of students.

Pamela is a junior physical education major at MSU. She is
the daughter of Mr. Donald W. Reeves.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- William T. Rosenberg, director of Morehead
State University's Division of Media Services, will serve as a
Support Official for judo competition in the 1984 Summer Olympic
Games in Los Angeles.
Rosenberg, selected as one of ten who will serve in this
capacity, will leave for California on Friday, July 27 and will
return on Saturday, August 11.

He was selected from a group 9f

nationally certified judo referees.
As a Support Official, Rosenberg will be responsible for
such things as score and time keeping, as well as "athlete control,"
which includes such factors as the inspection of uniforms before
the games.
"I'm absolutely ecstatic," Rosenberg said.

"It's a dream come

true to be able to participate in the Olympics in any capacity, and
to be involved with such a significant part is certainly an honor."
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The 1984 Kentucky Girls State convention
this week has brought several hundred high school coeds to
Morehead State University.
The June 3-9 convention will help to .teach the basics of local
and state government.

Delegates for the convention were selected

by teacher recommendations based on such things as grade-point
average and interest in government.

Delegates must also be juniors

in high school.
The convention will include talks by local government officials
and will be highlighted by the election of a student state governor,
and other student public officials, for an imaginary 51st state.
Judge James M. Richardson of Bath County will deliver a speech
on "Kentucky's Court System" Tuesday, June 5, at 1:30 p.m. in Baird
Music Hall.

Former State Representative Sherman Arnett will be on

hand Thursday, June 7, to take part in the inaugural ceremonies for
the convention's state governor.
The convention is sponsored by the Kentucky American Legion
Auxiliary.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The annual meeting of the Kentucky Heritage.
Quilt Society will be June 28-29 at Morehead State University as
part of the eighth annual Appalachian Celebration.
Keynote speaker Sue Ellen Meyer, a nationally known quilt
collector and historian, will speak on "The Kentucky-Missouri
Connection:

Quilters On The Move."

The meeting, sponsored by the

Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society and MSU's Department of Home Economics,
will also feature a series of workshops which are open to the public.
Workshops include classes in beginning patchwork, applique,
borders and binders, and much more.

There will be a "show-and-tell"

session for participants, a fashion show, and a drawing for a quilt.
Other quilts will be on display during the Appalachian
Celebration, which is a weeklong tribute to the mountain heritage.
The Exhibits, Displays and Demonstrations section, in the Button
Auditorium, will have quilters and special quilts on display Monday
through Friday.

Then on Saturday, June 30, the Appalachian Arts and

Crafts Market in the Laughlin Health Building will include quilts in
its display of Eastern Kentucky crafts.
The Appalachian Celebration, sponsored by MSU's Appalachian
Development Center, also features Mountain Dance Week, the Jesse Stuart
Symposium, and evening concerts by the McLain Family Band and J.D.
Crowe and the New South.

For complete information, contact Jim Gifford,

Appalachian Development Center, MSU, Morehead, KY
(606) 783-2077

0

(more)

40351, phone

Quilt Workshops
2-2-2-2-2-2

For information on the quilting program, contact the
Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society, PO Box 23392, Lexington, KY
40503, or phone (502) 863-0939 or (502) 875-2040.
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MOREHEAD, Ky- --- Faye Belcher, associate director of. libraries
at Morehead State University's Camden-Carrpll Library'· has been
awarded a $760 grant as part of the American Library Association's
(ALA) 1984 Carnegie-Whitney grant.
Belcher will use the money to help complete a coal bibliographyThe bibliography, a continuation of a 60-page holding of coal and
coal-related subjects currently on file at the Camden-Carrp11
Library, is expected to contain about 500 individual. listings.
"It was a pleasant surprise," Belcher said about the grant-

She

also sa.id that she thinks sending a copy of the first coal
bibliography helped to get the grant.
In addition to the grant from the ALA, MSU's Division of Grants
and Contracts has allocated $420 to help with the bibliography's
printing and typing costs.

Because of this, Belcher said. the holding

may be finished as early as July 1-

About 380 .copie·s of the

bibliography will be printed_
"We are very delighted to receive this grant from the ALA,"" said.
Dr_ Jack Ellis, Camden-Carroll Library director.

"It was very

competitive because it was national and there were applications from
all over the country.
grant."
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Several hundred male high school juniors
from across the state are expected to attend the 1984 Kentucky
Boys' State convention June 11-16 .at Morehead State University.
The convention is designed to teach the basics of city and
state government through-the use of lectures and laboratory
experiences.

Included will be an election of students as city and

state officials by the delegates.
Participants in the six-day convention were selected by members
of their high school faculty.

Such areas as grade-point average and

interest in government were used in .the selection process_
"The purpose of Boys' State is to afford young men the
opportunity to learn through practice and actual experience the
fundamentals of city and state government," said Paul A- Chinn,
executive director of Kentucky Boys' ·State.
In addition to lectures and instruction, U.S. Senator Wendell
Ford will address the group Friday, Jurie. 15, at 6 p.m. in the Crager
Room of the Adron Doran University Center.
The convention marks the 44th anniversary of Kentucky Boys'
State.

The program is sponsored by the American Legion, Department

of Kentucky.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- One of the world's largest quilts, the
"Live Longer and Like It" band, and displays of long rifles,
arrowheads, antiques, and model wooden bridges will fill the
Exhibits, Displays and Demonstrations area of Morehead State
University's eighth annual Appalachian Celebration June 25-30.
Demonstrations of buttermaking, quilting, weaving, painting,
tatting, wheel-thrown pottery, basketmaking and woodworking-plus much more--will be in the Drill Room of MSU's Button Auditorium
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
The 31' by 31' Kentucky Springtime Flower Basket quilt was
pieced and quilted by over 300 needleworkers from 52 Kentucky
counties, including Polly Smith from Montgomery; Bernice Hinton and
Karen Witt, Fleming County; and Justine Gevedon from Morgan County.
The giant quilt was originated and designed by Melzie Wilson of
Louisville.
Also on display will be a Hawaiian wall quilt which is a gift
from the people of Hawaii to the people of Kentucky, and a "memory"
quilt made by the sixth grade classes of Pam Martin and Lisa Brown
at the Rowan County Middle School.
The 1984 winners of the Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society contest
will be shown, as will new and antique quilts from other Eastern
Kentuckians.

Quilts will also be displayed during the Appalachian

Arts and Crafts Market on Saturday, June 30.
(more)

·.
Appalachian Celebration
2-2-2-2-2-2

Among the musicians performing in Button Auditorium will be
the "Live Longer and Like It" band, a group of Senior Citizens
from the Central Baptist Church in Winchester.

Milta Fryman,

"the banjo queen·;" will also be on hand.
Booksellers, Appalachiarr authors, railroad and coal mine
memorabilia collections, free banjo lessons; old guns, dolls and
a colorful mix of people and artifacts will be on display.

Area

residents interested in showing collections should contact the
Appalachian Development Center at (606) 783-2077.

All items loaned

are fully insured.
The Appalachian Celebration, which runs June 24-30, also
includes Mountain Dance Week, the Jesse Stuart Symposium and much
more.

For information, contact Jim Gifford, Appalachian Development

Center, MSU, Morehead, KY

40351, (606) 783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Appalachian Arts and Crafts Market,
'

set for Saturday, June 30, at Morehead State University, is now
accepting applications for booth space.
The all-day market, the final event of MSU's eighth annual
Appalachian Celebration, will run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Laughlin Health Building.

Visitors come from across the region,

drawn by the displays of art and crafts, live musical entertainment,
and the weeklong Appalachian Celebration.
MSU's Appalachian Development Center sponsors the Celebration,
which includes music, dance, films, workshops, tours and concerts.
Thousands of visitors gather in Morehead for the week of festivities,
which features concerts by the McLain Family Band and J.D. Crowe and
The New South.
The Appalachian Arts and Crafts Market is open to artists and
craftsmen from anywhere in Kentucky.

The booth fee is $20, and up

to 100 displays will be accepted.
For information, contact Market Coordinator, Appalachian
Development Center, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY

40351,

phone (606) 783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ --- A summer reading program for elementary
'

and secondary students is being offered at Morehead State
University July 11·-- August 2The program is based on a diagnostic screening prior to
the start of the program and will meet for two hours each
weekday morning.

Test results will be shared with the parents

of participants and will also be sent to the student's school,
i f desired.

Designed to meet individual developmental needs, the program
is appropriate for students working on, below, or above their
grade level.

Classes will be·taught by an MSU graduate student

under the direction of Mary Ann Pollock, assistant professor of
education.
Cost of the program is $30, which includes a
testing fee.

Application forms and more information is available

at (606) 783-2859 or 783-2209.
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ ---Morehead State University's Animal Health
and Technology program has been given re-accreditation by the
American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) through December,
1985.
Having maintained full accreditation since 1977, the program
uses classroom and laboratory studies for a two-year period.

The

program also involves actual working experiences with large and
small animals.
The re-accreditation comes after a review by an AVMA inspection
team earlier this year.

The inspection team reviewed the program

budget, faculty members, research projects and other programconnected items.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will offer two
workshops to teach successful business operation and to help
teachers implement computer-assisted teaching in the classroom.
On Thursday, June 14, an entrepreneurship education workshop
will focus on developing, improving and implementing entrepreneurship
education in the classroom.

The workshop will detail the planning

required to start a business and list resource people available to
assist entrepreneurs.
A computer education workshop will be held the following day,
June 15.

Designed to assist the classroom teacher with effective

use of the computer as a classroom too, the workshop will provide
"hands on" experience with computers and softwar.e ..
Both workshops will be held in the Lloyd Cassity Building and
are free and open to the general public.
Participants may receive continuing education units.

The last

day to register for either of the workshops is Monday, June 11.
For more information, contact the Department of Home Economics
at (606) 783-2966.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- An East Hardin High School student has been·
elected governor of a fictitious 51st state this week in Girls
State activities at Morehead State University.
Lori Mihm, a basketball player and distance runner, was
installed as the chief executive in the 38th annual meeting of
Girls State.
More than 300 high school juniors from across the state
participated in the weeklong series of lectures, meetings and
elections that introduce the students to Kentucky's political
system.
The girls met with Morehead's City Council and the Rowan
County sheriff, judge/executive and other officials_

Circuit Judge

James M_ Richardson of Bath County discussed the Commonwealth's
justice system with the students and Clark County Judge/executive
James Allen addressed local politics_

Walter Blevins, state

representative from the 71st district, is set to speak in ceremonies
'•

tonight.
Students representing two imaginary political parties and
running on self-written platforms were elected to local public office
symbolic of 12 towns and four counties.

(more)

Girls State
2-2-2-2-2-2

In addition to the governor, those elected to state office
were Robin Meredith of Paducah Tilghman, lieutenant governor;
Tanya Turpin of Paducah Tilghman, secretary of state; Elizabeth
White of Paducah Tilghman, attorney general; Lori Gregory of
Mayfield High School, state treasurer; Anne Cook of Trigg County
High School, commissioner of agriculture;

Melissa McKnight of

Boyd County High School, state auditor; and Suzanne Speck of
Paducah Tilghman, superintendent of public instruction.
The eight students will travel to Frankfort Friday to meet
their state counterparts.

Also on· the agenda for Friday is an

inaugural ball in MSU's Adron Doran University Center.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two recent graduates of Morehead State
University's Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) classes in Food
Service Management are now working at Hardee's, and one of those
will soon travel to Berea to help open a new store there.
Lillie Whisman and Curtis Baker Jr. graduated from the food
service course coordinated by MSU's Appalachian Development Center
under the direction of Alice Mark.

Baker will soon assist with

opening the new Berea Hardee's.
Sarah Steger, Director of Operations for Blakeman Restaurant
Services, coordinates the new Eastern Kentucky Hardee's openings.
Steger has worked closely with the MSU training project.
The Applachaian Development Center's JTPA programs are funded
through the TEN-CO Private Industry Council and serves unemployed
or underemployed residents of Bath, Boyd, Fleming, Bracken, Greenup,
Lewis, Montgomery, Mason, Robertson.and Rowan Counties.
-.
For information on enrollment or placing students in
employment, contact Alice Mark or Jackie Scott at the Appalachian
Development Center, Morehead State University, Morehead, KY

40351,

phone (606) 783-2077.
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Diane Just of Lexington

was recently named as a student public official in elections held
during the Kentucky Girls State 1984 convention at Morehead State
University.

She was appointed to the position of county attorney.

The election of public officials and a student governor
highlighted the six-day long convention.

Kentucky Girls State

is held in order to give the high school junior coeds the
opportunity to learn the basics of state and local government.
Delegates were selected by members of their high school faculty.
As a student official, Diane served her duties for an imaginary
county for a mythical 51st state,
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Just. She
is a member of her high school track and soccer teams and is a
member of the

Kentuc~y

All-State Orchestra.

Kentucky Girls State is sponsored annually by the Kentucky
American Legion Auxiliary.
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Luanne Bradley of Louisa

was recently named as a student public official in elections held
during the Kentucky Girls State 1984 convention at Morehead State
University.

She was appointed to the position of county sheriff.

The election of public officials and a student governor
highlighted the six-day long convention.

Kentucky Girls State

is held in order to give the high school junior coeds the
opportunity to learn the basics of state and local government.
Delegates were selected by members of their high school faculty.
As a student official, Luanne served her duties in an imaginary

''
county for a mythical 51st state.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bradley.

She is a member

of the National Honor Society and is a member of her high school
drill team and band.
Kentucky Girls State is sponsored annually by the Kentucky
American Legion Auxiliary.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---America's foremost Appalachian scholar will
be at Morehead State University June 25-29 for the eighth annual
Appalachian Celebration.
Dr. Gratis D. Williams, a native Eastern Kentuckian and onetime MSU student who now is special assistant to the chancellor at
Appalachian State University in Boone, N.C., will be the Appalachian
Celebration's Scholar-In-Residence.
Williams, born in Lawrence County, will lecture, teach, autograph
his new memoir, and receive an honorary degree from MSU.
At 8_p.m. Tuesday, June 26, MSU President Morris L. Norfleet will
present Williams an honorary doctorate.

Williams will then lecture

on "My Relationship over the _,years with Morehead and Morehead State
University."
During reception to follow, Williams will autograph copies of
"William H. Vaughan:

A Better Man Than I Ever Wanted To Be," a memoir

published by MSU's Appalachian Development Center.

The book recalls

Williams' relationship with the educator who was president of MSU from
1940 to 1946.
Williams other public lecture will be "Folk Remedies In Appalachia"
at 6:45p.m. Thursday, June 28, in 401 Reed Hall.

During Celebration

week he will also co-teach a class in Appalachian History and Culture
for the Elderhostel workshop, lecture on ballads and storytelling to
the Mountain Dance Week participants and serve as a panelist for the
Jesse Stuart Symposium.
(more)

Williams
2-2-2-2-2

Most important to visitors to the Celebration, Williams will
be available throughout the week for informal meetings and
discussions.

His work accents the positive reality of Appalachia,

and he speaks from a lifetime of experience and study.

His doctoral

thesis--"The Southern Mountaineer In Fact and Fiction"--is a three
volume, 1600-page study which is recognized as the major study of
the Appalachian people.
A Kentucky Humanities Council grant funds the Scholar-InResidence program as a major function of the Appalachian Celebration.
The Celebration also includes the Appalachian Arts and Crafts
Market on June 30, and a series of tours and hikes.

For more

information, contact Jim Gifford, Appalachian Development Center,
Morehead State University, Morehead, KY

40351, phone (606) 783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A National Youth Sports Program Camp,
sponsored by the federal government and the county school system,
will be offered for the sixth straight year at Morehead State
University July 2-- Aug. 3.
The camp will include competition and instruction in swimming,
football, soccer, canoeing and other sports and offer enrichment
programs in drugs and alcohol abuse.

In addition, the program will

include educational information about jobs and careers.
Participants in the program will have use of facilities at MSU,
Rowan County schools and the Morehead rec:r:eation park.

Buses will

also pick participants up at individual school districts.
The program is free to selected participants.
For more information, contact Dr. Earl Bentley, head of MSU's
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, at (606)
783-2180.
1111 fill
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will be the site
of this year's Universal Cheerleading Association's summer
cheerleading camps.

Cheerleaders enrolled·in high school, junior

high and middle school may attend one of the three camps being
offered on June 11-14, July 16-19 and July 30-Aug. 2.
The four-day instructional camps feature classes in
cheerleading conditioning, gymnastics safety and technique and·
leadership seminars, as well as pompon routines and private coaching
on a daily basis-.

The camps will be instructed by the same staff

responsible for training eight of the recent finalists in the 1983
Ford Collegiate Championships.
For more information contact the Universal Cheerleading
Association at 800-238-0238.

The call is toll free.
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MOREHEAD, Ky_ ---Morehead State University's recentlydedicated University Breckinridge School Archives Room at the
Camden-Carroll Library is filled with articles of interest and
importance to the history of Breckinridge school.
Still, the Archives Committee is looking for additional
pictures, programs, scrapbooks, magazine articles or other items
of interest and historical value to more completely fill the
collection.

Ideally, donated or loaned items should be

identified with dates and photographs should have the identities
of persons pictured.
The Archives Committee urges anyone with an item they believe
to be of interest to contact the chairperson of the B.reckinridge
Archives Committee:
Morehead, KY

Mrs. Elizabeth Anderson, Rt. 5, Forest Hills,

40351 or phone (606) 784-7889.

The Archives Room is open to individuals and is available
for groups, reunions or homecomings.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A new, six-month pharmacy technician training
program begins July 1 at Morehead State University's Appalachian
Development Center.
Students will be trained to assist registered pharmacists with
packaging, maintaining records, filling orders and serving customers,
and will enter into an emerging new profession upon course
completion.
Other six-week _training classes, set to begin July 16, are tourism/
retail sales, food service management and account clerk/data entry.
All four classes are part of a new Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)
program designed to. train or re-train workers for the changing job
market.
The pharmacy technician program is limited to four students who will

\

train for six months in formal classes and on-the-job experience at the
St. Claire Medical Center, Battson's Drugs, Begley's or the Morehead
Clinic.

Classes start July 1.

The tourism/retail sales program trains students for employment in
the retail and hotel/motel areas.

Food service management students

learn restaurant administration, with

on~the-job

training at Hardee's.

Account clerk/data processing students are trained to enter into the
rapidly growing career area of computer processing.
In addition to the classes beginning in July, new classes will start
·on Oct. 1, Dec. 17 and March 18, 1985.

(more)

JTPA Programs
2-2-2-2-2-2-2
JTPA classes at MSU are frequently-offered, short

t~rm,

intensive technical training sessions coupled with personal
development and job placement assistance.

On-the-job training is

part of every class, with cooperation from numerous Morehead area
firms, and the program helps students develop more effective work
and commun-ications skills.
Anyone over 18 who is certified by the Kentucky Department
For Employment Services is eligible for the training.

Those just

out of school and in need of skill training, workers whose current
skills to earn outside income are examples of those who would
benefit from JTPA.

The program pays for transportation and child

care.
JTPA programs are funded through the TEN-CO Private Industry
Council, and are open to qualified residents of Bath, Boyd, Bracken,
Fleming, Greenup, Lewis, Montgomery, Mason, Robertson and Rowan
counties.

An eight member advisory board of private industry

representatives assists ADC with the job training programs.
"We're working with private industry, offering short term,
intensive training to the unemployed and underemployed,""said
Shirley Hamilton, assistant director for Human Services at ADC.
For more information, contact.Alice Mark or Jackie Scott at
the Appalachian Development Center, Morehead State University,
Morehead, KY

40351, phone (606) 783-2370.

Information is also

available at the nearest Kentucky Department For Employment Services
office.

Iff! ffff
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The New Coon Creek Girls, from Berea and
Renfro Valley, will replace Lily May Ledford in a concert June 28
as part of Morehead State University's Appalachian Celebration.
Ledfo~d,

a member of the original 1930s Coon Creek Girls,

canceled her summer tour because of illness.

The New Coon Creek

Girls, regular performers at the Renfro Valley Barn Dance, will
bring the Lily May Ledford musical heritage to Button Auditorium
at 8 p.m., Tuesday, June 28.
The New Coon Creek Girls--Vicki Simmons, Wanda Barnett, Cathy
Lavendar, and Pamela Rose Gadd--have appeared on the Bob Braun Show,
the Nashville Network's "Fire On The Mountain;" and at the A.P.
Carter Family Fold in Hilton, Va.

They have performed with Tom T.

·Hall, Ralph Stanley, Little Jimmy Dickens and other country music
greats.
The four young women present traditional American music in a
uni~ue,

captivating

~~yle,

backing their vocals with the banjo,

fiddle, autohi<:trp, guitar and mandolin.
There is no admission fee for the New Coon Creek Girls concert.
There will be a fee of $3 for adults and $1 for children for two
other Celebration concerts.

The McLain Family Band will go onstage at

8 p.m. on June 25, and Grammy award winner J.D. Crowe and his New
South Band appear on June 29.

(more)

Coon Creek Girls
2-2-2-2-2-2

Other music and dance events are scheduled at MSU throughout
the week of June 24-30.
)

For more information, contact Jim Gifford,

Appalachian Development Center, Morehead State University,
Morehead, KY

)

40351, or phone (606) 783-2077.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Academy of Arts at Morehead State University
will host a summer Celebration of Chamber Music July 9-20, 1984.
The Celebration provides an opportunity for college music faculty
members and other professionals to read and perform a variety of
chamber literature in a relaxing and ideal setting.
"The Celebration is a loosely structured event in which chamber
groups form and then rehearse and perform as their inclinations
dictate," said Milford Kuhn, executive director of the Academy and
associate professor of music at MSU.

"The schedule is flexible enough

to allow adequate time for recreation and side trips in the Daniel
Boone National Forest."
The six resident chamber music ensembles, including a jazz quartet,
will serve as the core of the experience.

Some chamber orchestra

performance may be possible depending upon the number and interest of
participants.
The cost per applicant for the two-week celebration is $100, or $70
for one week.

Other expenses depend on choice of housing and meals.

"The entire family can stay in one of MSU.'.s air-conditioned
residence halls at a modest cost per person ($12.50 a day for room
and board)," said Kuhn.

Iteduced rates for children and individual meal

tickets are also available.
"Participants and their families won't be locked into just
Celebration activities," said Kuhn.

"While here, they can participate

in other things happening on campus, like computer, NCAA youth sports
or other camps."
(more)

Academy of Arts
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2

For recreation, the University has tennis courts, a swimming
pool, a golf course and a physical education facility with bowling,
racquet ball and other sports.
For additional information and registration contact the Academy
at UPO 1368, MSU, Morehead, KY

11111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A champagne reception for Morehead State
University alumni will be held during the eighth annual
AppalachiAn.C~leb~ation.

MSU alumni and Celebration guests will gather at the Morehead
Holiday Inn Wednesday, June 27, from 5 p.m. to 6:30p.m.

The

reception is sponsored by the MSU Alumni Association.
Later that evening, at 6:45 p.m. in the Reed Auditorium, a
,.. new biographical film about Scholar-In-Residence Gratis D. Williams
will be previewed.

At 8 p.m. two movies from Appalshop--"Strangers

and Kin" and "The Big Lever"-- will be shown in Button Auditorium.
The Appalachian Celebration, sponsored by the Appalachian
Development Center, runs June 24-30 on the MSU campus.
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ICY. --<·:Robin L. Hatfield of Raceland

has recently been appointed a resident advisor of Morehead
State University's Mignon Hall.
The primary duty of a resident advisor is to assist
other students in adjusting to college life and residence
hall living.
Robin is a senior data processing major at MSU. She is the _
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Hatfield.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A Fort Knox High School football player and
National Honor Society member has been elected governor of an
imaginary 51st state in Boys State activities this week at Morehead
State University.
Charles Pierson, a center and defensive guard for the Fort Knox
state high school AA football champions, thanked the more than 300
students in attendance at the weeklong activity for their "support
and friendship" after they elected him governor.
The high school juniors from across the state participated in
caucuses, committee meetings, platform writing and elections as they
were introduced

to_~entucky's

political system in the 44th annual

Bo_ys State,
Students elected to local political positions representing six
cities and the delegates who elected them met with members of
Morehead's City Council earlier in the week.

The nine elected state

level officials traveled to Frankfort today to meet their professional
counterparts.
In the inaugural banquet set for Friday evening, Kentucky's U.S.
Senator Wendell H. Ford is scheduled to speak to the participants.
In addition to the governor, those elected to state office were
David S. Brown of Caldwell County High School, lieutenant governor;
Henry Poston of Paris High School, secretary of state; John S. orconner
of Paducah Tilghman High School, attorney general; Brian Miller of
(more)

Boys State
2-2-2-2-2

Elizabethtown High School, auditor; Kevin Williams of Paducah
Tilghman, superintendent of public instruction; Timothy G.
Lyons of Montgomery County High School, commissioner of
agriculture; Trent L. Garrett of Montgomery County, treasurer;
and Richard Ford of Paul G. Blazer High School, railroad
commissioner.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- U.S. Senator Wendell H. Ford of Kentucky told
more than 300 students at the 44th annual Boys State at Morehead
State University that democracy and freedom demand involvement for
continued success.
"You've got to understand the rules of the game and how your
moves affect the outcome of the game in order to be a winner," Ford
told the high school juniors from across the state in comparing
government to sports.
Ford, a former Kentucky governor, spoke at the Boys State
inaugural banquet in MSU's Adron Doran University Center Friday
evening.

In reference to members of the American Legion, Department

of Kentucky, who sponsored the weeklong event, Ford said "democracy
and freedom are dear to these men who are here with you this week."
"Patriotism is the best thing we have going for us," said Ford,
who was given a standing ovation several times during his 30-minute
speech.

"We are a compassionate, generous and honorable nation,

committed to its citizens and other nations as well."
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet and Morehead Mayor John Holbrook
spoke briefly and thanked the students for visiting MSU and the area.
The week of activities introduced the students to Kentucky's
political system with committee meetings, lectures, elections of
officials to fill positions for fictional towns and a state and
formations of political parties complete with platforms.

Holbrook and

the Morehead City Council held their regular meeting last Monday on
campus.

Following the meeting, the council held a question-and-answer

session for the students.

(more)

Boys State
2-:2-2-2-2-2

In the elections, a Fort Knox High School football player
and National Honor Society member was named governor.

Charles

Pierson, a center and defensive guard for the Fort Knox state
high school AA football champions, was picked as cheif executive
while eight other students were named to offices in an imaginary
state.
In addition to the governor, those elected were

Dav~d

S. Brown

of Caldwell County High School, lieutenant governor; Henry Poston
of Paris High School, secretary of state; John S. O'Conner of
Paducah Tilghman High School, attorney general; Brian Miller of
Elizabethtown High School, auditor; Kevin Williams of Paducah
Tilghman, superintendent of public instruction; Timothy G. Lyons
of Montgomery County High School, commissioner of agriculture;
Trent L. Garrett of Montgomery County, treasurer; and Richard Ford
of Ashland's Paul G. Blazer High School, railroad commissioner.
The state officers made a day-long trip to Frankfort Thursday
to meet their professional counterparts.
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Morehead State University junior

Robin L. Myers has been awarded a two-year Army Reserve
Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at MSU.
The scholarship will pay for all tuition, fees, books
and supplies , as well as provide Myers will a $100-per month
living allowance during the next two years.
Upon completion of the ROTC program and graduation, Myers
will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Myers of
Cincinnati.
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Morehead State University sophomore

John Barry Coleman has been awarded a two-year Army Reserve
Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) scholarship at MSU.
The scholarship will pay for all tuition, fees, books
and supplies, as well as provide Coleman with a $100-per month
living allowance during the next two years.
Upon completion of the ROTC program and graduation, Coleman
will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Coleman of Kimper.
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Morehead State University senior Steven M.

Putt of Sharpsburg has been elected as a student representative
to the national Kappa Omicron Phi Council.
Kappa Omicron Phi is a national home economics society.

Putt

is a member of the Beta Omicron Chapter at MSU.
Putt, a clothing and textiles major, will attend the meeting
on August 6 in Houston.

During the next two years, he will also

attend national Council meetings.
He is the son of Reverend and Mrs. Robert Putt.and a 1981
graduate of Bath County High School.

()

"I feel it would be a challenge and an honor to serve the
KOI organization and for this reason, the position of student
representative is very appealing to me," Putt said.
Jane C. Ellington, assistant professor of home economics,
serves as chapter sponsor for Kappa Omicron Phi at MSU.
(l
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Henry Poston of Paris High School was recently
named secretary of state in elections held during Kentucky Boys State
at Morehead State University.
The election of student public officials and a student state
governor highlighted the meeting, which introduced students to local
and state government procedures.
Delegates were selected by members of their high school faculty.
To be considered for the convention, a student must be a junior in
high school, have a good grade-point average and an interest in
government_
Henry is the son of Paula Poston.

He is a member of the football

squad and is the assistant editor of the "Paris High Pride-"
Kentucky Boys State is sponsored annually by the Kentucky
American Legion_
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

June 21, 1984

ny R. Wright, Coordinator, Office of News Services
of Regents Quarterly Meeting

The Morehead State University Board of Regents will meet Wednesday,
June 27, at 1:30 p.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran
University Center.
If your organization is planning to cover the meeting, please
contact our Office of News Services, (606) 783-2030, so that we
can prepare sufficient copies of the agenda and related documents.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
wlj
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A reception will be held for Summer I
degree candidates on July 3, 1984 at Morehead State University.
Hosted by President and Mrs. Morris L. Norfleet, the reception will begin at 3 p.m. in the Presidential Suite at the
Adron Doran University Center.
The reception is open to candidates and their relatives and
friends.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Classes begin Tuesday, July 10, for
Morehead State University's 1984 summer Appalachian Graduate
Consortium, to be held at Pikeville College in Pikeville.
Five courses will be offered as part of the month-long
consortium, including instruction in math curriculum, teacher
psychology, American secondary schools and secondary school
curriculum and 'the Arab-Israeli conflict:

Classes will meet

for two-hours each weekday.
Registration for classes will be held Monday, July 9, from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Pikeville College's Administration Building.
Fees must be paid at that time.
Costs for the consortium classes are $50 per semester hour
for Kentucky residents ·and $145 per hour for non-residents.
Graduate students may carry a maximum of six credit hours during
the term.
For more information on the Consortium, contact Charles
Francis, director, at (606) 432-9212 or 9215 between 8 a.m. and
4 p.m.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's School of
Humanities and the Appalachian Development Center are co-sponsoring
an exhibit of Appalachian arts and craftwork at MSU's ClaypoolYoung Art Gallery.
The exhibit, "New Traditions-Appalachian Arts Today," is a mix
of traditional and contemporary Appalachian works.
On display are traditional works, including woven baskets,
hand-made musical instruments.and pottery and a 31 foot by 31 foot
quilt that was made by about 300 people throughout Appalachia.
Joining- the traditional pieces are "fantasy drawings," sculpture,
and other comtemporary regional art.
"So much of what's traditional and what's contemporary is
borderline," said Stephen Graves, curator of the exhibit.

"The

Appalachians were founded by all kinds of people who brought their
crafts with them.

After a while, their works began to develop an

Appalachian flavor, sometimes out of necessity of life, such as
having to make baskets larger to carry heavier loads, or out of the
availability of materials for their crafts.
"Even today, the Appalachian area has people moving into it from
larger cities and bringing their crafts with them.
the way it's always been."
(more)

I think that's

Appalachian Art
2-2-2-2-2

Graves said the show offers an opportunity for visitors
to see and experience this "melting pot" art through thee
exhibit.
Plans are to continue the display on a year-to-year basis,
coinciding with the MSU Appalachian Celebration.
"We've been trying to get a show like this together for two
or thiee years," Graves said.

"It was this year that we talked

to Dr. Robert L. Burns, dean of the School of Humanities.

He

liked the idea and he and the Appalachian Development Center
joined to co-sponsor it."
The exhibit is open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. through Aug. 3.
Admission is free.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two Morehead State University students
presented papers at a regional meeting of a national
historical society held recently in Lexington.
"The 18th Amendment and the Volstead Act:

Wets vs.

DJ;"ys inKentucky, 1915-1920" was·presented at the Phi
Alpha Theta meeting by Paul Carroll of Grayson.
graduate student

~ajoring

He is a

in history ..

Michael Downs of Morehead presented "The Use of Oral
History Techniques with Vietnam War Veterans."

He is also

a graduate student majoring in history and is the spouse
of Brenda Downs of Morehead.
The primary purpose of the national historical society
regional meeting was to give the student members an
opportunity to present papers in their field of history.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will join the
growing number of college campl:lSes with co-educational dormitories,
its Board of Regents decided in a unanimous vote today.
In the final Board meeting with President Morris L. Norfleet
at ·:the MSU helm, the Regents approved a proposal to turn one
dormitory into a co-ed residence hall beginning with the fall
semester of 1985. The details are to be ironed out and approved
by University administrators during the coming year.
The Regents also offered, following an executive session,
a four-year contract to· Dr .. Norfleet:as the University's chancellor
for corporate relations.
The contract calls for a one-year salary at the chief
executive's present level of $72,000 with the remaining three
years to be nine-month appointments at $49,500 annually.
Dr. Norfleet has resigned as MSU president effective June 30.
He will take a

~ne-year

sabbatical leave to perform consultancy

services for the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities. Dr_ Norfleet, a tenured pro'fess or of education,
will be replaced in the HSU presidency by Dr. Herb. F. Reinhard, Jr.,
currently the president of Slippery Rock University in Pennsylvania.
In other business, the Board:
*Approved the abolition of its four-member executive commi.ttee.
The committee, composed of the chai.i:tnan, vi.ce chairman and two
other Regents, was removed because "it is just not necessary for
(more)

Regents
2-2-2

a Board with only ten members," said Judge James M. Richardson,
Regent from Owingsville.
'~Accepted

the gift of the personal library of Dr. Roger W.

Barbour, professor of zoology at the University of Kentucky and
renowned author and naturalist. The collection will be displayed
in the "Roger Barbour Room" in l'lSU' s Camden-Carroll Library.
*Heard the report of Dr. Norfleet and eight of his top
administrators as they reviewed the
administration.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Summer I classes will be dismissed and
offices will close Wednesday, July 4, as students and staff
of Morehead State University observe Independence Day.
Classes will resume and offices will reopen at 8 a.m.
Thursday, July 5.
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The Juiy 9-2.0 'celebrat~on ·is a tmique opportunity for college
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professionals
·and qther
musicians to ·rehearse anc:i perform.
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',The four

·'

'

MSU professionals and visitors fQ

con~erts·feature

'the Celebration.

The Performing Arts Trio, the Capital Universi'ty

Brass Quintet, .the MSU Fac;:,ul~y:·: BraE!s Ensemble, the Chamber Orchestra,
.-

the MSU Bel ·canto Trio and

f

'· ' •. , ..

't'h~ Mim Jazz Quartet. will be featured in
·.:•

the four concerts.
A concert ~esday,.July 10, features the Performing Arts Trio ..
This Trio is-unique because it blends the arts of poetry,
'

painting and

'

.

I

,

·•·'·,. ,_,, :

'

m~sic to create.an.unusual presentation.
'.~

'

'

' •

The threesome

r

is Joyce LeMaster, MSU as~ot:iate professor of. English, poetry; Doug
Adams, a freelance artist, ·..pa:j.nting; and,
assistant professor

of·.musi~,.

:.'.

Lu~retia
,.

Stetler, MSU.

·'

The concert is ·schedule4 for 8:15 p.m. at the Clajpool-Young
.. ··-···
-

'

(more)
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A concert Thursday, July 12, features the Chamber Orchestra.
The orchestra will consist of participants in the Celebration
and will be conducted by Manfred Bloom, professor of music at
Earlham College, Richmond, Ind.
literature from Stravinski to Mozart.
The concert begins at 8:15 p.m. in the Duncan Recital fta++,
. .

:.

: t

A concert Friday, July 13, features the Bel Canto Trio and
the Jazz Quartet.
The Bel Canto Trio is Dr. William Bigham, head of the MSU
department of music, clarinet; Harold Leo Blair, assistant professor
of music, violin; and Stetler.
The Jazz Quartet is David Anderson, assistant professor of
music, woodwinds; Raymond Ross, assistant professor of music, guitar;
Jay Flippin, associate professor of music, piano; and Frank Oddis,
assistant professor of music, drums.
The concert will begin at 8:15 p.m. on the front steps of
Baird Music Hall.

All concerts are free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Meeting the rising costs of college tuition
is covered in a booklet now available for parents.
The American Association of State Colleges and Universities
(AASCU), in cooperation with the accounting firm of Coopers and
Lybrand, has published a 40-page booklet entitled "Early Planning
for College Costs:

•

A Guide for Parents."

The booklet outlines

and explains planning techniques that may help middle-income
parents with the cost of a college education.
"It is never too early to begin saving for future college

•

costs," said Allan W. Ostar, AASCU President.

"This book is

designed to help meet the needs of parents who fear they might not
be able to send their children to college."

•

Copies of the booklet are $2 each and may be purchased from
the Early Planning for College Costs, PO Box 467, Rockville, MD
20850.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University, in cooperation
with the University of Kentucky's College of Nursing, will host a
two-day workshop for registered nurses July 9 and 10.
The workshops, entitled "Family Assessment Techniques for the
Public Health Nurse"

and "Home Assessment for the High Risk Infant

and Family," will be held in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran
t

University Center.
Marianna Bridge, an advanced pediatric nurse practioneer
presently finishing post-master's degree work at Indiana University,

1

will conduct the workshops.
Workshops will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day.
For more information or registration, contact MSU's Department

1

of Nursing at ( 606) 783-2632, or Patricia Miller at .the UK College
of Nursing, at (606) 233-6655.
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- An exhibit of original paintings by
Rocky Zornes, :a_

Mor~~ead

State University staff member, is on

display in MSU's Camden-Carroll Third Floor Gallery.
The 20 paintings in various media are on display through
July 5 from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday; 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Friday; 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.rn. Saturday; and 2 p.m. to
9 p.m. Sunday.
I

The library is closed July 4.

the exhibit is free.
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